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UEEQUE MORNING
TWENTY-NINT- H

YEAR

ALBUQUERQUE,

BOEBEL SLAIII
FOR REVENGE

Asms.-

landed In safety. The vessel had a
large cargo of salmon, which was 'a
total loss. Two of the party came out
overland and told of the wreck. Sinco
then nothing has been heard from
them. Although efforts were made
send the'm assistance through the revenue cutter service. It Is feared the
party Is in actual danger of starving
or freezing to death.

lilt

Sensational Affidavit Filed

in

St. Louis, Sept. 21. A conservative
estimate places the number of shoe
factory workers out on strike here at
25,000. Letters were sent today to the
management of each of the eighteen
shoe manufacturers affected announcing the demands of the strikers and FLYING TRAIN HITS LIGHT
offering to meet their former employENGINE: FIVE PERISH
ers for the purpose of effecting a settlement. The companies, at a meeting
yesterday, decided not to accede to
any demands made by the strikers.
Bodies of Brakemen and Two

Illinois Marathon

Tramps Cremated in Wreck-

J lace.

Indiana Throws Fresh Light Chicago, Sept. 21. Alex. Thabeau
of the First Regiment Athletic club
on Famous Kentucky Politi- won the third annual Marathon race
of the Illinois Athletic club this afternoon. His time was 3 hours, 10 seccal Assassination,

age; Engineer Crushed to
Death Beneath Locomotive,

Albert Corey, also of the First
regiment, finished second in 3:06:25.
Thirty-seve- n
started on the long grind
MYSTERIOUS CRIME
from Ravenna park, twenty-fiv- e
miles
MAY YET BE AVENGED north of this city. The course was In
fairly good condition, notwithstanding
the recent rains.
Governor Killed By Assassin
Draw.
Alton, Ills., Sept. 21. Abe Atel,
Hired by Man Whose Father
featherweight champion, and "BrookDied in Duel .With Goebel, lyn Tommy" Sullivan, fought six
rounds to a draw tonight at Physical
Culture Farm, maintained near here
Woman Says. '
by St. Louis business men.
onds.

Six-Pou-

Richmond, Ind., Sent. 21. Turner
Igo, of Formers, Rowan county, Ky
is charged with killing Senator Will-laGoebel. of Kentucky, in-- an affidavit by Mrs. Lulu Clark, which was
published exclusively today by the

OUTRAGE

m

Richmond Evening Item. The' affidavit was sworn to last April In the
law office of
W. S.
of Kentucky. Mrs. Clark,
whose maiden name was Lulu Williams, lived at the time of the Goebel
murder at Mount Sterling, Ky. She
has a cousin named Gertrude King,
who then lived at Maysvllle, Ky.
Miss King was at that time, according to the affidavit, keeping company
with John Sanford, of Covington, Ky.,
son of an attorney who was killed by
William Goebel, in a fight in Covington some years ago.
The fight was the result of a political quarrel. Mrs. Clark swears that
in the day Goebel was murdered, she
and her cousin. Miss King, went to
Frankfort. Ky., and that they started
to enter the statehouse
by the rear
entrance. While on the steps a shot
was fired. At the same time they noticed a man standing just Inside the
door whom thev recognized as Sanford. In a minute a second man came
running out of the building, dressed
like a mountaineer and carrying a rifle. Me ran to Sanford and said "I
got the d
." That man was recognized by affiant ns her friend. Turner
Igo. of Farmers, ftowan county, Ky.
Both men ran out of the building
to the fence, where Sanford gave a
pair of shoes 'which he was carrying
t" Igo, who exchanged his boots for
them. The men then disappeared. Affiant stales that Igo told her nt the
Mount Sterling depot In January 25,
100, that he was going hi kill Goebel
anil that she saw him afterwards at
.Toffersonvlllo, Ind., and he reminded
her that he had fulfilled his promise.
She also says Sanford had told Oer-truKing, a few days prior to Goe-bel- 's
murder, that he intended to kill
Goebel, saying, "Here is my chance
to get revenge. The legislature has
mei."
The Evening Item also publishes the
correspondence between Caleb Powers
and the persons who secured the affidavit, and afterwards Investigated lis
allegations for verification, showing
that the expenses for the Information
gained were paid from the Powers defense fund.
Tay-Tayl-

MAX CIIAHGFH WITH HIRING

IT

MI

Explosive Wrecks Costly
chinery; Deed Culmination of
Series of Similar Crimes in
Zinc District,
Kansas City, Sept. 22. A special to
the Star from Joplin, Mo., says:
At 1 o'clock this morning the mining plant of the Tennessee company
of East Joplin was blown up by dynamite, the loss being estimated at several thousand dollars. One charge
was placed on top of a hundred horsepower boiler, another near the hub of
the fly wheel of the engine and a third
In an Intricate portion of the pump
machinery.
d
week ago the
plant in Joplin was wrecked
by dynamite.
The same night the
mining plant belonging to the Granby
Mining company was blown up. Recently Patrick Hennessy, a Joplin
councilman, found an exploded stick
of dynamite beneath his front porch.

San Bernardino, Cal., Sept. 21. In
a daylight collision on the C'ujon grade
of the Santa Fe railroad this morning
five men were killed and one fatally
injured.
The collision was between a westbound freight and a light engine
which had helped the long freight oh
the long climb to the summit from
the desert side of the mountains. At
Sunvmlt this engine was uncoupled
from the rear and proceeded down the
mountain. The freight started shortly
afterwards and had gone but a short
distance when the air brake refused
to hold and the efforts of the brake-me- n
with the hand brakes were futile.
The train attained great velocity an3
at Devere station, nine miles from
this city, overtook the light engine.
The freight engine tore off the tender
of the light locomotive and . sent it
far down the track with the engineer
unhurt in his seat. The big engine
then hurled Itself into the sand between the main line and the side
tracks, crushing the engineer to death.
Brakeman Gray and Bryant were
pinioned beneath tons of debris and
burned to death. Two tramps also
were cremated.
Fireman Thresher
suffered a fractured Bkull and was
taken to the Los Angeles hospital In
a critical condition. There Is believed
to have been a number of other
tramps on tho truln when the accident
occurred and It Is possible that the
debris may conceal the bodies of sevcareral more victims. Thirty-fou- r
loads of merchandise was burned. The
financial loss to the railroad is estimated at $75.000.

ULEDYHE

News-Heral-

PREFECT SCORE

San Diego.

Cal., Sept.

21.

At tar-

get practice yesterday the gunners tf
the One Hundred and Fifteenth company of coast artillery stationed
at
Fort Rosecrans made a perfect score.
h
gun,
Out of nine shots with a
a hit wus scored every time at a dislf
tance of four and one-hamiles.
Three shots were fired at stationary
targets and six nt targets when moving at the rate of six miles an hour.
The target was located by range finders and was entirely out of sight of
gunners wiio aimed by rule.
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Ten Inch Gun Hits Target" Every Time at Distance of Four
Miles,
and One-ha- lf

IDAHO FEDERAL

Br Carrier,

or

Oklahoma Piikt SusM-iiiIm- .
Oklahoma City, Sept. 21. The OkCincinnati. Ohio, Sept. 21. Je n
City Post, a morning paper
ATTORNEY UNDER FIRE lahoma
Sanford, mentioned In the Richmi I,
taking the Hearst service, suspended
'e
Ind., dispatch. Is thp son of the
publication here today. The paper
Attorney Sanford. who was killed "iy
was republican In politics. The reWilliam Goebel. Goebel was acquitted, Official Defends His Talk to the ceiver places the liabilities at $50,000.
many
was
young
times
Sanford
but
quoted as threatening to "get even."
Grand Jury as Strictly In Line CYCLONrTsWEEPS COUNTY
and has even been suspected of the
murder, although direct evidence was
of His Duty as Public ProseFAIR IN PENNSYLVANIA
lacking.
His mother, the wife of the dead
cutor,
man. Is at present In n sanitarium, her
Grand Stand Blown Down: Fifty Per
mind giving away under the strain.
sons Hurt In Crash; Some Will Die.
at home
Young Sanford has
Boise,
Idaho, Sept.
21. Federal
for about two years. He is understood Judge
Pottsville, Pa., Sept. 21. A wind
Whltson today began an investo have gone to China, and Is now
tigation In open court Into the conduct storm of cylonlc force late this after
somewhere In the far east.
s,
of United States Attorney Rulck, who noon struck the fair grounds at
In the western part of Schuylkill
KNOWN TO
KIORV
secured the Indictment of Vnlted county, where the Heglns grange was
roit.MKit ;ovi:koh
States Senator William F--. Borah and holding Its annual county fair and
TayS.
Indianapolis, Sept. 21. W.
twelve others for alleged conspiracy to blew down the 'grand stand upoh
verify
to
today
lor coulij not be found
the statements In the dispatch from defraud the government of various which were seated several hundred
lands. Certain defendants filed persons.
a hundred were In
Richmond. The Clurk woman former- timber
pleas In abatement of indictments on Jured, liveHalf
ly lived here and was a brakeman's
probably fatally.
them
of
ground
of the misconduct of the Other buildings on the grounds were
wife. They were divorced. It Is said, the
attorney,
who,
district
alleged,
was
It
two years ago. Three years ago Mrs.
practically coerced the grand Jury Into also blown down.
Clark told her story of the Goebel finding
the Indictment. The pleas
murder to an Indianapolis newspaper were
supported by the affidavits of
man, who carried It to Governor Taythree members of the old grand Jury
lor, who took her deposition.
RELD
The story was not published, ns nml denied In nine Hffldavits filed In
Judge
behalf
of
Rulck.
Whltson
said
publication
Its
feared
Tavlor
Governor
that before finally passing upon
nt that time might make verification todaypleas
he deemed an Investigation
Impossible, and he hoped to locate the the
necessary,
the charges against the disman who was with Mrs. Clark. As a
attorney
being of a very grave
trict
preliminary to the first trial of Caleb
Powers, friends of the secretary of nature.
A special grand Jury Is now In sesstate had sought to establish the fact
that John Sanford was In Frankfort sion making a similar Investigation,
on the day of the shooting, but the ef- and the witnesses have been summoned before Judge Whltson. Senator Charged With Manslaughter In
fulled.
forts to establish this
.
.1.
Borah has not entered any pleas of a
Connection With Death of a
technical nature, but a decision adverse to the government In the other
cases may affect his trial, which Is
WRECK
Woman in Zion City,
scheduled to begin Monday.
Fourteen former members of the
Chicago, Ills., Sept.
21. Six per
grand Jury testified at the morning,
afternoon and evening sessions, all sons were held to the Lake county
stating that !ulek made an extended grand Jury by a coroner's Jury sitting
MAY BE STARVI11G
address to the Jurors before the In- nt Wuukhegan tonight In connection
dictment was voted. Rulck, It Is said, with the death of Mrs. Letltla, Green- will admit making the speech,
but baulgh, at the hands of fanatical fol
will claim he confined his remarks to lowers of Paruham In Zlon City. They
as lo the law nml a brief sum- were Harold Mitchell, and his wire
President Asked to Send Aid to advice
mary of the evidence.
with manslaughter as princi
Judge Whltson ssld tonight that the charged
pal, William and Jennie Oreenbaulgh,
Stranded on trial
Unfortunates
of Senator Horah would proceed son
anil iluuirtiter of the (lead woman.
Monday morning, so far ns he could
and Mr. Louis Smith, held as acces.
Bleak Arctic Coast,
say at this hour.
sorles In the commission of the crime,
and B. J. Hopkins, an undertaker.
Warrant for Wisconsin Men.
Milwaukee, Sept. 21. A special Hopkins Is charged with having had
Seattle, Wash., Pept. 21. 1'nltod
States Senator 8. II. Piles has tele- from Kail Claire, Wis., says warrants guilty knowledge of the manner of the
graphed direct to President Roosevelt, were served today on J. P. Pnrbcr woman's death, nnd with having
asking the executive to send a reve. and S. K. Moon, pursuant to the
withheld tne facts. Health CommisJury nt Poise,
of the grand
tine cutter to the rescue of the crew of Idaho, In the timber land case, In sioner Ijirose, of S5lon City, nlso camp
HO white fishermen and 2)U Chinese which conspiracy Is alleged.
Barber In for a scoring nt the hands of thn
said to have been wrecked when the nnd Moon ave bonds before the Jury which culled tho attention of the
fishing bout John Currier went awhore t'filted Stales commissioner of $!i,0f) state board of health to the laxity that
on the ro, k August 9 III Behring sea. each,
win adjourned until Is nllrged to exist in Zion City In reAll of the people on bourd With October 26.
porting deaths.

assassin i!i.ui:vi:i in cup'

EXPLORE

MEXICO

CAJOII HILL

Hi

1907,.

trol of their creatures?
The regulation of Interstate commerce must necessarily be by the federal government;
but as to commerce within the states.
It Is the right and duty of the stute
to regulate It. In ordinary lines of
business, competition can be trusted to
regulate prices and protect the people.
With n monopoly, however, the law
must supply the regulation which In
the case of enterprises open to all is
furnished by competition. Railroads
are necessary to the development of
our vast resources, and are entitled to
fair treatment the same as Individuals.
Rut. unrestrained, their power to fix
rates is the power t1 tax, and the
power to tax is the power to destroy.
They have no more right to carry the
freight of one man for less cost than
another under the same circumstances, or to carry one man free and
charge another, than a tux collector APPROVES FINDINGS BY
IMPORTANT INVESTIGATION INDEPENDENT LIBERTY A
would have to remit a portion of one
man's tax. to collect half of nnother's,
BY ARCHAEOLOGISTS
RIGHT, NOT A PRIVILEGE and to put all of the burden on still QAPTHRn IM miPQUM
another.
"The danger to the Integrity of the
Extensive Exploration Planned Governor Folk Beiieves Cause states can best be checked by the In Absence of Furtheted-Ing- s
states exercising their rights of
in the enactment of good
of Popular Government in laws,
by the
of Canyon of the Rio de Los
and enforcement of those laws.
states
allow
The
their
that
This
Country
Had
Holds
Never
New Mexico Owes Mr,
a
Frijoles in Jemez Forest Reto be spread out nnd dissipated
It
beamong
many
until
Brighter Outlook than Today comes so weaksubdivisions,
Buiwm $4,333,66, serve,
as to mean but little,
are doing much to aid In the plan of
. .
. ...
, i ,i
,
those who argue for a more central- - if, ... ranvaww
mi urna
Washington, Sept. 21. The ArchaeNorfolk, Sept. 21. Missouri day iron government at tne nation s cafr-ir
- i
,
suver cuy, . M., Sept. 21. Judge
tal
ological Institute of America has Jusi was celebrated at the Jamestown ex"This is the greatest nation In the Frank W. Parker,
presiding in the
been given permission by the secre- position today with Governor Folk as
Is no greater
world, but
the
tary of agrjculturo to explore and ex- the central figure of interest. Gover- slates that itcompose It. It than
district court, today
is great Third judicial
Folk delivered un address on the
heard argument in the matter of exit Is a nation of
amine the canyon of the Rleto de los nor
subject of "Liberty of the Individual a because
states Let us keep It so, for its ceptions tiled by the territory, through
Frijoles in New Mexico nnd the adja- Right, Not a Privilege."
He said in decline will commence, when the
former Attorney General George W.
cent mesa or tableland south of the part:
of the states, the foun- Prlchard and Ormsby Mcllurg, speage
magical
"The
In
we
which
canyon.
live
This exploration 'will be
tain of its strength, is taken away.
cial assistant United States attorney,
Is
of the Idea that the lib"In a sense, every governmental to the report of Referee Charlea V.
made for the purpose of collecting ob- ertytheof reüult
the individual is a right, not a question
Is a question
of right or Sufford In the suit of H. O. Uursum,
jects of antiquity and of prehistoric privilege. From this principle lias wrong.
tariff is a moral question. for an adjudication of his accouut.-- as
come universal education and the rec- - A tariffThedeliberately
interest.
designed
to
'
Mexico
The specimen collected will be pre- ognitlon of the rights of the masses as create monopoly and to give a few superintendent of the New
opposed to the privilege of the classes people the right to prey upon the rest penitentiary, nnd following the hearserved in the southwest museum ot I lie nearer we keen to this Idea, the
ing
finally
confirmed the report of the
the people, is prohibited by the
the Archaeological Institute of Amer- more real progress we shall make, of
moral law the law of conscience. Rut referee.
ica, located at Log Angeles, Cal. This and the further we get from It, the considered purely upon an economic
This confirmation of Safford'a reis the first permit of the kind granted more removed we shall be from the basis, the time has come when a
port, In the absence of further action
Ideal republic, towards which those
by the secretary of agriculture.
fairly
be
tariff cannot
by the territory means that the terwho believe In the liberty of the In- defended.
who May Give Permits.
commerce ritory is under judgment to 'repay to
International
Permits to examine and excavate dividual as a right, not as a privilege, can never bo a
d
transaction.
Uursum the sum of $4,333.66, the sum
archaeological ruins and to collect ob- are striving.
Mutuality is the primary lnw of trade.
"Our civilization differs from those Trade restrictions breed trade retailiu-tlon- which Safford'a report finds is due to
jects of antiquity may bo given by the
secretary of agriculture in national that have gone before In that It Is a
and so long us we pursue a pol- Uursum.
The territory was represented
at
forests, by the secretary of war In mil- civilization of the individual; a civill-znto- n icy of hostile exclusiveness we can
that demands the education of never hope to dominate the marts of the hearing by Attorney General A.
itary reservations and by the secre.
tary of the Interior on all other lands all, not of a few; a civilization of the world. This can ony he done by H. Fall, Uursum being represented by
Our reciprocal trade relations
owned and controlled by the govern equal rights Instead of privilege.
yilh the his attorney, H. M. Dougherty, of Somaterial prosperity and progress In in- leading nat'ons.
ment.
corro, and K. P. Holcombe appearing
The portion of the Rio de los Fri vention ure the outgrowth of the prin"In constructing this great govern- us the representative of Ormsby
ciples
liberty
of.
and individual rights. ment, our forefathers exercised a wisjoles where the Investigations will be
special assistant attorney genmade is In the Jemes national forest, When we depart from these moral dom unsurpassed In the annals of eral. The latter
took no part In the
principles,
our
will go as others mankind. They founded a government
nation
New Mexico.
The purpose is to
merely stating that he had
and preserve relics and antlq-quiti- have gone during the flight of time guaranteeing rights to the individual hearing,
which would otherwise lie un through the ages. The nations that never obtained or exercised by any been asked by the special assistant to
known or would be carried away by have tottered off the stage of the other people. They fought in order to represent him.
world into oblivion did not die for lack give us this nntlon with Its blessings
The territory did not make any con- unauthorized persons or be lost. In of
wealth, for many of them were of freedom. It Is for us to preserve It test, on the exceptions or tho report of
the present instance the particular ob- richer
when they fell than ever before, as a government of the people, for the the referee. There was nn examinajects sought are pottery, clay, stone, 'out they
ceased to exist for lack of
en tion of the report, a fewquesllons were
wood or bone implemnts, domestic men. They died not for lack of mon- people and by the people. Let usprindeavor to maintain Inviolate the
asked and the report was finally ap
furniture or utensils, and anything ey, but for lack of moral wealth. The ciple
and proved.
of popular
else that may serve to throw light on many hail no right; the few hud all. recognize the largest liberty of the InAfter court opened It was anthe people who formerly lived there. Vice followed; then decay. The perpe- dividual citizen consistent with law
tuity of this government rests not on and order: unite in enforcing the laws nounced that the court would hear
Preserved for the Public.
The law provides careful safeguards the great wealth of the few, but upon and In counteracting any attempt to from any one present who might deagainst the gathering of such objects the morality and Integrity of the aver- defy them; destroy the privileges of sire to soy anything. No one said
lawlessness nnd the unjust privileges anything nnd the matter proceeded
for commercial purposes or their sub- age individual.
us a right of the Individual, conferred by law. and maintain the speedily. Only a few spectators were
sequent purchase by private persons. not"Liberty
a privilege, does nut mean that rights of all by causing each to respect present when the hearing occurred.
All Implements and utensils of any each person may do as he pleases
of the other. Let us not
kind discovered under $:rnilta granted without limitation. .Tho liberty that the rights remedy,
for. existing, evils 'ess A niUW IlKVIKWOP
Tfrust be' deposited rfníí'Rcpt In a des- was guaranteed by the- - founder' of seek H,sa
'
democracy, hut more democracy; riot
TiiK cask
mil
ignated museum open to the public. this government Is liberty under the more money, but more manhood; not
The facts leading up to the action In
No monument or building which can law.
hen the sentiment of a minor- more cunning, tint more conscience.
be preserved where it stands can be ity anywhere Is not In accord with the Let us hand down the doctrine that Silver City yesterday by which Judgn
sentiment
of the majority which liberty Is the right of the individual, Parker confirms u report holding tho
mutilated, destroyed or removed.
Large objects of historical or scien- makes the laws, it is the duty of the not a privilege to the coming genera- territory Indebted to Uur.uiu in the
minority to acquiesce until it can se- tion, lo the end that the individual sum of $4,:U3.6ti In the adjudication
tific interest on public, lands may
a majority on Its side and cause may ho uplifted more and more as ot his accounts as superintendent of
national monuments, and are cure
of the law. In order that time goes bv until tho mlghtv mission the New Mexico
urn
penitentiary,
by that means set apart to be pre- the repeal
the Individual liberty of the majority
America Is enlightening the world thoroiiKlily familiar to the vast maserved. Among such monuments are to make laws may be effective, those of
of liberty is nc- - jority
benedictions
with
the
of the people of New Mexico
caves, cliff dwellings, peculiar and unI
laws must be respected.
compllslmdwho read the newspapers. In connecusual geological formations and other
"The greatest enemy to the liberty
tion with yesterday's action, however,
things of great Interest or value. A of the Individual is privilege the
it Is Interesting to recall them briefly.
large part of these relics of antiquity privilege of lawlessness, the privilege
Shortly after II. J. Hagerman became
regions of Ari- conferred by law and the privilege of
lie In the seml-arl- d
governor of New Mexico, the resignazona, New Mexico, Colorado nnd Utah, monopoly. There has been a great
conscience
tion of II. O. Uursum as superintendwhere the prehistoric cliff dwellers awakening ofpastthefewpublic
years as to the
of the New Mexico penitentiary, a
ent
By during the
and Pueblos have their homes.
privilege of lawlessness. This public
position he hud held for some seven
preserving them and making accessi- conscience
goes marching on day by
years, occurred. The resignation was
ble for study such articles as can day, correcting some evil; day after
understood to have been at tho re
properly be collected in museums the day remedying some wrong.
quest of tho governor.
government Is following an enlight"There are some who see danger to
Shortly
thereafter tho governor
ened policy In the interest of the pub- our Institutions in the agitation resultcaused an Investigation to be made.
ing from the exposures of wrongdolic, which, It is to be hoped, will evenInto the llnanclul records of the penitually puzzle, out the history of the ing In official and business life.. To
my mind, the hope for the perpetuity
tentiary and Francis K. McMahon.
primitive peoples of North America.
was
of this government by the people
representing the Colorado Guarantee
never brighter than now. This awak-enin- g
of
nnd Trust company
Colorado
of the public conscience does not
Springs, a registered accountant, was
of discontent,
III proceed from a spiritquickening
employed to make the Investigation.
of the
but comes from the
McMahon was engaged
for several
moral sense of the nverage Individual.
weeks In making tho report and when
It Is simply a determination to stamp
It was returned, the expert alleged
out the stains of distrust In public life CHULAL0NGK0RN
BUYS
that there was a Inrge shortage In the
nnd the things that oppress in prlvute
HELENA
governlife; a firm resolve that the
WINE BY THE CARLOAD accounts of the prison as administered
ment shall be representative of the libby Uursum. that books and records
privilege
not
of
the
people,
erty of the
were missing and that account which
comgreat
The
special
Interests.
of
had been paid In to the prison man
of capital that have grown Free Beer and Champagne on agement
binations
had not been entered on the
Montana Capital Threatened up In the past few years require
bookt to the credit of thn territory.
to their
as
Celebration
regulation
Birthday
Royal
of
rules
stricter
With Total Tie Up of Busi- conduct then were needed In years
Prior to the Investigation Bursum had
returned to the territorial treasury
gone by In relation to Individual acQuarter
Spa
Cost
German
at
ness as Result of Telephone tion. In exposing and prosecuting the
the sum of $700, which he stated had
wrongdoing of these aggregations of
been retained to his credit by error In
Million,
of
a
Controversy,
wealth the liberty of the average Indibookkeeping, and Inter the sum of
attack
protected.
The
being
Is
vidual
$1,000 wns returned under practically
on corporate wrongdoing Is not an asHamburg, ficrmany, Sept. 21. King the same condition.
Helena, Mont., Sept. 21. As tho re- sault on legitimate industry. The man
Upon the evidence furnished by McIndustrial Chulalongkorn of Slam today Invited
sult of the refusal of the business men who would returd legitimate
ns much a public en- all Hamburg to Join In celebrating his Mahon, In his report, the then attoris
development
of Helena to dlscontlue their tele- emy as he who would crush the people birthday. Champagne and red and ney gonernl. Captain W. C. Reld. made
phone service pending the settlement beneath the heel of monopoly.
n formal demand on Rursum for th
No
of the Btrlke agulnst the Rocky Mount- man or corporation doing an honest white wines of other descriptions were return of something more than $1.000
ain Bell Telephone company, the business need fear the arousing of the serv'd at the Kurhaiis without any to the territorial treasury. whl-- .
people agulnst limit, It being arranged that each per- was held by the territorial oril.luis
Helena Trades and Labor assembly, conscience of the
affiliated with the Montana Federa. wrongdoing. Those whose business son who paid a trifling fee should be- Pursum
was short. Rursum reHon of Labor, today decided to call a methods will not stand the light of
sum demanded, reserving
turned
the
a
of
member
the
come
temporarily
general strike Monday at noon. Th publicity have111no right to complain. If Kurhaus and bo entitled to three bot- hl leirnl rights.
wrongdoing
are
and
persist
they
be
Is
will
said,
It
action,
of
result
this
Pining the session of the last legisnot Injured by the peo- tles of wine.
a complete tie-u- p
of the street car hurt, theyby are
Throe pavilions were erected where lature s law was pnssed allowing for
wrong which they do.
the
but
ple,
hotels,
service and the closing of the
The king the ndludlcntlon of accounts of public
r .1., ..,( Iw.IL.vb there is ,'inv elimitv free beer was distributed.
stores, manufacturing
nnd business anywhere In this country to legitimate decided that the celebration should officers and providing for thp appoint,
houses, nnd even the saloons where Industry. It Is not railroads nor In- - continue at his expense for three days. ment of n referee In such cases. tn-dthe use of telephones have not been Kuram-- companies the people com- - He Is also distributing large sums of
this law Pursum brought suit for
discontinued.
Dluln of. but the breaches of trust on money to the poor and benevolent so- on ndludlcntlon In tho Third tudlclat
gave
big
banquet
a
tonight
cieties,
and
the part of those running ruilroads or
district court, nnd Charle V. Bafford,
persons.
Insurance companies. While some rail- to six hundred
the territorial travolln
auditor and
LIFE IMPRISONMENT FOR
ChulalongKing
of
dally
outlay
The
men
lire
road men and some Insurance
secrelnry
of the republican central
traveling,
In
while
times,
normal
korn
all
not
follow
that
CHICAGO MURDERER crooked, It does
spnolntpd
to mnke the
bills of him- committee, was
railroad men or all Insurance men or is uboiiJ. $3,01)0 for Ithotel
Is presumed the report.
Sufford held hearing! and afall public officials are without honor. self nnd his suite. birthday
cost
will
ter a considerable time, presented to
Chicago, Sept. 21. The Jury In the The eradication of lawless privilege celebration of his
His managers hnve the court a report In which he held
lüMUMHi.
rnse of Frank J. Constuntlne, on trial from business helps rut her than hurts about
by
In
wine
gathering
the
hastily
Insurance pulidos been
that Instead of Rursum owing the
for the murder of Mrs. Louisa Gentry, legitimate Industry. today
by reason of carload froni neighboring cities. It Is territory money, the territory owed
tonight returned a verdict finding the are more valuable
King
Slum
has
of
the
estimated
that
part
elimination of grafting on the
Pursum the sum of $4, 333. $8 as a reprisoner guilty of murder In the sec- the some
Insurance officials. We can already spent $1.500,111111 In (ierniauy sult of a settlement of his nooounls
ond degree and fixed his punishment of
,
nlone.
satisfaction
more
cat our meat with
us superintendent of the prison. In
4.
at life Imprisonment In the peniten- since
abuses In the beef packing busieluding Iho amount which Rursum
Defaulting Tux Clerk Arrowed.
tiary. The defense claimed today to ness were stopped. When rallrords
New Orleans. Sept. 21. With $2.000 hud returned to tho territorial tren,
have clenrly proven that Mrs. Gentry and other special Interests nre comon his person, tjeorge W.
urv on demand of the territory.
committed suicide while tho state In- pelled to obey the law, It will not re- cash
son of ('burles 10. Lotion, defaulting
To tills report the then
attorney
sisted It was a clenr case of wilful turd their development nor Injure tux clerk, was arrested here today. general,
Oeorgo V. Prlchard. with
murder, for which the death penalty their real progress, but will put Ihem Tho police nro holding the money
Special Assistant Attorney General
on a, more secure nnd substantial
should be Inflicted.
which. It Is alleged. Is part of $Kiii.o(l Ormsby Mcllurg acting with him, pre.
'
young man's fathThe case went to th
Jurv nt 9 basis.
or
more
tho
which
privilege,
ngalnst
the
sented a sorles of objections, nnd It
"In the fight
o'clock. Two hours and a half lntr
there have arisen ques- er has confessed to have stolen.
upon these objection
w.l
that the
the verdict was reported. Assistant of lawlessness
state
and
federal
tho
between
healing was bad lit Silver Cliy yesterMol loo )
Dlsx.ho Injunction.
State's Attorney Robert Holt had con- tions
of
to
construction
as
the
governments
cluded hli argument by asking that
Mncoln. Neb.. Sept. 21. In the day resulting In confirming the refIf the people of
the pennltv of death be passed. He the powers of each.be trusted
fedeiul court this afternoon Attorney eree's report.
to
enact
cannot
slates
the
ps
n "vain
described Constnnllne
Tho territory, according to the
with respect lo corpora- (leneral Thompson filed a motion to
whose chief dellnrht was M valid laws
restraining order Issued
made to the Morning Journal
dissolve
the
reasoning
process
of
by
what
tions,
H
on
women."
"mnk nn Impression
ntglil. mude no context on thelel
last week to prevent the state railway lu-they
the
hove
that
assumed
be
can
it
Utile
fibout
would not tell the .truth
fur the Individual commission frmii publishing a new exception, nnd what If any furl lo r
thlnifs nnd wns not entitled to belief capacity to legislate
créalo the corpora-lion- schedule of grain rules, on the ground action by the territory Is intended.
when he rum to manufactured evi- citizen. The state:! bo
' ..
denied the eou- - that there Is nothing to riijoln.
not knowni
Shall they
dence to clear himself.
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land thin fall. She has written a one- act playlet in French which is to be
played by a company of players,
before the royal
amateurs
house parly.
Among the players will be MUs
Minnie Cochrane, for many year.)
to Princess Henry ol
BattenhurR, who
the
domestic theatricals of the Uattcnburft
children, of whom the present Queen
Victoria was the most talented.
Among royalists who are playwrights, the Grand Duke Constantino
of Kussia is one of the most distin
guished. He has written many plays
all dealing with political intrigue,
which have been performed at the
Imperial palace.
Queen Maud of Norway, the young,
est daughter of Queen Edward. Is an
other clever dramatic. Her theatrical work Is mostly in the form of society dialogues which are very wittily
written. In. some of them she has
only slightly disguised the characters,
representing well known people. In
,
KnglNh society.

MORNING JOURNAL,

The Familu
Physician

arU-tocrat- ic

22, 1907.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

The best medicines
world cannot
the family physician'.
Consult him early when taken ill. If
the trouble is with your throat, bronchial
tubes, or lungs, ask him about taking
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. Do as he says.
Wa hava no aaereta Wa publish J. C arer Co. ,
All
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Capital and Surplui. $100.000.00.
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GROWN JAPS MAY ENTER
A royal wedding of an unusual Kind
CHICAGO HIGH SCHOOLS
will tai;e place in London next season
win n Prime Arthur of Connaught
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The operiititig tibie and thu

Mif'snis knife, w (mid. It Is
yelden ron to.jie employed If t h it mo-- t
d
v'ii'im' c wqiiiiiiT's" ri inf iiv yrc
tune. The "Favorite
lo in
tiJn "La proven u great boon toexpectaut
mother by preparing the system for the'
coming of baby, thereby rendering childbirth afn, eaiy, and almost painless.
Bear In mind, pienso that Dr. Pierce's
rti

pp-scrl-

Favorite Prescription I not a turret or
patent medicine, agalitKt hich the most
Intelligent pinplo are quite, naturally
avere, Urauwi of the uncertainty a to
their com ixMltlon and harmlcwcharacW r,
but U a Mr.iiicnK or nowk comium-tío- ,
a full lint ot all IU ingredient Ih Ihj
priiiti.fl, in plain Kngllsh, m every bottle.
wrapisT. IAn elimination of thin list of
Ingredient will di- -i loe the (art that it
1 1

rntnpiMitKin,
glycerine taking
pure, trlpb'-ridlincommonly
the.
pUeo
ucd alcohol,
of
the
In Mil connect ion it
in lu make-up- .
may not ! out of place to Mate that the
of l)r. Pirren l
"Kavoritn
Km only medicine put up for the cure of
woman
lumbar weak new and ailment, and told through druitgl't, all
th" Iti2riJieiiljt of which have the unanimous ctrdoru'mcnt of all the lending
medical writer and teacher of all tlie
several HrhooM of practice, and that loo
remullí-for tlm ailment for which
mended.
"Favorite Pri"irlptin"
"
A little book of tin i endorsement will
ami
Vie neiit to any adilren. ixwt-paiyou request sam by
lijiU'ly
V.
l'lcrco.
-t il card, or letter, of Ur. IL
l;u ítalo. N. Y.
pure
ron- pellet
nt
Piensa
r. Pierce
uf
tltmtioti. Cntip"Uon I tbo can
many limen', tur the chiimi and you
Ltmy Ui take a candy.
euro thu UueajMIn

)

1

frt't

Ulliicv
.Much

Turn

l

o .Wirr 1 "If ty
l.if (gallon PiomK--

Year:
In

light for i.."iHM.M i;iute.
St. Iiiils. Sept. 21. A
suit Wiis
brought In the circuit court today to

hae

the will of Solomon P. Sublette,
who died in IS"?, declared valid an I
his Pimertv In this cltv. valued nt
tl.ánu.iiuii, divided among the Paternal
heirs. The suit Is brought Hfler the
alleged finding of n witness to the.
will w ho ha been missing for more
than half a century, and whose ith- ence prevented the Instrument from
being probated. It Is believed that nil
of the property has passed out of the
hands of members of the family, and
much litigation will resuit should the
will be admitted t.i probate.

i
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russianTÍrealTrop

away below average

cheinir-all- y
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TOilOING

Hilly rvpeclutloim
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Iikk1

Doomed to Disiipisiliiliiieiit.

Vlelil

St. Petersburg, Sept. 21. The crop
report of the central Mint Isl lent com.
mil lee, published todnv, record that
the expectation of a line crop ha

been signally disappointing and that
high prices of grain, assuring n remunerative export buslnex offer the
only relieving feature of the

RETURNS

.

FUTILE CONFERENCE ON
BOILERMAKERS' STRIKE
Ft. Paul. Sept. 21. A conference
was held here todav between the officials of the five railways involved lu

ered From Recent Illness Is
Ready for Trip to 'Mexican
Capital,

their stewardship.

of

BANK
STATE NATIONAL
ALlirQUKKQIK.

Mustard seed,

lb... 25c

Bay leaves, !b

25c

Whole mixed spices
4 oz, package

15c

1

i
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f8ÍMW

--

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO-

hortif

J... 50c

gallon

Other good vinegars. 40c

BALDILIDGES YARD IS THE PLACE

Stick Cinnamon, per

package,

For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stock of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand

5c

J. C. BALDKIDGE
enrrrr tptttct btiipft
.rimnr'TriniynTo vttt

mk

pre-nag-

I

mttiv

The Superior Tlaning Mill is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

We carry a complete line
Ferndell
of
package
which are the
spices
very finest produced, being sold as absolutely
pure under the pure food
law, .You take no chance
in not getting the
very

THE

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

SOUTH OF YJAin'CT.

AfJIUQr KRQUE,

N. M.

wrrn ample means

Avn riiwKrrnpAssFTi

BANK OF COMMERCE

best,'

'PArtTT.TTTra

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M,

,

EXTENDS TO DKI'OSITOItS EVKKY I'UOPKIt ACCOMMODATION

I1,W

a.T V tMJLilVllTt

J7J.

CAPITAL
$150,000.0.
Officers and Directors:
IOLOMON LUNA, Prenldejst.
W. 8. BTRICKLKR,
W. J. JOHNSON,
Vic Prnddent nd Cashier.
AmAatMt Cashier
WILLIAN UcINTOSIL
OI0ORGR AIINOT,
0. BALD RIDGE,
A. M. BLACKW1XL.
O. E. CROMWELL,
,

Jaffa

The

Grocery Co.

'Good Things to Eat."

Pa

Mall Orders Filled Sumo
as Received.

tí
Mexican reception committee, headed
hy (ieneral Limantotir, and will arrive
In the City of Mexico on the evening
of Septemhcr 30.
Secretary lioot expects to spend the
first week after his arrival wholly in
the City of .Mexico.

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
DEGENERATES INTO RIOT
Hoboken, X. J., Sept. 21. The democratic city convention developed Into
a fight between two factions In which
the delegates used their fists, chairs
and other objects today. The police
tried to stop the fight, but were outnumbered. After the fight the delegates held separate conventions on the
sanie stage nnd named two sets of
cit y officers. The trouble Marled over
efforts of the adherents of Patrick J.
(Irlffin, who aspires to be the leader of
the party in the city, to defeat Maurice J. Stack and his supporters.
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MINING 'STOCKS.

H 'w t r.
Washington, Sept.
21.
Secretary Trinity
í 5:1
tlie bollerma kers' strike and n com- Boot, who returned to Washington t'nlleil Cupper
r.t
7
.17
mittee nt striking employes. The con- last night, resumed his work today t'tah Cornudilla ted . . .
i
it L'íi
ference wan arranged for by Chairman with zest that Indicated his complete Wulvrrlne
in
S
4
te
.
.
!i
I Martin
A. Kniipp. of the
Inlerstate recovery from the exhausted condition Vlrt'U lll ..
commerce commission and representIn which ha left Washington ut the
IKI.TH.
AMI
1IIPKH
ative of the firemen' union on the beginning of the sumnier.
on lildea nnd
The fulhiwlnK qiinlatluna
Interested roads. Tlw luemlons were
The secretary appear to be' In fine pella nre furnlKhed by the John Klnneciin
thoroughly discussed, but the confer-cn- i physical condition. The Itinerary for Company
city!
of
Ihla
e ndjourned w ithout acconipllsblnftT his Mexican trip I complete, Mr. and Hry tiPle. heavy, lb
11
anything.
'
'4
Mrs. Boot, Miss Boot, Mr. Iloyle, his Dry bidé. Unlit, lb
lb
III.
Hreen
in,
secretary
private
for thl occasion, and
1, Ih
No.
.11
eklna,
Hherp
R A II Rfl A flPRQ DWf I lFQ
mnld
an
will
leave
attendant and
i
bearllnna. lb .
.It
iiniuiMnui.ilu
Washington on the Pennsylvania rail- Sheep nklna,
eklna, eticnrl n k, No.
TO BRAVE YOUNG WOMAN road at 3:40 p. m. next Wednesday, Sheep
i :.,ii I aklna.
No. 1. lb
25
via ht. Louis for Han Antonio, Texas, II..HI eklna. No. t and Arnera, lb.. 2 '4
where they will arrive on the morn Kum. each
NiV York. Sept. 21. Six New York lug of tlie í iith. They will reach LarCentral trainmen owe their lives to edo Sunday, the 29th, At .that point
the presence of mind and quickness of the party will be tuken In hand by the Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

wiil

-

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

1

The current year crop onlv vlelded
,noo,fiio hunhel
more than list
year, leaving n
2iii,ono,ntio
"r II per cent of th nverugn crop.
e
These figures. It Is added, would
m repetition
of Inst year'a famine,
It
ere not for the fact that the shortage
distributed among' many different kind of grain.

BAfI

FIRST NATIONAL

Pure undiluted apple
cider vinegar, the
finest New York
state produces, per

MSI

vll-la- gi

the pickling season is

special inducements whereby the high
prices of pickling fruits
and vegetables will be off
set by the reduction in
price of the ingredients
used;

Aus-Irla-

married to Lady Maijorie Manner.-- , lit. red I'i'oiii l.nvier Grade liv Decisdaughter of the Duke of Itutland. Poion of Board of Education.
ca use the brille Is not of royal blooit.
lily a semi-royil ui'l
wedding,
lilcagii. Sept.
The school nmn-a- g
and for that reason will be more or
tneiit committee of the Chicago
!;
a society function than a royal cereml board decided to admit
si
the
mony.
th'ce adult Japanese who applied for
Ii ste.id of St. Pierre's chapel. Wind-- r ad ilssioti to tlie public schools, to the
or. the scene of most English royal hi: a sciioois, but In no ruse to permit
weddings, the knot will be tied hi Si. tin in to einer tlie sciioois occupied try
pupils, An adult Swede, a Ila-M.iruaret's, Westminster,
the little yoi iig
I.
and an East Indian who had
church In the shadow of the Ahbev. al inapplied
will be admitted under
and one of the mo-- t fashionable In sir liar conditions.
London. A reception will afterwards
be civi n tit Buckingham palace, when.
BASE BALL
t reat
crowd of fashionable and
pi nnillent people will be invited.
America u League.
N'ow that King
Edward has re.
At Boston Boston, 1; Cleveland, R.
iiirnid from Marlen'oad, the formal
At Philadelphia
fi;
Philadelphia,
ai:ioiincement of the betrothal Is
St. L OIIIM, 0.
to be made Immediately.
At New Yolk
first game: New
Y
k, Ji: Detroit, 2.
Second game:
i.nieen Victoria of Spain Is to come N. v York, 2; Detroit. 7.
tr as n playwright at Sanilrlrighum
At Washington
Washington, 3;
.hen din and King Alfonso visit Eng- - ('l.a'llgo, 5.
.
Xiillonal league.
1 ; Brook
At Pittsburg-- - Pittsburg,
Of Interest To Womcn
lyr 0.
w
To stidi women it are not rlously out
At St. Louis
St. LouK 4 Phlladel- In altbV but who have exacting duties
ph'a. 2.
pe rforuV either In the way ol house-- d
At Cincinnati -- Cincinnati
New
cartAor In social duties ami funo York.
vyhklAscrlotisly tax their f trenfith,
At Chicago Chicago, S: Boston,
as wt-r- JT no kursing mothers, ur. i'iercc
Favorita i'rYYrlption has proved a moft ANCIENT WILL OFFERED
valuable uiA.tIng tonic and Invigorat-- J
FOR PROBATE IN ST, LOUIS
Bv It" timely no, much
Ins nervine.

?

of our

st

o.-- e

snowing
speculative ventUnder no condition to underwrite
;
ures, or schemes to "get rich quick."
Never losing sight of the fact that they are trustees
of a sacred trust and always ready to give ari account

at hand we offer a few

st

I

the Directors and Officers of this bank is to establish a
reputation for safety and conservatism and to accept tier
proposition involving risk in order to make an extensive

er

r
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"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"

As

POLICY

THE

THE JAFFA

ABAIHSTTHE

Scottish L'arl who had embraced'' the
taith uf Mrs. Eddy. This Is the Athoi,
(I y Itohcrt llrnilerh k.)
London, Sept. SI. The Countes. ol Highlanders, whose name does not
Warwick, the soi ialist peeress, Is u appear in the iiritish army list, and'
cli.iiiipion of the rights of children who are not sworn to serve King Edand an enemy of child labor. Ad- - ward. Their allegiance Is due only to
4ireing the trade union congress at the chief of their clan, the Duke ot
Hath, th" eountess made an eloquent Atholl.
itccruited from the t
speech in behalf of the children ot
the poor In sending a resolution in fa. peasantry on the duke's vast Highland
vor of Individual medical inspection estate, tlie Athell Highlanders muster
between 300 and 400. They aro armed
of school.
"In he care of the chlid.cn," :'il'i with modern, rifles and thoroughly
Lady Warwick, "lies the natlon'd drilled and disciplined, and the distinctive feature of their uniform Is the
hope. Next to seeing to k that
child Mlcndins m tiool is fed. the que.. kilt of the Murray tartan, the tradition i.tf medical inspection individua' tional garb of the Clan Murray, ot
necessary
to show which the Duke of Atholl hi the
Inspection Is
win tlif-children are being improp- chief.
The duke himself is colonel of their
erly . nourished, l'or those who 'are
phy.dcnlly inferior to average
little regiment, the officers under him beone: there should lie in the open air ing chosen from the flower of Highrecovery school that the Germans land aristocracy. The king recognizes
the regiment by permitting the offian' proving to he such a success.
"tiilil labor is socially unnecessary. cers to appear at court in uniform.
At Lord Dunmore's funeral the piThe labor of little boys and girls Is
pers of the Atholl Highlanders played
iiot required In order that Wealth
for the needs of society may be a "lament" In accordance with the an.
produced. The last of the unemployed (lent Highland custom, because tho
men in our niUst must be employed Dunmores are a branch of the great
betón- employment of the first child clan Murray.
!
King Edward's latest reform In the
i an
Child labor has no
.Histiie'd.
social justiikfMion. and exists only for organization of his court is the abolition of state concetti,
which have
the sordid ííain of
unnecessary
by the
It - not difficult to understand been rendered
the manufacturer's interest In child jnew evening courts or receptions.
When the concerts were first given
labor or their opposition to all effort
to legislate against it. Cheap produe-t- i by Queen Victoria and the prince
hi Is the maximum of succeya tn Consort, they were Intended for peoIndustry and a plentiful supply of ple who could not suitably be Invited
to the state balls or to the "drawing-rooms,- "
i heap labor H a powerful
contribuwhich were then held In the
tion to that end."
At that time
afternoon.
ten state
K
I'M ward,
who has just ro- concerts were given every season, but
d llout Mai n libad, wil probably recently they had become rare functa
:o there again for his annual tions.
Tim chief reason for his
III e.
The most eminent singers from Hi"
a ha no r.ing tlie Austrian spa Is lint Italian and Cernían opera companies
v year
he has been more and wi re engaged fo rthese concerts, and
iiuoyed by the mobs of curious the king's band, a combination of
o all nationalities who crowd thirty musicians In a distinctive unind to Sve the king of Ktlgldtld.
form, provided Instrumental
music
t; o n M.uieiihad will not always tie The king's band, moreover, was abolif'cii.ie ha ri health resort, since ished several years ngo.
iiie,"
their curative propertied
y e;i it ion.
The king's physicians LUSITANIA STARTS OUT
con dd' r that a change of place woal i
FOR EASTWARD RECORD
I i tieiP
Ui
majesty when he takes hl i
in t vicniluti and recommend that lie
lunik go to Hamburg or l!ah
Yew York. 'Sept. 21. Groomed for
wa- l
y :ir
Hambmg
a fast run on
first voyage easthealth resort for ward, the L'tsltanla sailed for Ijueens-tow- n
I'll' kill ;'i f'avorli
w
in any
ais hen be was Prim e of
and Livernool thin afternoon. To
Although King Alfonso has! beat the New Yot
Wale--- ,
n rec
tried M pet oi ido King Edward to try ord made bv the l.ucania in lKlM. the
a !',. :mi: U "cure." the royal physicians l.usltatiia must do better than
days
hours and !!X minutes.
are not disposed to recommend the
profit-seeker-

ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

ÍNTEREST ALLOWED

.Sixty-eight-

England Must be Given
The only privately maintained regiWork Before First Little One ment
of soldiers lu Ureut Britain, perhaps
in Kurope, was represented at
in
Factories,
Is Allowed
ihu funeral ot Lord Uunmore, the
in

Miss Dorothy Wagner,
daughter of
John Wagner, who lives at One Hunh
dred and
street and North
river, close to the railroad tracks. The
men were on a long freight
train
bound down from Albany, which had
by
a
signal
stopped
owing
man
been
to a handcar btdng stalled
ahead.
While the freight was halted. Miss
Wagner from the porch of her house,
approaching
saw a "double-header- "
on the same track, on Which
the
freight was standing. Fhe ran to the
caboose of the freight and the six
trainmen fn it received her warning
barely in time to save themselves by
jumping just before the two engines
plowed through
of the double-headthe caboose.
llngue Conference Doings.
The Hague. Holland, Sept. 21. At
the sixth plenary sitting of the peace
NOT GERMAN ENOUGH TO
conference today In the course of discussion regarding the establishment
SUIT PANGERMANISTS of an International prize court, Senor
Estavan, of Mexico, announced that
the Mexican d legal Ion would now
Accused of Letting Uncle Sam vote in favor of the propositioncoun-as
the modification permitting the
have its
Get the Best of Him In South try Interested in the Case tolargely
did
own judge on the tribunal,
with the objectionable features
America
Gossip From the away
of the earlier proposition, which he
said contravened the principle of the
Germai, Capital,
equality of nations. Estavan added
that, while Mexico would support the
proposition to establish a prize court,
(Ity Waller Dunkirk.)
diil not withdraw her opinion, reshe
kait-eBerlin, Sept. 21. The
is ac- peatedly expressed, against the project
cused of not being Unman enough by to establish an international court of
the Cernían jingo party, the Panger-manlst- s. permanent arbitration, if based on a
They say that he talks too principio contrary to the equality of
much and does too little, that his for. states.
elgn politics are not strong enough,
and especially that he allows the
Yankees to get tlie best of the Ger- ST.
mans in ltrazil.
At the recent Pangermanlst conference at Wiesbaden which has just
ended it was resolved almost unanimously by the
to ask the
kaiser to be more firm in his dealings
with the United States and to be lest,
eager to honor American millionaires,
if he wanted to possess the full conPresident Expects to Have the
fidence of the German people.
Several South German papera have
Completed Line in Operation
printed strong
against
editorials
America and pointing out the necesTwo Years Hence; Views on
sity of Germany convincing Uncle
Sam that no Interference with German
the Money iStuation.
colonization plans In Brazil will he
permitted.
The government press
strangely enough remains absolutely
Milwaukee, Sept. 21. L. J. Petit of
silent.
Milwaukee, was today elected a director of the Chicago, .Milwaukee and St.
A comic postal war lias broken out
annual
Paul railway at the forty-thir- d
between the cities of Vienna and meeting,
in place of Joseph Milbank,
liuda-Peconsisting chiefly In calling of New York,
who retired.
Pettit is
each other names. The Vienna mu- president of the Wisconsin National
nicipal authorities consider themselves
bank of this city. Three other direc
insulted by receiving letters from tors
as follows: J
were
Hilda-Poto
"Jlecs,"
the
addressed
Frederick
Hungarian name for Vienna, Instead Ogdcn Armour, of Chicago;
Percy
RockefelLayton,
Milwaukee;
name,
of the "Wlen," the German
York, the last named suc
New
ler,
of
All such letters are now returned unThe
opened by order of the city authori- ceeding the late Samuel Spencer.
all the officers.
direct! is
ties.
A. J. Hurling said there
Similar offense has been given to wasPresident
no official action taken relative
the Hungarians by Austrian officials to
matter of an oriental steamship
addressing
letters to them bearing linetheoperated
in connection with the
the German names of their cities. system's
Pacilic coast line. "Wo ex
Letters and parcels so addressed have pect to complete
our line to the coast
always been returned by patriotic
and the western terminals by the mid
Hungarians.
dle of l'JO'I." said President Earling
lino V4U be operated as tar as
The liounianiaii government is fol- The
lowing the example, of Bussia in Butte by February of next year. There
already small sections in operation
hounding the Jews out of Christian are
in a local way and as fast as they nrf
communities to starve, in that counthe operation of the line as
try the recent rebellion, which caused connected
many of the Jcvs to Hoc tr un tlie vil- a whole will be commenced.
"I do not think the present
lages, has b it the Jewish population
conditions are such that new enin a deplorable state of dis!rev. which
are practicable. If the Mithe government lias deliberately ag- terprises
gravated by preventing their return. lwaukee road had not financed Its
transcontinental line before this we
n
Dr. Kaminka, secretary of the
find It Impossible to build ii
Israelite alliance, who has been would
now. Attacks upon corporations have
in Boumania administering ridief to
made capital timid, and today no one
the starving Jews, reports that their can
obtain a hearing who wishes to
going
condition is
from bad to worse.
any 'new enterprise.
All the
The government Is now expelling Jew. launch
being restricted as n
from the villages, thus destroying expenditures are money
and the
market is extheir business connections and ruining result
tremely light. 1 do not look for a ser:-riotheir prospect.
I
panic, but do believe the strinDr. Kaminka, describes the govern- - gency
will continue for some time."
incut's íctlon as "the war of extermi
nation, a silent, bloodless message,"
This goes on ''without the slightest In- UNWRITTEN LAW FREES
terference from the great powers, who
MAN SLAYER IN "OREGON
are supposed to see that the Balkan
states observe their treaty obligations
and the principles of humanity.
Portland. Ore., Sept. .21. Charles
Reynolds, proprietor of a bath house
A romantic story of the elopement In this city was
acoiiltted last night of
of ail cightecn-year-ol- d
Hungarian murdering George Ilibbin, or Herbert,
countess with a peasant seven years a musician. Beynolds set up the plea
her senior conies from a village tn that ho was justified in his act because
Ilibhln dlspolled his home. The verTrertschln, 11 ungiiry.
The girl, who Is Countess Henrietta dict was received with hand-cl- a pplng
Kongraes, daughter of Count Edward and cries of "(food," from peí 'tutors.
Kotigraes, is now living with her Reynolds was a ecout under (ieiieral
lover, Johann Andrasnlck. In a hu Custer.
adjoining her father's estate.
The couple told the representativo PASSENGER TRAIN IN
of a Budapest newspaper that they
DITCH; ENGINEMEN DIE
first met six years ago, when Andrns-sl- k
rescued the countess from a ditch
after a carriage Accident.
Fulton, Ky.. Sept. 21. Illinois CenThe couple met frequently, and fin- tral passenger train No. 101, bound for
ally fell In love. Two years ago the Ijuilsvillc, was partially derailed nt a
countess" family discovered the
atsharp curve one mile south of Fulton
tachment nnd the girl was sent nw.Tj today. Patrick Orogan, the engineer,
to school for a time, while Andra islk and Robert A. Anderson, the fireman,
went Into the army,
were killed, James T. Johnson, the
When he completed his tetm of mil- mall clerk, was fatally hurt, and two
itary service and returned to the
other mail clerks were seriously In, the clandestine
meetings be- jured. The passenger cars remalm d
tween the lovers were renewed.
upright and the passengers were not
At list they decided to elope.
hurt.
brought a ladder to the countess' residence one night, and placed
It against her bedroom window.
She
managed lo escape without alarming ROOT
TO
the household and the couple went to
Andrasslk's home
The countess' family tried to force
her to return, and even sent lienWASHINGTON
darmes lo Andrnssik'n collaee. toil sh,i
refused to leave her lover and de- ibired that she would marry him
when she became of age,
Her father then wrote her a letter
Secretary Completely Recovformally disowning her.
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faring Cossacks in Feats
of Reckless Horsemanship

506

FIRSTS!

OTHERS GET THE FLAG

C73
MOTORS

PUMPS

--
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ELECTRIC

lexico's

IRONS,

And Other Heating Devices.

AH

work

iiji'untc(-t-

tannin

.

church, which was still unfinished, al
years of construction
ter eighty-fiv- e
and decoration, suddenly collapsed
from some cause which is at presen
unknown, probably structural weak
ness. Half a million dollars is the estimated damage.
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Terri tona

A LEG

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

.lolmsoii, of Sturkvillc Mine, I'ullcd
Illin Off Car.

I

Alleging that he was jerked off a
coal car and thrown under the wheels
by .Superintendent Gus Johnson, of
the Starkyille mine, John Bronscow-sk- l

Cossack Kltler Willi Pawnee Hill.

m

nial

October 7th to 12th Inclusive

(u

'orolRiMT Allegro
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Fair As sociation

SUES FUEL COMPANY
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Cvntrul Ave, Vlioiie 2.

V.

FIXTURES

'

!

A full Hue or

jj

N.

WE TAKE THE

ash Electrical Supply Co.,

ELECTRIC

j

22, 1907.

8.000 For Trotters, Pacers and Runners!

has brought suit for $25,(100 damages against the Colorado Fuel and
Iron company, sayss the Trinidad Advertiser. The case will come up for
trial in the district court and promises to be one of the most Interesting
damage suits ever tried in this section.
Not onl,v does the defense deny each
and every count In the bill of particuof the
lars, but the superintendent
mine states that Bronscowskl Is indebted to him for saving his life.
The plaintiff states that the accident took place on August 31, 11)00,
when he applied for work at the
Starkvllle mine.
He says that he Inquired for the superintendent and was told that he was
lust coming out of the mine on a
loaded train of coal cars.
Seeing Johnson seated on one of
the front cars, he boarded the train
as it passed him going at the rate ;f
,
about two miles an hour.
As the train approached the tripping point It was going at tho ntto
of about twelve miles an hour when,
the plaintiff alleges, Johnson leaped
from his place at the front of thi1
train and dragged him out from
the two cars. In so doing
Hronscowski fell under the wheels
and his left arm and left leg were so
badly crushed that a double amputation was necessary.
Johnson states that the man was directly between two cars anil that they
were about to "buckle," I. e., the cais
were about to close together, an 1 that
Bronscowskl would have been cruhri
to death had he not leaped off his cr
and Jerked him out of his perlloun position. Attorney Hendricks appea-for the defendant and the case will lw
closely contested.
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Rough and reckless riding in all its
varied forms is seen with the Pawnee and robbed. Covered with blood, they feud. Alarld was Indicted on three
Bill Show, which will be here on next went to the mayor of Terranova to counts, one for assault with Intent to
Monday. Cossacks, Indians, cowboys, give information of the crime.
kill and two charging assault with a
PACING PROGRAM
being
TROTTING AND
cowgirls, vncqueros, gauchos, Arabs
An urgency meeting of citizens was deadly weapon, tho prisoner
and cavalrymen of manv nations show immediately summoned by the mayor. convicted on one of the latter.
their equestrian skill. All have their
The conviction of Ricardo Alarld
man, with a horse and a gun,
$1,000
Pace
Purse No.
admirers and all their styles have Every
recalls the peculiarly atrocious murgreat
mustered,
bandit
was
the
and
champions of superiority.
a
Alarld,
by
Nazario
of
victim
his
$1 ,000
In daredevil intrepeillty, probably hunt organized. Meanwhile the band der
Trot; Denver Post Stake Race
Purse No.
of the man convicted today, on
none of the horsemen equal the Cos- was split up into small parties, but cousin
was
3,
night
April
1906.
It
sacks, who Joined the Pawnee Bill five of them were found dividing tho the night of
Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label
Purse No.
following the city election
forces straight from military service booty. One bandit was shot tleafl, the
for the czar on the Siberian border. and two others wounded, but tho and It seems that the men had some
$1,000
-- Champagne Stake Race
aboui
"Prince" Luea is their chief. He has survivors managed to get away with difficulties during the day. At policedone duty as a member of" the royal their wounded. The citizens are de- midnight Martinez, who was a
$ 500
Pace
Purse No.
guard of Russia, selected for the post termined to shoot or capture
the man, was standing at the bar of the
for bravery in war and riots. He and whole band.
Clairehotel drinking a glass of water,
exhis score of comrades perform
$1 ,000
Purse No. 5 Free for all Pace
when Aiarid walked In, and ap
!
ploits
which kindle the blood
proaching the officer, placed the muzof every beholder. Limb and even life
zle of his gun against the back of thy
Trot
$ 500
.. Purse No.
are at stake every time they circle the
policeman's neck and pulled the trig
Pawnee Hill arena. Not a week passes
ger. The bullet went through the
that one or more is not carried to the
base of he brain, clear through the
emergency
hospital the showman
The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits Big List of Entries and
skull and struck the wall behind the
maintains.
bar. Martinez dropped without
Straight poised on the saddle, prossound, and was left tlvintr on the floor
. Whirlwind Finishes.
trate on their mount's haunches dang(
an oflicer was summoned to take
ling by one stirrup or from the
pnin- until
.... .... ui;uii iiwiwin wi. nulvi.ln
w.l Cn.wl
the preliminary steps for holding an
ill mi uj uj V.n...l
iiitri,
uoi'i'n
the neck with Inverted face, ther
request. Alarld was arrested and
sweep In broad cingles, in apparpfur
n ml' Placed In the territorial penitentiary
Vrs
OR BETTER
RAILWAY RATES: HALF
keen enjoyment of their feats. Amer- UcldO at Out ill a I 1 Dnllo
llübuno uiu
He was later
keeping.
Silfo
ican anil other foreign horsemen look
to save his neck,
and,
brought
to
trial
on aghast.
tal Mírder of Policeman pleaded guilty to murder In the sec
Kxpert aspire the Cossacks in their
sentenced to life
own peculiar native equestrian
Matfinez on Election Night ond degree. Heby was
Judge McVIe and Is
imprisonment
A.
.P'PHsi Ahey will take no chances with
J.
now seiving his term in the territorial
the "bucking" bronchos of the show.
In April Last.
penitentiary.
The broncho "busters" with the PawSecretary
President
nee Kill Show are a'class of brave and
The conviction of Ricardo Alniiii
hardy cowboys whose specialty is subblwclttl Dispatch to the Morning Journal.) for th-olo crime came as a suririf-duing the equine desperadoes of the
Santa Fe, S. M., Sept. 21. In the In Snta Fe. The New Mev'can this
"Busting" horses is their
plains.
evening predicted
the case would
c;m
district court today, after a trial last- end l.i a mistrial Intha:
A li B V O V K n tj U IS
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
trade. A bucking western horse
ALSUQUERQUEPLAKINQtitLL
ev nt I lat the
Monument for Hill Nye.
the
His
cured.
never he permanently
days before prist" ner was not acquitted.
ing two and one-ha- lf
Angeles. Sept. 21. The
Ios
Works.
Machine
Foundry
and
grows
each
with
grudge against man
Press Humorists closed their conShowcases, Mission Furniture, Ktore
It. P. Hall, Proprietor:
ordeal for mastery. The most suc- Judge McFie, Ricardo Alarld was
vention in this city with an enlciiiiin- - Iron
mid liar fixtures uiul Itulldin Mate- St. Elmo Sample & C!ub Rooms
and
Italian Sanctuary In Ruins.
Oml,
CnMines,
Ore,
Drawl
snd
cessful of the men Pawnee Hill en- found guilty of assault with a deadly
vl ment in the
Auditorium at which
Joseph Itariiclt, Proprietor,
gages rarely last more than a few weapon on the person of Cainillo
Rome. Sept. 21. The fate of St. about one thousand dollars was taken Lumber Cms, Pulleys, Grato Tirs, Bablilf. rial.
120 West I'cniral Avcnu.
years In the desperate daily battles Martinez. The crime for which the Marks' campanile at Venice has over- In for a fund to erect a monument to Metnl, Columna nd Iron Frutits for Build
with the brutes under canvas. Some- prisoner was convicted took place on taken tho most beautiful church In Hill Nye at I.aramle, Wyo. Frank T. lnc. Kepalrs on Mining and Milling Ma
A. J. Love, Proprietor
AIX
fHOIOIS MQL'ons PKUVKD.
times their lungs are torn loose by the night of October 6, 1!'05, and was Italy, the Sanctuary of the Crucified Seabiight, of Los Angeles, wus elected chlncry our apeclalty. V it'NDUT, East fld
l he popahir
K 'no every MonRaines.
MhxIiM'
N
Track,
of
Altiutiiue.
Railroad
the violent Joltings of the wild beasts.
Italy.
Th
long
Boca,
standing
president.
of
a
S.
northern
political
103.
403
tho result
in
Phone
at
I'lrst Slreei day, Thursday and Saturday nlnn.
Falls and bites are accepted as a matter of course. A broken leg or arm is
a slight calamity, taken philosophically with the feeling that it might have
tiren much worse. Horses have been
HÜ1IIOX HKCTIOM
killed In the process and often the
IIONIKKV WI'KCl.U,
"bister" has been the victim.
Hundreds
of pieces of funey
and
between man
Thn slriiirtrles
r.on iliizm women's
hose, Mttco
horse are always of a quality to make
liblMina, worth up to j;,c the
stand still
Varr. In lince weUhts llRht.
the heart of the spectator cowboys
go
Yet the
v.ird. In luffetas. romMimtlon
In excitement.
methodically,
medium
"nil heavy spiked
steadily
and
it
about
Ir.lpeH, narrow stripes, Roman
probably with no thought thai they
riiiuMo sola, hlnh splleed
for
HOUSE.
are doing anything extraordinary,
GOODS
DRY
EXCLUSIVE
ALBUQUERQUE'S
'irlpes.
plaids, etc, 3 to
they have never done anything else.
heel and toe, Hcrmsdorf dye.
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HOODOO DIAMOND IS
SUBJECT OF LITIGATION
"

S

Speeiul

Simla, Sept. 21. The Sliuh Suja
diamond, which is worth 150,GO0 and
was thu subject
Is a gem of
of an Interesting litigation between
the heirs of, Amir Uddowlah, an Afghan chief who recently died and who
had owned thu diamond for about 2b
years. The famous stone, wus stolen in
1842, at the time of thu II rut Uritlsh
war against Afghanistan, from Sliah
SuJu, the reigning Amir. Tho present
Amir, hearing of tho Btone's whero-aboon the death of the Chief
has presented a claim, wlilch
tho Indian government has refused to
consider.
Complicated legal processes are going on towards settlement of tho dls.
pnte among Uddowah's family. Meanwhile native seers aro prophesylna
evil things for whoever Is successfulIs
the diamond, which
In claiming
said to bring misfortune upon ouch
successive owner. Jm
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THE DRESS GOODS AISLE
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OUR NEW FANCY
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f riPWiiHiw
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Hka.

riml(lM. cfipckn,
irlppii, ptmmilui
IVihIhh, etc.
In novplty wpavpji and tunry finnhlnniliim,
We wlnh to frill your attention t mir lino of new
silk nt 11.00, $1.25 and tt.M) -- r yard.
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All the new cnmhlnnttmiR
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Iilntlnctly orlitlnsl Bild eluslve new fost-iire- s
II
si
nttietin unusual atiemlnn
Thi routs are of
these new rnllored stills
Dim. ( any desired lemith. wlih eiiisl preference for the serni llttlriK or the Hunt-fit-tln- n
models. The rotors mid designs are
Many nf the new models
vatltd.
are nltii"! entirely without trlmmlnic. hut
dep. to! uji'.n the hejiuly of the fithl le slid
the eluhoi'HleiO'SS of the cut f'T the unusual
charm that permeate the model.
of these HU- We li vlle S "If lOBiieclloll
tlti.iltalUe in .ih ls, raimltm In prico from

B2,0 up

i

mlnly find

r gnwn.
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ni ntfil in tlil
armt varlrty at fl,
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and Slain by Posse,
Koine, Kept. 21. A great brlirund
hunt ha been the chief HpoitlnR went
for the malo population of Terranova,
who have turned out to a niHnin the,
chase of a band of twelve brlKaudij
who have terrorized the country.
Thin band of bad men, who were
mounted, scoured the mountainous'
district around Terranova. raiding
farm houses, where they boot and
bound the Inmnti and mime off with
all their valuable.
The house of a wealthy squire. PlK- nor PIcoBlreddn, was visited by th
tnnraudern, who overcome the resistance of the five men armed with, rion aril
fles.- Sisnnr' Plccittrredda. hi
three servant were hound and
and trussed and I. ft liclplee.
A trentlemnn and hi." servant
Btt U'kcd oil the l oad, beaten Kenscl'.n

SILKS

Arr HiiMrliIy Ktllnh Mnd IMphhIiikIx Iiw In Trie.
ppHlnly
Nno of th full mrrbundlne

Band of Brigands Who Terrorized

tntlrn nw lln

An

for

iilnu r'paMKli'.

NEW VEILS AND VEILINGS.

rw

III

HhtIuI

Thn new waists Includn many slyles In laeu and
nets, hoth plain and flKured. siso tailored wnlsts In
limns and madras. The more fancy fall styles have
the short sleeve snd srn clnhorately trimmed, while
the smart tailored waist will he popular for Kcncial
wear.
Val(s ..SO to MIX)
Tailored Wash
a:(5.m
Net and l ucí Wnlsts :;.h)
Htyle
1'relty
uf fluid WiiInIb, fi.WI

$l.&a

jH-- r

rra'
pi

ltd.

Skirt Section
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flrntia aro
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BLACK GOODS SECTION
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FABRIC

FOR

DRESSY

COSTUMES.
I'rlnter) Crepe Iw f'hene
Hues,

We

hv

H

three separata

as follows:
l'olka. dot crepe on white liiouud. In pink,
1.00
hint snd heliotrope
on white ground. In hell
1'rlnled
trope, yellow ami rose
II. 3,1
1'rlnled satin crepe, pink, hlhe and arreen.
r

tl

;

The New Millinery

Ml

I
our portal prid. and It I alwnv rnniploto and
up to tho mimiio.
If there In anvlhlnx p lal lh.it
1km u.
u doalri In 1 lark, It ia to ho

Suiting Effects
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tu th forniHl n!(nln day.
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A airunif fontiirn junt how In tho dully arrival
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ami thp rirh r"l..titm
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Black.
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PANAMA H.AKK MOIIKI.M
I'anama (tklit.
hiaeli. hlue or luown. wllh the very newest
liare effect, trimmed wllh huilona atol strain
or hnifm folds, at
5.1KI
II If THIMMH) PANAMA
Panama Hl.itt;
I'lHik. hlue or l.rown. with effctlve
hip
trlmmliiK of huions and straps a faullleisly
tallorid, ahafiely smart model
Mail
SKW
IKKNfll
I)KH Kreneh Voile
Kklrt. In a rsnse of n. w full eoiora: wide and
narrow taffeta fold, r..utid tho hotiom
the
I
acme of i fi
, ...f7.,1t
ehaanee at
liHKMI (III) KIN AOIIKHKklit of the
popular chiflón tollo, showing- m.w ,,,,
flare: also croes In plaited
tiimoie,!
either wllh silk hands or links
solio
THI MM II)
OII.K HllllrIN sunt of rx.
eellctit Imported
either piuifl or platted
st vie. .Ul.orate with aim fold. i, coifhlv
,.
new (TV-..
.ai: .lo
NI H lWtr-.MM Kl.TICS Skirt of
Voile, utrn foil
Ciualitv Kreiti-I.
Itltlireaslveh' trlllltneil with
halo's li
I "ids
of oíé., , . , ,

and

new
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

1DGE

"in nn the Colorado circuit, anil Doc
Lampkfn is said to be a marvel.
The animals were taken to the Traction park stablc.s last night, where
Mr. ShauKhnessy
expects to work
them out until the fair meeting.

ENGINEER

RAILROAD NOTES.

INJURED

fnfmfii-lt:i,,r TMtiiiiit
u tlh tn
Santa Fc here and now connected with
ttie trame, department or a northern
railroad, is In the city for a short
'
visit to friends.
'

A Heron has been promoted to be
night engine Inspector fit the local
roundhouse, succeeding It. K. C'ri'.ft,
who Is transferred to Sun licrnurdino.
JACK SPOONER STRUCK
Ford Hucvey, general manager of
BY SANTA FE LIMITED
the Harvey system, passed through
Albuquerque yesterday afternoon on
limited en route to the
Near the California
Was Inspecting Bridge
Grand Canyon.
Bluewater and Did Nol See William Bletz, a machinist at the local nhops, who went to Oermany Viomc
Fast Train Until Too Late,
months ago, returned home last night
and with him was Mrs. Jiietz, whom
In the Faderland.
pnnncr, a Santa Fc bridge he married
John
i nKMiecr, was brought ( Uiis city last
V. C. Ilrown, chief clerk to the me
night mi the 'hii'HKo limited guf fcrliifr. chanical superintendent of the Santa
Intense n crony from injuries reeeiveil Fe at Topeka. arrived In Albuquerque
when he was struck by the cisthnund
limited, while rr.slnK tin" Kin I'uwco yesterday and spent the day here, rc
bridge near Ülucwatcr yesterday after- - turning from a visit to Grand Canyon and the coast. He Is" accompanI'UO",
Th.' Injured man was taken to t lie ied by his mother, who left with him
Sunt.i Fe hospital, where it was said last night for El Paso.
last nicht that he was , in a seiinus
condition and might tint survive ttie
night. Hotli tils lees were broken and
the bones shattered, and ahmit thirty
painful contusions about his face,
body and head were found by the physicians.
Spooner was inspecting the bridge
and was in the center of the structure
IN TOWN FOG
w hen No. 4. the limited, hove in sit'lit.
In attempt jut; to run from the bridge
he fell, and before lie could arise the
pilot struck him, hurlint' bint from the

GOVERNOR

bridge.

CURRY

THE DAY

A physician at lilucwater was tailed,
relief, after
who t'ive temporary
which the injured man was placed In
car. Si ner is about
the
thirty years of igc.

Executive Pays First Visit to
Albuquerquqe Since His InaugurationWill Return to
Santa Fe Tonight,

ILLEGAL

POSSESSION OF

Governor George Curry, of New
in Albuquerque last
night from Santa Fe and will spend
the day here, returning to the capital
tonight. This Is the f.'overiior's first
visit to Albuquerque since his inauguration. The visit has no official object, the governor having come down
to spend a day with friends and to
Inform himself as to details of the
I'M rltr rlul fair, in which he Is to take
a prominent part.
Governor Curry was welcomed on
his arrival by a number of friends and
for two hours he'd an informal recep-tioni- n
the Alvarado. Governor Curry Is to preside Ht the opening of the
fair, and if his engagements permit
will be present at several of the con
ventions to take ,,.lil:iec itlirtlor I h P
it,, i. in fe . o r
.... nn.
week
tober 1st, where he will meet Presi
dent lioosevelt, accompanying the
president as far as Memphis on his
trip down the Mississippi. The governor will come directly to Albuquerque from Memphis, arriving here toe
evening before the opening of tifo
Mexico arrived

Suit to Oust Physician From
Is
Central Avenue Building
Filed by Kemmcrcr & Show-c- ll
Court Notes,
nalill') counU
distiii t court yesterday by Norman 1...
Kemmcrcr and John tí. Showell ut
the bun of Kcmmeicr and Showell,
M.
against Kdwin
photographers,
Johnson, ct al.. In which the plaintiffs
seek to oust Or. Johnson Horn room
T, x. a, and 1" in tin- ii' iv Grant building, JU!j West Central avenue, of
which they allege the defendant is In
Suit was tiled In

Illegal

l.i--

t

'

fü'"My

i.

vilt purely a personal one,"
said Governor Ciirrv. "and there is
nothing official connected wllh it. I
came down to spend Sunday and to see
how the fair Is moving along."
Governor Curry was accompanied to
l,
Albuquerque by J. M. llervcy of
former district attorney for
Chaves and F.ddy counties, who has
been in Santa Fe during the past week
and who Is now on his way home.

Kcmim rcr ami Showell are lessees
of the sec ond lloor of tin- building aun
allege in their complaint that the physician has no right to retain possession of the looms and that he is doing
no ut it pecuniary loss to the plaiiitilln.
whlih is lixed at iVttu, in which
amount damages are sought.
I nllcd Mates Court Opens.
Julian I). Chavez of Casa Colorado,;
Indicted by the fedei.il grand Jury in!
March lor selling liquor without a li- I
cense, and now out on bail, will probably be one of the first men to be
tried before the I'nlted States petit
Jury which convenes Monday mornj

j

ltos-wel-

Mnn r

ing.
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Hunt

OF

PROBLEM

OF THE YOUNG
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Fl.-ld-

ra t
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lieene.

'oniiiillf mcr Meet.
The l!ertialll!o county cotnnil-slon- rs held dn adjourned
inci ting yesto
terday looming at th" court
nccept I he new Itanbn road and or- ,
lb , the pllVllietll of the btll IIP
due to
Conn
t'haves and Sanche, (or
con triieiing the road, $!iuft.
r.
Th" tcpott of TIM lions county
ntint; that ttie new road wai
wit built and ready for trafile, tv.ia
h Ian n ail.

hue

snr-vvo-

FIRST NOOSES HERE

FOI THE

FI

BUGHTEL

lOCOLEWI

Prospects;

Contracts

A-

as a cinch, says the
Texico Democrat with characteristic
enthusiasm. The Santa Fe will build
the proposed line from Toxico to
Coleman, known as the Hrownwood
road, and it is going to do It right
away, too. This Is the good news
that has reached the ears of Tcxlco
people.
The Democrat has It from a reliable source that Harry McGee, constructing engineer of the Santa Fe,
who built the Santa Fe road from
Canyon City" to Plainview, w ill arrive
in Texleo late this afternoon or tomorrow, and will make Texico his headquarters. He will begin active work
on the proposed line to the southeast.
It Is also given out that the chief contractor will be in Tcxlco shortly to
give out contracts.
S. A. Temple, who lives In Texico,
and who is now working on a piece
of track for the Santa Fe near Amarillo, was In the city yesterday, and
gave out the information that he had
already made a contract for fifteen
months' work on the new line, und
would begin work on Its just as soon
as he has finished his work up north.
It is also said that two or three other
contracts have been let for work on
he new road. It Is a known fact that
McCabe & Steen have been awarded
the contract for the construction of
the first thirty miles of the road leading out of Texico.
Charles Warren, owner of the 'Y.
D. Ranch, east of Texico, was In the
city yesterday. He stated that some
time ago they offered the Santa Fe
company right of way through their
large pasture provided the Santa Fe
would agree to commence work on
the line within eighteen months,
which time Is nearly up. hence another evidence that the road Is going
to be commenced forthwith.
Those In a position to know say
that work, will begin all along the proposed new line within the next six or
eight weeks, and will be rushed to
completion, as the Santa Fe is anxious
to push Its completion so as to give
a direct line from Galveston to California. The Santa Fe. It is asserted,
desired to begin work on this line
long ago, but owing to pressing business on other lines they could not get
n
to the work of the
line until at this time.
This will give Texico Its third transcontinental line, the great system of
the Santa Fe, and it will be a booster
With these great lines,
for Texico.
leading'to the east, west and north,
giving to the merchant and fanner
easy access to the markets and giving
to Texico the terminal of the Hrownwood road, this town will get up and
make a noise like city 'building.
of the
Texico Is playing the part
lucky, tiood things continue to come
beginning
nt
the
just
is
way.
She
this
of big 'things. Two years from now
we will have a city here of which we
The thing to do
will all be proud.
now is to plnt dollars and faith In
She is a good thing to tie to.
Texico.
Ileal estate and all things else will
soar higher. Stay with Texico ami
victory Is ours.

Personal Property Loans
Kitchen girl. Mrs. Kum-mef- l,
Sliver ave.
MADE NO ATTACK ON
WANTED--Chambmaid; onfe living at home preferred. Craige HoMEMBERS OF GRAND ARMY tel. Silver avenue.
tf On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
counExperienced
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
lunch
WANTED
girl. Merchants Cafe.
Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as
ter
DeExecutive .of Colorado
Girl for general housework; low as $10.00 and U3 high as $160.00.
WANTED
family: Rood wages. Apply morn-In- Loans are quickly made and strictly
small
clares Story of His Alleged
Time: Cine month to one
Clarke. E09 West Ruma ave- private.
J. .1
'
tf year given. Goods to remain In your
nue.
Speech Was a Trick of His "WAN'TKD First clas waitress at once: posbesslon. Our rates aro reasonable
before burrowing
wagei 130 ner month, with board and Cal! and see u
Political ppponents,
room; come at once or wire. Qeorva Mix, Steamship tickets
to tnj from al'
Arcade Restaurant, Gallup, N.' M.
parts of the world
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO
In millinery deA saleswoman
WANTED
Some days pgo the Morning Journal
partment at the Eoonomta'.
Rooms 8 and 4, (Irani 31dg.
published a letter from the Rev. Dr. WANTED Girl for general housework to
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
with children; no cooking nor washThomas Harwood,' of this city, In ing.amlstApply
1012 W. Central.
30314 West Central Avenue
which the writer took .vigorous exception to statements alleged to have WANTED Apprentice girls for milliMale
HELP WANTED
nery and dressmaking. Misa C. P.
been made by Governor Buchtel, of
Crane, 512 N. Second street. Phone
Colorado, in a public speech in which 944.
WANTED Grocery clerk. Address Box 138.
City.
the governor was quoted as having
WANTED Good mun for grocery wagon;
cast reflection on the honesty, charWANTED
Miscellaneous
write, with reference and experience. Box
138.
acter and worthiness of the members
WANTED Position by young man stenogand
At once, ratchet setter
of the Grand Army.
rapher; capable of handling correspond- WANTED
men for loading lumber, also cooks, small
Dr. Harwood has received the fol- ence; can furnish- good references; stranger families;
chamwages;
good
waitresses
and
lowing vigorous denial pt the alleged in city. Address H. C O., Journal.
bermaids.
Employment Agency,
Colburn'a
WANTKD Dressmaking and plain sewing. 10 W. Silver .
statements from Governor liuchtel:
608 K. Irun.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 19, 1 SO 7.
WANTED Young man as assistant
bookkeeper, Apply at Economist.
ltev. Thomas Harwood, Albuquerque, WANTED Helper for kitchen. Apply San222 W.

good

;

'

-

X. M.

My Dear Brother:
I
m greatly
surprised to learn that you have assailed me In more than a column of
abuse about a vile statement which I
never dreamed of making. No man
living on the earth has a more sincere
respect for the veterans of the civil
wur than I. Members of my family
have fought in every war of the
United States from the revolutionary
war down to the present hour,
making so extended an assault
on me I would have imagined that
you would have written me to ascertain whether I had said what Is
charged. We have in Denver two of
the vilest newspapers that are printed
on the earth. These papers, owned by
Patterson, make up some
new lies about mo every day. The reason for this Is that I helped to wipe
him off the map.
With sincere admiration
for all
veterans of the civil war, I am yours
with utmost respect,
HEN 11 Y A. nrCHTF.L,
Guvcrnor of Colorado.
lie-fo- re

CLOSE ENGAGEMENT
AT

TIE

GASINO

ta Fe Hosriltal.
Boya 14 to 16 year! Sf age.
American Lumber Company.
rough carpenter
WANTED Painting or
Address II. WANTED Able budled, unmarried men be
work by competent man.
tween the agea of 21 and 35; citizens of
Rand, 731 S. lirnadway.
United States, of good character and tempreWANTED Competent cook, colored
perate hahlts, who can read, speak and
809 W. Tijera avenue.
ferred.
write English. For Information apply tn
Recruiting Officer, OS E. Central avenue,
Empty bags at Hahn'i Coal Albuijuerque,
WANTED
N. M,
yard.
WANTED Boy, between
14 and 16, at
Lmner teams to haul lumber
WANTED
American Lumber Company.
from, our milt In Cochltl Canon '0 Do- WANTED
Stokers at tha gas plant Apply
mingo, 22 ml)t; good roads and good waat tne uas riant.
ter. Address Domingo Lumber Co., ThornWANTED Manager for branch office we
ton, N. M.
contemplate opening here In Albuqueniue.
WANTED Position as governess by young Address, with reference The Morris Wholelady, or will take class In literature, mu- sale House, Cincinnati, Ohio.
sic (piano and string Instruments), elocuA certain
WANTED
number of boarders
tion. iiRiii'lnK. physical culture, etc; best
pay your fixed expenses; every one above
822
Governess,
Address
that number pays you a profit; you can alMaveiii'k street, San Antonio. Texas.
ways keep
right by using, the
WANTED
Ladles desiring stylish want columnstheof number
the Morning Journal.

PORTER MADE

PASSENGER

fine.)

FOR SALE

Real

hlenRn.

Estate

Foil

Ideal Opera Company Will Present "The Fortune Seekers,"
a Riotous Farce Comedy,
Chuck Full of Attractive Mu- SIC,

4 roomed
houjo. 4 SO ft. lots.
SALE
chicken house, fences, garden lot, etc.
13l)0.
Porterflelil Co., 21ll W. finid.
FOIt HA 1. 10 A four or five roomed house,
with stable and orchard. Address Guadalupe Gavaldon de Chavez, Ranchos de Atrla-c-

N.

M.

FOR SALE Two ottages and four corner
lots, cheap.
Klnster'a Cigar Factory.
Fiiii HALE 5 room house and lot, also furniture by the piece or lot; cheap, on easy
payments. Inquire 308 Baca avenue,
BALE

A

nv

room

bouse,

also

an

The Boston Ideal Opera company,
eight room house, tatter furnished or unfar and away the best organization of furnished, both modern; ciose In; cheap tala
week;
also two seated carriage, nearly new.
Its kind Albuquerque has ever had,
w ill close its engagement at the Casino Inquire l?,S Baat Central avenue.
tonight, presenting for the first time Full SA I, K 70.000 iuhs line unimproved
in New Mexico the brightest of comic
Ueeves County. Texas, agricultural lands;
operas, "The Fortune Seekers." This ull Irrigable from living water streams and
opera is really a musical comedy, artesinn wells; greatest fruit, alfalfa and
In the United States; price
chock full from beginning to end of garden section
to $10 per acre; terms,
land
cash,
the brightest kind of music, and with of
equal
balance
four
payments at
per cent
plenty of funny situations, giving an Interest annually. Moore
& Homar, agents
" -- "ly's
opportunity to t'o
for II. & G. N. Railroad Company, Pecos,
very best. The Texas.
to
music includes quito a lot of recent
popular songs and reycral very cv cl-

dolheir

LOST AND FOUND

FOIt HUNT New two-roohouse, furnished, lot So. Water.
FOIt TtKNT A five r n house. $1(1. Apply
Hoom 10, J, T. Armljo building, or phone
r.4v.

FOR UKNT

Ranch; inquire

1115

N. Amo.

FOR RKNT Four room
brick dwelling.
nicely furnished:
$25. Lloyd
modern;
lliinsuker, IMií (told avenue.
RENT Three room furnished house,
good condition; close in; $19.
.loyd
Hunsaker, S05 Cold avenue.

FOR

FOR RKNT Fifteen room Hat, also 30
room rooming hotel.
W. II. McMllllon.
Real Kslale Broker. "11 West (told.
FOR RKNT 4 room tent house, completely
furnished.
Call at .Shufflebarger's Furniture Store. 21S W. Gold avenue.
FOR RENT iJirge barn with stalls for
five iiorees und plenty of room for vehicles; large hay loft and corral. Address J.
J. J., Morning Journal.
o
FOR RENT
or three room nouses,
furnished or unfurnished.
W. V. Fu
tren 602 flouth Second street

(JF0RL

to finish is one of the brightest compositions of Its kind now on the stage,
it is admirably suited to the company,
ami lis reception in El Paso was so
enthusiastic that it drew the highest
kind of approval from the presa.
This will be the last opportunity to
see the clever opera company who will
go to Santa Fe tomorrow for a stunt

I.U8T Necklace of gold beads.
Finder re
turn to Journal office and receive reward.
FOR SALK Gentleman's ticket, cast, by
KUCND Sterling bicycle at railroad
way of Chicago.
u. H. L.
urecn;
croHNinir in nareian,
color
wheel in irood condition. Ownor run FOR 8AI.E Nice gentle marc colt at 08 N.
A mo.
obtain same hv nnnlvlnir to T A Cu.
rule. Justice of the peace, 1323 Harolus FOR SALK Jersey cow and Jursey calf. Inroño.
quire MS S. Kdlth.
engagement, then beginning a long LOST A hunch of keys. Finder plOBe re FOR SALK Two ladles- tickets to Kansas
trip through the middle west.
turn to Mis. Frank Delaney. (larcla build
City, Mo. Address
8. Walter.
the company sang ing. Flfih and Central avenue.
Last night
FOR
25
SALK
I'ekln
at 1115 N. Amo
ducks
"Chimes of Normandy" to an appre-

w

I

I

I

prtysicrAxs Ayr surgeons.
DH. CHAS. A. FRANK

Physician and Surgeon.
attenti6n given to Skin,
Kectal and Genito-TJrinar- y
diseases.
a. m., 5 p. m., 8 p. m.
Hours.
Rooms 4 and 5, Rarnett bldg.
Specia.1

2--

DR. S. L. BURTON

Physician and Surgeon
Highland Offlo-- . 610 S. Walter atreat,
Albuquerque. N. M. Phone N. 1080.
R.

1m

HUGT

Physician and Surgeon
Rooms 6 and f, N. T. Armljo Building
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
DRS SHADRACH & TULir
Practtc Limited
Eye, Ear, None Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa
eoart
linea. Office 313
West Central ave.
II
0
12
to
1:S0
to
a.m.:
Hour:
t m.
HOMEOPATHS.
DRS. BRONSON

& B RON SON

Homeopathic "
Physicians and Surgeons.
Over Vann'a drug atore. Phoae:
Office
and residence, 62S.
'

Albu-nunrq-

,

'

N. M.
DR. W. M. SHERIDAN

Hoirieopithlo
Physician and Surgeoa.
Occidental Life Building, Alhuquer-ou- e
New Mexico. Telephone 886.
VKTERINARV.
WM. Ü ELD EN
Veterinary.
Phone 405. Residence 402 3. Edith.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgetn.
Rooms
Barnett Building. Phona
744.
Appointments made oy mail.
8,

Monday night an elaborate
banquet will be served nt tho Alvapres.
Tluit rado at which the ladles will be
NlHiiglitcretl liy hliigle
ent.
The)
Winch
littler
Tree
Struck
W ere Mh IktciI.
A Hint lo the VIe
During a recent tliundetsloi m In Should be sufficient. Don't wait una.
til Christmas to have that stove rethe Williamson valley section of
slxty-thre- o
head of fcheep, be- paired, polished and put up, but call
longing to C. K. Gooding, that aottght up 460 Thornton the Cleaner,
shelter under a tree, were struck by
Hxhinlng ami all InMantly killed. A WANTS THE ORDINANCE
.Mexican sheep herder who was standRIGIDLY ENFORCED
ing about 100 yards distant, was
so
and
bolt,
by
the
down
knocked
badly shock'-that ho did not regain Chili Woman Hiluk
toral-lu- g
'i
for over two hours, alAlong
Cn in pa Ik ii Should (
though tho other herder did ull In
Willi the House (leaning.
their power to resuscitate th man.
sheep
The tree under which tho
Albuquerque, Sept. 21.
other peí tona or stork in the Immedi- l'Mltor Morning Journal.
ate vlclnljy wit" Injuied.
,
Dear Sir: As n member of the
The storm wn attended bv a hov. Womnn's club, f wish to niM some
downpour of rain that swelled mitti
suggestions relative to the proposed
being ngliated In
of the creek over their banks and city
washed sotm of the nearby rnnd tour columns. I'tfore the ,'heets are
Into ail almost iiiipnsnbli; condition. cleaned, or the hideous billboards

!U

Arl-lon-

AiiiI-Iais-

const-lousncN-

hoiise-clennln-

g.

per

FOR SALE New and second hand cash
registers, all this week.
B. M. Howuril
Hotel.
FOR SALK Handsome quartered oak side.
board; tables, small stove, bd.
)D'J
K.
Gold avenue.
FOR 8ALK L'DU White leghorn chickens,
Duslon strain; bred to lay. William Wes- co, city; or call at ranch on
block south
of American Lumber Company plant.
"
Folt' Sa'LE la mires" from 4 iT so 'acres
each, all under main Irrigation ditch;
near city. Albuquerque Land Co., Room .
Cromwell building.
tf
FOR KALK We have some good cows for
sale. A hers Brothers,
roll SALK A good top buggy for sal
N, W. Alger. 114 South Walter
cheap.

agent. Alvursdo

street.
Ft) it
sng

tf
Aarmotos wl n dm II la, tanks
Bon,
T07
suowruciura. wonting
Norih Eighth street, phons 14KIÍ.
tf
BALK

FOR RENT

Rooms

Foil

RENT Two nicely furnished rooms
.'!) n. Walter.
forjlght housekeeping.
F 0 1 1 1; X T Í ek km .hi Hill) all coñvenl-cni-cs- .
Address, staling business, 1
U.
lto 224.
FOKitEN'rXlc"ily fuñiíshñl frvtu room;
no Invalids,
tu S. limadwiy.
i 'V.i i r rTTimi
i o I "tí F; N
for l ig'l Tl l imfs?".
keeping at l.'tl H. Second.
1:'U7
nquir
K.
Second.

t

LAWYERS

?

SHOULD

KNOW THAT
The Morninjr Journal has the bet
equipped printing ofllee in the southwest.
Brief and transcript work is a
desiring
Lawyer
specialty
here.
briefs printed as they should be und
on tho shortest possible notice and at
tho most reasonable fiuure, should call
or send their manuscripts to the Morning Journal.

BARGAINS
IN REAL ESTATE
4 room frame, city water, near
shops, 60 ft. lot.
3 room,
now frame, corner lot.
Highlands, good outbuildings.
3 room brick, collar, good barn,
1 1 2uo

$1000
1

1050

near car

112004

Une.

room

frame,

city water.

no ft. lot,

decreased while brain work and the FOR It PINT
rooms at
Ntlr Th furnished
strain to the nervous systi-has In
ry
La Vsta Honmlng
prio,
rrned, Thi result 1s thnt the mind ItoiiH, low
a.vnu. Mrs. t.
HI West I.
flips and the body Is kepi nllve by Fleming.
tf
medical science, and (bis adds to the Foil UK HT Modern rooms and fcnsrd. 121
trowing llt of nrtillf rlrnii ntlit rar
pmt
Mrs. Kvm U Crslg,
monlh.
101
South Ser. .nd street, upstairs.
In our asylums."

north 8th street,

adoba,
ll.ltiO 4 room
cement finish
barns, shade. 'on car line.
$16fi0 4 room frame, bath, electric lights,

Highlands.

fme,

4
room
Highlands, close
$1900
in, cement wstita.
5
room brick, bath, cellar, barns,
I22JO
8. Hdlth street.
I2S0O & room modern adobe, lot 160x
122. shade and fruit trees,
fourth

ward.

s ronm, two story frame, modern, near park.
room modern bungalow, good
location, lot 75x142. ,
7 room,
11600
hot
i story residence,
water heat, corner lot, W. Tijeras.
$l7f0 U room brick rooming house. In
good residence location.
fr,oo 11 room modern residence, fine
location, near park.
Nome good business properties anal
13150

3i)0

ranches for sale.

FLEISCHER

A.

Real

Estate, Insurance, Surety Bonds, Loans.
8. Second. Phono (174.

212

Zwieback
MADE BY THE COLORADO
SANITARIUM CO.

Shipment of

Fresh

Just

f

cent.
KOIt RKN'T Three furnished rooms,
Tho Hlgnltleant
fact brought to
ull conveniences for housekceplnir.
light by the report In the prcad of He. No Invalids
orchildren. 01 JR. On t nil.
nilo dementia, which alone accounted FOR RENT Fui nlshed room for
onortwM.
for over 38 per cent of laMt year'
gentlemen; bsth, electric light.
H
fresh lunacy capes. In discussing this Edith.
Idiase of the situation at least one KOFI KENT Three
furnished room
medical authority expresned the befor housekeeping. 417 8. Arno, Dr,
lief that we live too long for the kind Wilson.
of work most of its do.
RKNT
furnished rooms; pleasant
The advanced medical knowledge roll
place; no sick. 4tJ K. Sliih.
of today," he mild, "keeps n multitude r't)ltírETTrTl?irV..iñr
liHiuhe Dr. 1).
of people nllve whoe minds and life
E.
Wilson,
Occidental I, If
Insurant
tenure are practically worn nut. Th lliiilitlng.
present age demands more bmln work FOR RENT Td furnished rooms, light.
heat, bflth; no Invalida ' tsken.
42$ 8,
and Mrnln from every one than was
demanded only a few year ago. Third street.
FOR RUST A. rrñiciiir7urnrbii3
There Is Josh demand for tho people hoonia
room with us of bath, by th week of
who can only use their hands.
No
month.
"Th" physical wear and tear lin Htlvor Av. Invalid lakan. Hotl Craig.
133

-

In

ul

-

Alhi,ojiernue, New Mexico.

Broker, ill West ttold Avenue.
FOIt HKÑT 5 room house, modern, 2"i jut
month. Address Dr. E. N. Wilson, 417 B.
Ainu.

'liarles Parker, a small boy, not yet
ciative audience, who found the beuu-tlf- come down, would It
old enough to be sent to the county
not be well to enof an altercation beAs a result
old opera quite as attractive us
Jail, and for whom there Is no ade- tween a passenger en route to Denver ever.
force the ordinance aealnst the di- by
law,
quate punishment provided
KtiHtliiK und dangerous habit of uplt- and tj. I.oxey. a negro porter, on a
was h.ihd before police Judge Craig Santa Fe westbound train
ung on our mrecm una premiMc, by
near I.a
having
stolen
charged
tho.se perwoim afflicted with tubercuwith
jeterdiy
Junta early yesterday morning, the KNIGHTS PREPARE
two guni and a watch fiotn the store porter was arrested at I.a Junta and
losis? The white plague can never be
of Henry Auge, corner of Proadway bulged In the I.a Junta jail.
FOR CELEBRATION checked or controlled until thin Ih
done. We cannot truthfully boant of
and Tijeras. Young Parker confessed
A meager report of the tiffalr was
to the theft and ufier a lecture from received here yesterday by General
our city u a health resort under exthe court was allowed to no. the goods Agent T. K. Purdy, who received
Meeting Tills Morning of Columbians isting condition. Sunshine and fresh
having been recovered. It Is the secin Heeiiir another norter for the
id Which Final Amiiigciiieiils Mr air Is not enough. We must be clean.
j
In
police
boy
ond appearance of this
ety Jtcspectfully,
Im-iiioiiirun. Passengers on train No. 1 last
Will Ik'
Initiation
Is
month,
afJust on" night brought fuller details of the
lie
court within the
Kyl'AL KIUHTS NO. 3.
Made.
younglong
Irrepressible
a
list
of
of
fair.
the
ster w ho have be n making an enorboarded
The passenger, who
ALARMING INCREASE OF
mous amount of trouble for the police train east of Dodge City, with a ticket
An adjourned meeting of Albuquer-iiu- c
for several months, and for whom to Denver. Is slid to have been anINSANITY IN BRITAIN
council, Knights of Columbus, w ilt
there (tenis to be no adequate punish- noying puhHcnger-- ami to have caused
ment t hand. The need for n New the porter trouble from time to time, be held thH mottling ut the oflices of
Mexico reform school Is growing more askinn him a great many questions, P. F. McCanna in the Grant building,
London, Sept. 21. The iinnual re
dally, and that such a school which the porter'a duties did not covpresi-insuitably located and properly cop.duct-i-- d er. Finally the passenger became an- at 11:30. when final urtangemenls will port, of the lunacy cotntnlnslunern pub
would tin n gieat work for
gry and addressed several lurid and be made for the Initiation ceremonies Halted thin week nhowa a disquieting
the police officers mid every insulting remarks to the trainman. to take place Sunday and Monday of increase in the population of. Urltuln
one che familiar with the condition Loxey, according to the passengers, fair week. At this meeting the claims
confronting the officers, are thoroughdid not reply, but quietly drew a large of some thirty candidates' for i'tltla-tlo- n asylums.
ly convinced.
At the beginning of thin year one
revolwr from bis belt, ami shoving It
will be considered.
For being drunk and ilHnrdci ly. Into close proximity wllh the passenout
of every 282 persons' In Knirland
forty
candidates
less
Not
from
than
filarles Itrown got ten days in police
gers face, demanded that he retract A tiiiinieroim und twenlv-tlv- e
and
Wales wan repotted lnsune. Ten
frfim
n
Loxey
"Itaby
was
court yesterday morning.
Junta
At
the Insult.
years
tho proportion of Insane
negro
of considerable arrested on a charge of carrying con- other New Mexico points will be Ini personaugo
gel."
a
was only one In every 814
In police cealed weapons.
avoirdupois, was arraigned
tiated at the Octolx-- meeting, O. N.
court yesterday for being drunk. AnMarion, territorial deputy ami P. F. From 188 to 1U06 tho population of
gel pleaded Kuilt), getting the customKILLED"
McCanna, grand knight, with an expert Knglund and Wales wua Increased by
LIGHTNING
ary 15 dose.
team from Chicago confcrrlmr the de 5514 ler cent und the total Insane by

"

Law.

At

71--

Equipment

eers'

TONIGRT

rs

GT

Traveler a Bad Scare,

,

Attorney

First National Bank Building

Office lo

1

5

Youthful Charles Barker HelpWHO INSULTED HIM
ed Himself to Some Guns and
Arrested and Jailed at La Junta
a Watch From Store in the
After Giving Obstreperous
Highlands,

il.

B KIT AN

yV. JD.

DRAFTSMEN

FOIt

LEVELLED BIG GUN AT MAN

mr,

ATTOKNKYS.
K.

millinery, dressmaking or tailored
AHCJUTEOTS.
suits, call on Miss C. P. Crane, 512 N. WANTKD - Salesmen exporlenced In any h W. BPJ2NCER
line to sell general trade tn New Mexico.
Second street. Phone 944.
Architect.
Liberal commissions with $35 per week ad
Experienced seamstress. vance. One salesman earned Í .,99.01 Inst Phone 555. 1221 So. Walter Street.
WANTED
Monday morning. Madam Proudlit, month: his ilrst experience with us. The
ASSAYKI5S.
Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
room No. 10, Grant building.
W. JiJNKS
WANTKD Mannger; every section to ap
Assayer, Mining & Metallurgical
point agents to put to the trade our un
Engineer.
excelled product, especially fit for saloon
609 West Fruit avenue, Postofflca Box
Sells at sight; sold on easy payTo draw f !." to $150 monthly any where, keepers,
so far used; $73 weekly 173, or at office of F. H. Knt, 111
t'hlof draftsman of enKinerrlnR firm will in- ments; 3S.000 cases
Smith Third street.
earned: samples sent free. Proposi
struct and prepare you practically, Individ- easily
you
If we still have openually for nhove salary, by few months' tion will please
CIVlli KNWINKKHS.
ing
your
In
Cropper
section.
The
Francis
practical home work, Riving you necessary, Co.
rCnsed Liquors), Dept. IKS. Chicago, HI. PITT ROSS
actual drafting ronm experience. nt
County Surveyor,
lit schools, colleges or Institutes for
Attorney before U. S. Land Dpart
competent hlKh salaried men. No diplomas,
RENT
FOR
Dwellings
but training until competent.
Furnish tools
ment. Land Scrip for tale. Civil an
Adand position free. Terms reasonable.
Full RKNT Four to eight room houses, gin ee ring.
Engindress Chief lrnftsman, Div.
modern.
W. H. McMllllon, Real Estate Gold Ave., Opposite Morning Jourat
Co.,

ient chorus numbers, and from start

Seattle, Want) , Sept. 21, Seventy-seve- n
Japanese arriving nt Atlln last
night to
k In the mine wern esrives With a Quintet of Likely corted to wot
the river steamer G leaner
by three hundred whites this morning
to und t.irti'd buck towanU Vancouver.
, Gallopers, All Scheduled
The while minen served notice upon
I ho J.ipiiii'""
that If they did not stay
Stait,
a a y from this illy, violence would lie
shown In piotectlng the camp ngaltixt
John Hliaiietu, ef". of Chicago. ,n A.t'le labor. Thf Japanese lie aland will be turned
of (he bel known r.u log men In the most destitute
wiit, and who number hi Aibuqiier-il- ! loose In Hkagway, Alii'ka, to shift for
arrived In themMdvr.
frlinds by the
the ill) last night Hit five fine race
Sniii-lieItii-on- l
ii I ohm till l
norm, four of which have been enMlUiiukee, Sept. 21. The world's
tered tn tlot tcirilotU! fair meeting.
rebroken (his afternoon
D ie sol í ret ord
all runnris,
The Inn
Klt'i, win n ft mc),tie iiwiml and ilrl?n by
1 rt.iitt f'i,
Jiitod t. Chat-b'H'i
Pr.ich compli-l- ' d I.Oftn miles In
Wan KM. g "'! I "1 kv K ite. The iti' t Hubert
to run, but lil be 21 bourn at iho Slate Fair park. Tbl
i ,,
In i
flf'yelgtil minutes faster than th"
Jteid bet ( and ecri (Jed.
race liar'" won iwoiwi ie - record of C. I.emeriH Nol e lit Indhill- Tbe
Ul'Oli.
und coin during Unir
ill- -

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

Mohoy to Loan

er

Texico-Colema-

Til!

goods, eto.,
housenold
stored safety at reasonable rates. Phona
ImproveTha Sucuil'y Warertous
ment Co. Offices In the Grant Slock, Third
avenue.
street and Central
640.

'

lready Made,
It's as

STORAGE
Planoa,

WANTED

Woman conk fer Bmall family.
WANTED
Apply 00
Nil washing.
Good wuge.
N'irth 4th nr phone 811.

Town at East End of .Cut-O- ff
Jubilant Over Its Improved

R

Ar-

re.

I

Female

WANTED

JAPANESE LABORERS
DENIED LANDING Sixty

ShaurJinessy of Chicago

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS,!

DENIES THE

WHOLE HERD OF SHEEP grees.

RAGES

22, 1907.

II

li.ua will represent
I'robale Court Meets

siding to dispose of the isi.ile oí the
late Jesse Fk tu b and other such matters as may be brought before ttie
court.
Mole Territorial Indictments.
Tie- territorial grand Jury returned
jesterilay morning
two indictments
and one no true bill. The live Indlet-iner,Itrought In bv that body Friday bad not been lib I yesterday.
Admitted in rructlce.
J. lletison NeWell. Mtenogl a pller tl
was yesterday
Attorney .Win It.
morning admitted to practice law
the I'.ei nallllo county bar, Judge
Ira A. Abbott granting him a tempo

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

HELP WANTED

of selling liquor
Chavez it
to railroad men, : inploycd along the
Helen cutoff at Camp No. 7. He was
arrested nearly ten months ago.
Chavez.
Monday.
The probate court for ramalillo
county will convene tomorrow morning with the Hon. Joim Uoim ro pre-

GOVERNOR

TEXIGO

I

bat-nan- e

ALLEGES

SHE 11 BUILD
FUI

IS FATALLY

MORNING JOURNAL,

Goods

In.

Albuquerque Cash Grocery
Company,

Homsr

3IS W.

H,

Mrbl

Ward,

Manager

-- Phono 206

Just received a shipment of
FÍIME

SALT MACKEREL

Large

25c
25c

Medium, 2 for

Champion Grocery
'..?t

W. Tijeras

Are., flione

(St.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

ÍHT OF

mm

BlBOD

BASEBALL

BID

SEP

DAI

MORNING JOURNAL SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

ADUAtJCE

PYR0GRAPHY

WOOD, '

EXTRA BULBS,

SALE
OF

Eight Thousand Head of WoolBE A HUMMER
lies on Way From Pecos Valley to Snowflake, Arizona.
' All Stars Will Show Off Some
Barelas bridge Is getting to b'."
Fine Points in Game Against theThe
highway across the Rio Grande In
Central Xew Mexico for live stock
Barelas at Traction Park,
movements. Recently a. herd of
GAME AT SANTA FE WILL

,:

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

BLANKETS

We are displaying an exceptionally
tine uf

to make your

the stock

fine

K'Muls nnd nnw In the time

thi-s- e

Is

holiday

selection!

STOVES AND RANGES,

ENAMELED WARE,

HARNESS AND SADDLES,

KITCHEN UTENSILS,

CUTLERY,

AMMUNITION.

while

complete.

20,-8,0-

Albuquerque's base ball enthusiasts
will play today at home and abroad.
The Mcintosh Browns leave thi.s
lor the terrial capital to play
the Ancient City Grays, while thu Cart-O rays, now holding the territorlas
ial amateur championship, will defend
that title against the old Stars, an aggregation of local base ball talent that
is hard to beat in one particular nine
every day,
,
Gray game
The Old
will start at 3 o'clock and on account
of Corhan an.l
of the appearance
Donovan, Charlie Quhir, the ladles fa- -'
vorlte, and other well known playera
being on the line, a good crowd Is
expected.
Dan Padilla, manager for the boys
south of town, said lust night that ho
had confidence in his players,
he
Joe Hams and O'Bannon,
pitchers, while Martin Ityan, acting
manager of the Old Stars, made a
similar declaration. f
Santa Fe base ball fans have
nounced that the Santa Fe team will
clean up the Browns today in short
order. The local team is leaving with
every confidence of doing the same
trick for Santa Fe and In view of lust
Sunday's tie game the outcome lfi
awaited with Interest.
morn-morni-

Slars-Barel-

enpo-cinll-

y

I

more will cross the bridge. This
on the way to Arizona and tomorrow
8,000 more will cros the bridge. TMi
latter herd which Is traveling in three
bands, Is on the way from the Pecos
valley to- Snowflake, Ariz., for delivery to one of the large Arizona
growers. The sheep came by way or
Abo pass and wil come up on the
mesa east of Albuquerque
today,
crossing the bridge tomorrow. The
herders will camp near San Jose. The
movement of New Mexico sheep Into
Arizona has been large this year,
many of the sheep going across country, the movement being made possible by the unusually favorable range
conditions.

WASH0Ü

KTTIXÍJ HEADY

EL PASO

EAUt TOl'KXAMEXT
The F.l Paso Herald has the following of interest to the fans:
'' Theer will be a temporary revival
of base ball In El Paso this' week,
when a picked El Paso nine under the
fuptaiiicy of Lieutenant Terrell of
Fort Jills will meet the Eagles for
two games ut Washington park tomorrow and Sunday.' This was decided at an enthusiastic meeting of
funs held yesterday.
The proceeds from the two games
will he used to send a strung team to
the Albuquerque fair" for the tournament from October 7 to H. In this
turnament there are offered three
purses ranging from JflOO to $200 foi
the leading clubs.
The team under Captain Terrell
which will play tomorrow will be a
picked aggregation of base ball players, the best to be had In the city, and
they will have a warm contest when
they meetthe Eagles, who started out
poorly, but had a whirlwind finish In
the city league, winning the last series of games straight from the Wliit",
Sox, champions of the previous season.
i i
scheduled between
these teams will be the last to be
Keen in this city, at least for this season, and they primilso well to be
ranked among the best exhibition ot
base ball seen here during the leagu
games of the past summer.
The team which will represent El
Paso In the Albuquerque tournament
will be composed of the best material
that can be secured, and it will make
a strenuous effort to capture one of
the purses offered during the contest
for next month. Support Ik expected
from local enthusiasts for this venture.
The team which i will go to Albuquerque has , accepted three games
from Douclas, to be played In that city
on September 29, SO, and October 1.
It is intemled to arrange an itinerary
to occupy tho timo between these
dates and the time they are due In
Albuquerque on the road, meeting several teams of New Mexico and
EC) K

CRYSTAL THEATER BEGINS
ITS SECOND WEEK
Popular Vaudeville House Is Open-in- n
With Kvery irosect of a Most
Successful Season.

I IKES

I

We have

placed on

Sale

Pair 11x4

100

F,

in

Color

W.

$5.00
A

In Albuquerque until late yesterday
morning, going to the scene of the
washout and returning ns Xo. 10 with
passengers and mail from the south.
The transfer facilities have been well
arranged and the transfer Is made
with as little Inconvenience to passengers as possible. According to passengers the washout is a bad one, oniy
the rails and ties being left to span
the stream.

Agg're
Score.
3,241
3.418
3,368
3,368
3,361

Acad
3.34?

iiue.-itlo-

PAIR

on thumb, wide band and one

Albert Faber

MEN'S

W. Central Ave.

v-,.-

f-

e'ifi)

'

BLUE FKONT.

SPECIAL

,

as-

sortment of toilet soaps at half the

the top with ribbon insertion; hose
supporters over abdomen and hips,
This is one of the best fitting corsets made, Each
$1.00

nation, Heliotrope, Oatmeal,

Cold

Cream, Violets, White Rose

and

Ladies' Armorside Corsets, latest
shape straight front, lace edging
with ribbon insertion at top, 5 hooks
This is the corset that never breaks
down on the side, The best corset
made for the price, Each ..$1.00

standard

CHILDREN'S SLEEPING GARMENT

for less

This is the time of year that the
children take cold by getting the
bed covering off during the night,
Sleeping garments prevent this as
they cover and protect the entire

regular price. The assortment
sists of Harvest Honey,

con-

Bouquet,

Palm and Olive, Witch Hazel, Car-

Butttermilk.

These are

than 10 cents.

WORK

"sold

Our special price

GLOVE.

for this week only is, the cake. .5c

Indian tan buckskin palm and
thumb, buck split back and top
band, string fastener, California cut
with scams on back of fingers,
welted and trimmed seams; an A1
glove, the pair
$1.00

Men's unlined gauntlet gloves,
made of oil tanned calfskin, 4 inch
leather gauntlet, welted and trimmed seams, A good strong glove
and will give good wear, pair $1.00

body,

j

Men's Saranac Railroad Gauntlet gloves, drab buck palm, thumb
and forefinger gun cut, reinforced
thumb, pearl color grained leather
back and gauntlets, Steam proof,
$1.25
The pair

Men's heavy white buckskin
gloves, made from extra heavy Indian tanned buckskin, full outseam
back and fingers, double piece and

Children's gray ribbed cotton
sleeping garments for children from
to 8 years of age, Each
40c
1

Children's heavy gray flat fleece
lined sleeping garments, good and
thick, This is an extra good gar- -'
ment and is generally sold for more
money; according to size, each..

60c, 70c, 80c

BOATRIGHT,

D.

Phone
1013.

9ni

The 1'ulal (cin anil Its Itemed)' Now
Fact of ScIcih-o- ,
It Is the rarest thing in the World
for a man to be necessarily bald. No
man whose hair la not dead ut th:
roots, need be bnld If he will use New-bro- 's
Herplcide, the new scalp antiseptic. Herplclde destroys the gerin
that cuts the hair off at the root; and
cleans tho scalp of dandruff and
leaves it in n perfectly healthy ootid
tlon. Mr. Mannett, In the Maryland
Ittock, ütitte, Mont., was entirely bald
In less than u month Herplcide had
removed the enemies of hair growth
and nature did Its work by covering
his head with thick hair an Inch long
and In six weeks ho had a normal
suit of hair. Bold by leading drug
gists. Send 10c. In stamps for ampie
to The Herplclde Co.. Detroit, Mich
Two nlzes, 50c nnd $1.00. II. H. Ilrlggi
& Co., special agents.

CORSETS.

Ladies' F, P, Military Form corsets, inade of fine Alexandria cloth,
full bias gore, well boned, high in
bust, Elongo hips, lace trimming at

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY.

place on sale this week an

We

snap

W. Central Ave.

SSeconcl
LADIES'

$1.25

pair

soaps and are never
COMBINATION

117

riveted around thumb, straight top
This
with V extension at wrist,
glove is built for rough wear, The

i

FURNITURE,
CARPETS
DRAPERIES AND BED-- v
DING.

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO

Avenue

RACK

XJ

fastener on back of wrist, Strongly
made. The greatest glove on earth
for rough wear, The pair
75c
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Our Fall Styles In Men's Clothing
HAVE ARRIVED.

MAKES.

STEIN

ST.

LEARN ABOUT BOYS'

CIGARS

I

5:

BL0CH MAKE, COSTING NO

STICK; TO IT THAT YOU

WILL

HAVE

THERE ARE NONE "JUST AS GOOD."

and

$12, $15

Miss Paynter
roi'KTII

CELEBRATED

NO OTHER BRAND FOR

MILLINERY
FASHION
PRICES TO SUIT ALL

118 S.

THE

MORE THAN OTHER

-

1

JJL.

Men's heavy work glove, made of
heavy drab color fire and water
proof tanned rawhide, welted seam,
waxed thread sewed, double piece

308-31- 0

7.

,

XL

1

i--

Men's unlinecl work gloves, fireproof tannage, wide leather band
top with gore at wrist, string fastener, a soft, pliable glove, colors,
black, yellow or olive green; tho
pair
50c

Peace Negotiations Off.
Paris, Sept. 21. it is officially announced this afternoon that peace negotiations at Casa Blanca with the
hostile Moors have failed, and that and which contains repr eii! 'Hons
General Drude will resume the often- from sculpture art, was designe! ufter
a noted Italian palatial imeil'i,
an.l
slve.
asido from lis value as genuine reminder of bygone achievements there
OFFICIAL RETURNS OF
Is an effectiveness about the carving
nnd scroll conceptions that lend a peCAMP PERRY SHOOT culiar charm to a background,
(fuite In
touch with the costuming.
The scenic arrangements
thus reHow Hie Team l 'rom I lie Slates mill ferred to are but a gentle indication
Territories Stood AlU'iuliii", the Con. of the generosity that appears to have
toM.
guided the spirit of the management
as in every direction there Is unmistakable evidence of a desire to excel
The following bulletin giving the In those particular points, so vssenil'il
standing of tram at tho coiu'lu.slon of toward minstrelsy. The coming to the
the national niatih, 1U07. and showing Klks theater next Friday of this reputhe aggregate .scores of teams 1'ivm table organization of burnt cork merry
a possible 4,200 Is published for tho makers is naturally regarded in the
light of a real amusement event of
Information of nil eoneerned:
signal Importance, and is anticipated
ltullelln.
Fifth national match. Camp Terry, accordingly.
Ohio, August :10, 1U07:
KC'IKXCK PKRVIOXTS U.LI)XI:SS.
Third Kay J'liutl, August 30, 11107.

.3,346
The new Crystal theater which 8. Pennsylvania
.3.33!)
United States Infantry
opened so brilliantly last Monday
9. New York ...
.... ..
.3,332
evening, and which Inu had a most 10.
New Jersey
.3,317
Muttering Initial week, will commence 1
1. Minn pip .a
.3,249
a second week's run o.' modern con.3,242
Illinois
tinuous vaudeville, wi'h an entire 12.
13. Wisconsin
3,216
change of program tomorrow.
14.
That the Crystal sluw has "caught IB. United States Marine Corps 3,184
District of Columbia
3.17!
before our
on" is now no
Michigan
3.161
people; it has filled the bill In every lfi.
3,117
particular and everywhere one hears 17. Oregon
3.102
the remark: "Long may It continue." 18. Maryland
3,101
It alTords u nice place for bulles to la. Georgia
20. New Hampshire
3,038
drop into for a rest and a bit of !
3,082
of an afternoon will'.- chop- 21. Iowa
3,068
ping, n proper place for rhlluiv.i upon 22. Connecticut
.'. . .3,060
strenu- 23. Colorado
a Saturday afternoon, alter
3,034
ous week (it books and studies .Hid a 24. California
3,018
uttruotlvo,
bright,
while Innocent 25. Montana
3,00.1
amusement resort for old and yuunfc 26. Maine
27. Florida
2,9fl
at all times.
.2.920
Pour good, strong vaudeville nets, in 28. Kansas
2.849
addition to tho newest Illustrated 29. Indlnna
2,835
songs und latest of motion pictures, 30. Texas
2,824
rounding out a program of six clever 31. Missouri
Oklahoma
2.770
iiumberM. constitutes the weekly Crys-- i'
2.699
tal shiiw. and It Is u slamllnir f:,r lhni !"' Kentucky
2,680
each and every number upon the bill 34. Hawaii
3i. Wyoming
2.684
Is worth the price of admission, Ow2,679
ing to the Albuquerque house having 36. West Virginia
2,r.7
Just been opened and Its regular place 37. New Mexico
2.600
In the headquarters
booking of lice 38. Arizona
2,401
,
having not been established yet. the 39. Mississippi
2.394
circuit managers have neglected to no- 40. South Candína
2.306
tify Local Manager Cordler just what 41. Nebrnsnka
2,301
he getq the coming week. It will be 43. Alabama
....2.296
all light, however, ns nothing but the 44. Tennessee
North Dakota . .'
2,?"3
best nppenrs on the Crystal circuit,
TOiilslana
2.183
and It will be given In lis entirety In 4T..
46. Vermont
,
2,098
the Monday' papers.
2,025
In the meantime this afternoon and 47. North Carolina
1,909
' tonight are last times In Albuquerque 46. Virginia . . .'
(Signed)
L. M. nitRTT,
of the McCloud nnd Melville, the
Mntor First Cavalry, Statistical Ofslnircrs, dancers nnd harp.duet-Nts- ;
ficer.
Mr. Lou Cox. the paper cutting
(Subject to correction.)
enrtoonlst; the Four Franks, In their
funnv romedv act; "An Awful Skate," The William u.
Jubileo
the funny F.dlson moving pictures,
Minstrels.
etc., etc. All those who have not seen
While the chief aim of the William
hirre'n sow had better hurry II. West Mln'rel M nlwtv he,. o
today, ns they all close with tonight's to furnish a diversified entertainment
performances.
of the highest possible note. Vitiai-e- r
ttlcaby h.is never lost slirM of "ie
Itursiliig Kclirnpiicl Kills Five.
tiretone interest with whl'h this fame
WIlhelHhaven, Oerninny. Sent. 21
us attraction Is Identified, an l It Is
n
n,j f()r mpn therefore not In be wondered V ih;:t
und two women Injured through an the first Pfirt cetiin. nrn
nn
,.,,,.. (, j ;hraone! si, eli a massively elegant whl'c nnd
. i
,
ehell while a quantity of ammunition rrolit si t lwhs being unloaded In the artillery itarle stvled "The Awnklnir of Dawn."
depot.
,
i i
, ,
IWclc "lytl "The Awaiting of IWmt,"
'
' : '
'
'
v tk M
i

.,,.

Central

West

MEN'S WORK GLOVES.

As the result of the going out of a
bridge between La Joya and San
Marcial on the Santa Fe's Klo Grande
division Friday night, it will probably
be necessary to transfer passengers at
that point for several days, as it was
stated at the local railroad offices yen.
terday that the bridge could not be
rebuilt in less than four or five days.
No. 9 train of Friday night was held

my

Gold i

AT

II

Carrying Away of Bridge
Near San Marcial,

States Cavalry
!. Washington
6. United States Naval

203

789

Whenever von want srotir FrerlDtlon8 filled nromntlv and accurately or
if you want DKCUS and MEDICINES scot up to your bouse In a Hurry.

THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

ITTHÍ1P4

204

By

3. Ohio
4. United

CO,

205 West Central Avenue.

Santa Fe Badly Inconvenienced

Order. Teams.
1. United States Navy
. Massachusetts

J. HOUSTON

BpnppF CsJl Up Telephone

White, Grey and Tan

FED

A

Blankets,

Wool

10

NECESSARY

.

i

N.

115-11- 7

and NEEDLES.

TUBING

5

& MAUGEE
RAAEE
First. Bet. Central and Copper Aves.

Burning Outfits,

SS

22, 1907.

AND YOUTH'S CLOTHING.

$S

INSIST ON SEEING THE

SAM PECK GUARANTEED BRAND OF BOYS' SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$5.00 and $6.00
We

carry a fine line

of Cigars

anrl

bacco.
Try

OUR HOUSES

To-

5

STAND

BACK OF EACH GUARANTEE AND WE

PROTECT

OUR CUSTOMERS.

our brands and

we will make you a

customer.
Tha Monarch Grocery Co,
307 W. Central Ave.
Phone 80.

Wm hbwn
urn

.
.
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The Average American
The average American is the man of the hour that is, he lives for today's pleasures and
troubles lets tomorrow provide for itself. He would be in absolute want if thrown out
of employment for one or two weeks, not because of small income, but because he is regularly living up to that entire income.

above the average. Whatever your income may be, make expenditures less, and deposit the differences in this good bank. Make the start, and your pride in watching the growth
of that account will do the rest, and you will be largely depositing money that you will never
miss.
Be

Why persist in living constantly on the brink of money troubles when it only requires the
start to put you beyond the fear that the loss of your position will bring suffering to yourself and those dependent upon you.

State
ftfational
OF ALBUQUERQUE.

The

o

o
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hunt have gone
to Kl Puso un i short trip.
4

Mrs.

Frank Arkerman and

Salter returned
iilcugo.
ii

Mi

lust night

Kl--

í

nnd Is engaged with his father, J. H.
Hearrup, In the management of the
Rio Grande woolen mills. The young
people left for California, where they
taking
will spend their honeymoon,
with them th? hearty good wishes oí
a host of friends.
The ladles f the Grand Army of
the Republic gave an enjoyable social
In I. o. O. F. hall last night, which
The program
was largely attended.
huh as follows:
Piano Solo Miss Katherlne Nash.
Vocal Duet Misses Viola Hlueher and
Lola Neher.
Pluno Solo Miss Cecile McCompcy.
or three weeks will be In AlbuquerCheronge Roberts.
Ml
que for the winter.
Address from Comrade Culdwell. who
has Just returned from the National
Mr. and Mrs. John Decker and son
O. A. K. convention ut Saratoga.
Henny. after attending the marriage
of their son and brother, left for tne Plano Solo Hiss Marian Kradley.
Jamestown exposition, and Miss Lucy Vocal Solo Miss Viola Hlueher.
Keeker will visit her sister, Mrs. Ar- Recitation Miss Anna Chambers.
Solo Mlss Kthel Bralnurd.
thur Kradley, in Lawrence, Kas., re- Piano Spangled
Hannetj by the assemturning to New Mexico for the fair, "Stur
bled compuny.
when she w ill be the guest of Mrs. K.
Miss Klale Myers, accompanist.
W. Dobson and Mrs. K. A. Frost.

l

frum

The Albuquerque Whist club has resumed its weekly meetings In the
Woman's club building.
Mrs, George L. Brooks, 903 West
Copper, ha returned from California,
where she spent the summer.

i

Kishop J. Mills Kendrlck, of New
LOCAL AND PERSONAL
Mexico and Arizona, will be joined
here on Tuesday by his wife and
daughter, and will leave Immediately
A. H. McOnffey left last night for
for Klchniond and the jjrnestown ex- Thoreuu on u business trip.
I
soon
Episcopal
church
position. The
A considerable addition to the resito have a new rector, the Rev. Mr. dence of Mr. and Mr. Felix Lester on
Cook of South MeAlester, Okla., who
Is Hearing comwill take charge the second Sunday In West Central avenue,

600
Mr. and Mr, Clark M. Carr.
North Fourth street, have returned ..
from an outing In western New Mex-I..-

left yesterday
Mis Janet Custer
morning fur Fori Worth, Texas, where October.
she will spend the winter visiting
Mrs. A. H. Stroup entertained Frifriends.
day afternoon at her beautiful new
Eleventh street. In
M. K.iln. of Raton, ha been home on North
Mrs.
called to Albuiueriiie on account ot honor of her mother. Mrs. M. A. Mcthe serious Illness of her father. Mr. Millan. Those present were
F. W. Clancy, II. A. Cooper,
A. J. Frank.
Collins. E. K. Crlsty. ). Delckmann, C.
Mr. Herbert Kankll., Misses Donna K. Hodgins. Shoup. A. E. McMIHen,
iiinl N'ita llankln. son nnd daughter M. K. Wylder. W. O. Hope. Sterling,
S. K. Newcomer, Rich-ard- s
i f Mr. and Mm. Dun J. Uankln. have X. Kemerer,
and Lester.
resumed their studies in the University
of Kansas ut Ijiwrenre.
The marriage of Mr. Louis Carl
0
Mrs F. D. Miller has returned from Keeker, cashier of the First National
Laura Smith,
(Vrtd.i. where she has been during bank of Helen, and Miss
Dallies, of Helen,
the summer months. Her mother, Mrs. sister of Mrs. HIPaul
pun, Wis., on WednesItcinder, accompanied Mrs. Miller to took place In
at the home of the
Alliuiueriie tn remain here during day, September 11.
bride's mother. Mrs. Uiulse Smith.
the winter.
he at home In
will
The vounir rouble
Miss Elizabeth Heald left last night Helen after October 15th, and will be
for Pomona college, near I.o Angeles, a great addition lo the young so lul
where she will attend school during set of that town.
the winter. She was accompanied as
f;ir n Gallup by her father, Hev. J.
On Tuesday evening of this week D.
solicitor for
H. Hoticher. advertising
II. Heald.
the Albuquerque Citizen, and Miss
Miss Elizabeth Powers, the pormlnr Henrietta II. Williams will be united
miisii' teacher, and Mis Orare NichIn marriage at the residence of Mr.
ols, a teacher from Han Marcial, will and Mr. X. K. Stevens, with whom
spend the winter In Chicago ut tidying they have resided for the pust year.
Mrs. Mabel Stevens Hoth are originally rrom jonnsiown,
music under
lllmoe, formerly of thin city.
Pa., Miss Williams coming to Albuquerque In the spring of liiofi for the
hnd
The Ijidles of the Maccabees
benefit of her health. Kev. Wilson J.
one of their very enjoyable social af- Marsh, pastor of the Congregational
social
Tuesday
These
afternoon.
fairs
church, will officiate.
are
afternoons where refreshment
served are held once ft month, and
The home of Mr. and Mr. George
have become quite a feature.
street,
K. Neher. on North Second
wedding
a
pretty
of
scene
was
the
Mr. and Mrs Cyril Ktenrn nnd IHtle Wednesday night, when their daughj
daughter.
h have been visiting Mrs. ter, Mis Carrie O. Neher, wu united
Stearn'a parents, Mr. nnd Mr. N. In marriage to Mr. Olenn Kearrup.
Gehrlng. of South Third street, have' The wedding, which was a very quiet
returned to their home In Nevada. one. because of a recent death In the
Mrs. Ktearn was formerly Mis Llllle
Neher family, was attended onlypen-pi-by
Gehrlng.
Immediate friends of the young
The ceremony was performed at
The Commercial club will give an 8 o'clock.
Kev. Father A. Mnnilalarl
Wednesday.
on
Informal dance
was attended by
25. The club has been thor- officiating. The bride
sister. Miss Lola Neher, while Mr.
oughly renovated and the affair prom-lue- s her
acted as groomsto be a very pleasant one. The F.dgar Strumqulsl
man. The house wa beautifully decAmerican Lumber compary band will orated
of Incandescent
In festoons
furnish the music.
hidden and masses of rut flower. and
was beautiful. The
Mix Mary (". Conlln, the popular the general effect
Joseph'. rt'lHa-liiii- bride has madefife,her1m home In
trained nute from St.spemllnc
been edtlcsled
(
fu r
who ha been
school and I ImAlbuquerque
In
the
lo
reiiirneit
nst.
has.
In
the
litio
wrrh hi'r friend. Mr.
Mexico, and after visit ins: rela- mensely popular'
Si-1
an Atbuquerquean,
twtt
.also
rrfjit
litarrup
In
F
and
fiirnl
tive
Meg-dam- es

e.

Hep-temii- er

n.

t--

fr

pletion.

Hymn "Am
I a Soldier of the
Cross?"
Apostles' Creed All uniting.
Gloria Pntri.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL Í HV'UCIL
Thirty-eight- h
Responsive Reading
Silver Avenue and Fourth street.
Sunday.
Celebration of Holy Communion at Quartette "Art Thou Weary?" ..
7 a. m.; Sunday school, at 9:45 a. m.,
Parks
morning service and sermon, at 11 a. Scripture Lesson.
m.; evening service and sermon, at Organ Response.
,
8 p. m.
Rt. Rev. J. M. Kendrlck, Offertory.
Arizona,
und
bishop of New Mexico
Hymn "Behold the Christian Warwill ofllclate.
rior Stand."
Morning service:
Sermon by the pastor "A Great
Crowley.
Solo by Miss Winifred
Man's Question."
Organist, Mrs. J. A. Whiteford.
Hymn "Faith of Our Father's Living
Faith."
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
Sunday at 11 a. m., at room 25, Benediction.
Organ postlude.
Grunt building, corner of Centrul aveEvening;
nue and Third street. Subject: "Reality." Wednesday evening meeting at Organ prelude.
8 p. m. Reudlng room open rally from Song service.
The Lesson.
2 to 4 D. m.
Prayer.
a
Organ Response.
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
Offertory. Hymn.
CHURCH.
Early mass at 7. High mass and Address by the Pastor "The Fleeting
Prophet."
sermon, at :30. Evening service and
Hymn. Benediction. Evening
Post,
conference, ot 7:30.
ludc.
THE FIRST HAITI ST CHURCH.
TEMPLE ALBERT.
J. A. Shaw, Pastor.
Services for the festival of taberServices' and sermon at 11a. m. and
nacles will be observed this evening
7:30 p. m. Subjert of morning
Temple Albert, and will commence
"One Thlng'That li4 Sure;" sub- at
at 8 o'clock. Thl festival, which Is
ject of evening sermon, "The Crime of also called the harvest
festival, Is obthe Churches." Sunday school at :Bt served with great rejoicing by Hea. m. Young People's meeting at 6:30 brews all over the world.
Rabbi
p. m. The public I cordially Invited. Chapman will officiate
and preach.
All
will
McDonald
are
welcome.
Mra.
evening
In 'the
sing, "Fear Not Te! Oh, Israel," by
Dudley Ruck. In the evening the WONDERFUL WORK
choir will sing, "Rock of Ages," by
Excell.
OF CURRENCY EXPERTS

mbercfoUrorsblpCcday

.

aer-mo- n,

Talmagde, of Chicago and
Koswell. member of the well known
firm of land and real estate dealers In
the peco valley, was in Albuquerque,
yesterday on business.
W. It. Lyon, cashier of the American Lumber company's Albuquerque
oflloea, has begun construction of an
attractive residence on West Central
avenue adding one more to the long
line of home known as "Honeymoon
Row."
CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
Eugene Conroy. who Is to take
Broadway and Uold Avenue,
new
chura-Santa
of the
Morning--Sunda- y
school, at 10 a.
postal run, returned yesterday from
service, at 11 a. m.; serDenver, where he has been for Instruc- m.; morning
Child. Theme,
tion at the office of the chief clerk mon by Pastor E. A.
of My Religious Life
for the western division of the railway "A Brief History
mall service. The new postal car on and How 1 Came to He Identified With
the Santa Fe Central goes Into aervlce the Disciples." A cordial Invitation I
October 1.
extended to all, especially those not
J. Harnett, proprietor of the Grand worshipping elsewhere.
Central hotel, and one of the most acEvening Service at 7:45; subjert
tive member of the Indiana club, has of sermon, "The Kingdom of God. It
having
originated the novel Idea of
Importance and Presence." A solo will
printed In tht be sung by Mis lono Walltrr, accomthe club' program
ft
genuine Hoosler dialect. The next panied by Ml Walker, "There I
meeting of the club will be held In the Land Mine Eye Hath Seen," by Crans- office of B. K. Adam, on October 7. field.
General Charle J. Allen, If. H. A..
retired, accompanied by his swife and
CONÍJREGATTO X A L CHURCH.
daughter, arrived In Albuquerque lust Corner Broadway and Coal avenue.
Gen-TD.
C.
night from Washington,
Hev. J. Wilson Marsh, Pastor.
and Mrs. Allen and their daughA cordial InvlVitlon to all. Mornter are on a pleasure trip through the
s
ing service at 11 o'clock.
,
southwest.
fjPralse God.
Webster, merchant
Thoma
Isleta,- - transacted business In Albu Gloria:'
nueroue yesterday, returning to the Choir. Offertory."
pueblo last night. According to Mr. Offertory Solo
Arranged by Herbert Johnson
Webster, the Isletu are more prosper
ous thl year than ever before. Their
Mr. Washburn.
have Sermon by Pastor Subject, "tfnlver- corn, alfalfa and wheat crop
al Kingdom."
been very large, while cattle, eheep
and poultry have been benefitted by Postlude.
have
The Isleta
the many rain.
Mr. R. II. Lester, organist.
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock.
planned to hold their annual fiesta
and dance thl week, but the date haw Subject ' of discourse, "Service and
not been decided yet.
Honor."
Jume Gavin, formerly with the
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Sturge hotel, hut during the past
month sojourning In the Jejnex mounHev. J. C. Hollino. I). I).. I'ftstor.
tains, returned to Albuquerque last
The Sunday school meet at 9:41.
night.
Ptrnngers WPlrome. Morning worship
at 11 . m.. with sermon bv the pasT'mslits IVtun iircal Hrlmln.
t,en;ue nt :S0: even-ILondon, Hei.t. 21. Over l"7.nn tor. Epw-ort740. Followlig Is thn
Prltlsh and Irish lrntilriint Vent lo or.lnpservice, st
nf die llnv
the, Culled Hlate iinj Canada tlurlnR
i, i
according to the board
the just
Organ voluntary.
ot .trail, returns, issued ,j.jday.
'
'
i
;
'', ' . ' i '
. ft..'
'
E. L.

HanfC

e

al

'

'

nr

Mornlnl'-Wort.lilp;7-

.,

Koswell, N. M.. Sept. 21. The defeat of the municipal water works
proposition here will probably result
In the Introduction of a resolution In
the city council calling for the naming
of a commission of business men to
Investigate the whole matter In all Its
bearing for the purpose of ascertaining whether It Is practicable to establish a system of waterworks without
danger of Its proving a "white elephant" If owned by the city, or an
Imposition upon those compelled to
pay exorbitant water bills each month
If owned by private parties.

GOESTOIITHS
1'IIFE

Blsbee. Arl., Sept. 21. No better
testimonial of the efficiency of th
employes of the United Slates treasury
department could be given than thut
which came to Klsbee yesterduy In the
form of a packet containing (1.180,
addressed to M. J. Cunningham, cush-le- r
of the Bank of Blsbee, for the
of a German woman who had a
large amount of money In her home
on Chihuahua hill at the time of the
big fire In the form f currency, which
was reduced to charred ember.
On the day of the big fire the woman, a widow, appeared at the Bank of
Klshee, followed by two small children, and carrying In her hand a plate
on which was heaped up some burned paper. Going I Mr. Cunningham,
the woman, .between sobs, explained
that1 she, had H.JiiO In currency
ana
$70"In gold colh hidden away In her
house, the savings of a life time, and
that all that remained of the paper
money was the ashes In the plate.
The banker looked at the ember,
and was unable to find anything that
resembled a piece of paper money. He
however, that he
told the woman,
would take the matter up with the
Washington,
and see
authorities at
what could be done. Ha did so, and
received a reply telling him to forward
the remains, a the government experts might be able to Identify the
bill and pay for them. This was
done a few weeks ago, and the next
heard was yesterday when the banker
received a draft for 11.180 on the
treasurer of the United States, and a
few of the ember sent on which the
government officials stated they could
not possltily Identify. The only Ions
which the woman will suffer Is $ II.

ID

IS

SHOT'

Restored 11.10(1 to IIIhuco Woman by
Identifying Charred Remains of
Hunk Notes.

JesusAalenzuela Fatally
by Cowboy Who
He Was

njur- -

Alleges

Protecting Womb,

nt

1 H

'

teitktnf-

"In

-

seld :

--

1

from his pocket, but before he could
bring It Into action, Farrell had fired
twice, both shots taking effect. One
entered the right breast and passed
out under the left shoulder blade. The
other Rtruck In the right arm, but
glanced on the bone, and was deflected, going upward and lodging in the
left side of his neck.
A man by the name of Wells notified Judge Rlchey this morning that
a murder had been committed at
Vails, and he at once summoned a
coroner's Jury and caught the early
ROSWELL TURNS DOWN
morning train. When the Jury arrived
Vails however, they found that the
at
WATERWORKS BONDS victim
of the shooting was not dead.
He was put on a train and brought to
this city and Is now here.
Pecos Valley Town Not Yet Ready to
Farrell gave himself up to the ofBuild lis Own System.
ficers and Is now In the county Jail
here.

"Although I b.áve had cases of worn
out notes and badly damaged, certificates Identified before, this Is the most
wonderful piece of work ever brought
to my attention.
When i sent the
burned paper on to Washington I had
little hope of their ever being able to
Identify $20 of It, as to one unaccustomed to methods of treating such
cases the task seemed Impossible. You
can Imagine my surprise when today
I received $1,180."
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In on argument arising over
whereabouts of his wife, a Mexican
named Jesus Valenzuela was shot
twice this morning and probably fatally wounded by a cowboy named
Nicholas Farell, the trouble taking
place about two miles north of Valla'
station, says the Tucson Star.
From the story told by the Injured
man, It appears that he had gone after a bottle of whiskey, and when he
returned lo his camp found his wife
missing. Immediately he went to the
place where the cowboys were camped nearby, and asked if they had seen
his wife. Thy replied (hat they had
not, and then, while he was standing
there talking wlth'them, Farrell drew
his revolver and shot him.
The tale told by Farrell and the
balance of the cowboys, however, differs considerably from this. They say
that about 12:30 thl morning Vélenmela' wife came to them, saying that
her husband was drunk, and she feared that when he returned he would
beat her. She asked the cowboys to
protect her, they claim, and In accordance with her wishes they hid her In
a small building near, by, locking the
doors. A few minutes later Valen-tuel- a
came In search of her, and finding the cowboys, claimed that they
had hi wife In hiding. In order to
proterf (he wrqiiu,yv;y-thls- j
and hoi words were soon passing lie- -

IMPORTANT MEETING
OF THE METHODISTS
Annual Conference for New Mexkti
to He Held This Week nt
Alaniogorilo.
Alamogordo, N. M., Sept. 21. The
annual conference of the Methodist
Episcopal church. South, will be held
In this cltjr commencing Thursday,
September 20th, and holding over
Sunday.
The conference includes the ministers and churches of New Mexico and
the southwest portion of the state of
Texas.
Rev. George Ward, D. D will be
the presiding bishop. Rev. J. T.
French, of El Paso, Texas, and Rev.
B. T. James, of Melrose, N, M., are the
presiding elders.
The meeting will be attended by a
large number of the notables of the
church. The various denominational
papers and the different boards of the
church will send their strongest men
to plead the cause of the many church
Interests. The conference has grown
very rapidly the past year. Starting at
the last conference with under fifty
members, there are now more than
sixty churches enrolled.
The meeting will be held In the M.
E. church, South.

ATHLETIC CHAMPION SHIP
EVENTS AT MONTREAL

Montreal. Sept, 21. Athletic championship event were held this afternoon at Westmount. Summaries:
One hundred yard. W. B. Eaton,
Boston Athletic association, won; H.
J. Huff, Chicago Athletic association,
second Time, :10
Putting sixteen-poun- d
shot, Ralph
Rose, Olympic club, California, first,
4
Inches. Heat world's recfeet 7
ord of 49 feet 5
Inches. W, W.
Coe. Jr., Roston, second.
d
dead heut between F. I
Takeman, Montreal Athletic association, and H. J. Huff, Chicago Athletic
association.
Pole vault, W, Happony, Montreal
Athletic association, first, U feet S
inches; A. Grant, New York, second.
Chinese Rels ls RepnlHcd.
Hon Kong, China, Sept. 21. The
Imperial troops havs repulsed on attack made on the city of Yo Chow
on the Yang Tse railroad, province of
Nu Nan, by two thousand rebels. The
rebels stormed the city and scaled th
wall, but after sharp fighting were
driven off. The disaffection in the
Kal Chew district Is spreading and the
inhabitant
of the Kwung SI border
tht moveiyetit to obtain
fii!i?!l.l,4,P1,1C
iliesK for grievances complained of.
.1 IlAÍU. !.u
to;.
M; Ai.. ;.',
.WitftrruairjH, tht' Ihurfia.ied taxation nnd
tl'n
Suddenly the man drew a revolver high prices, charged for food stuff.
l--
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All dress goods to be sold this week at 10 per cent less than the regular price.

piece reserved. White, black and colors; figures of all kinds.
broadcloths in all colors.

Not a

New suiting serges; fine chiffon

Fine sheer evening goods for dainty dresses.

This is a rare offer at this time of the seasdn.

Make good use of such an opportunity to

buy fine goods at this reduction. , Are you provided with dresses for the fair? Better to select
the goods now while you can have them made up to wear during fair week. Every purchase means a saving to you. Ma.il orders solicited.
Agency for Dorothy Dodd Shoes, R. & G. Corsets, W. &
Centemeri Gloves, Onyx Hosiery,

ra

Corsets,

B.

Money bak Silk,

Geisha Waists, Butterick Patterns.

m
m

.

Jennie was chained had turned In,
worn out wl,th fatigue, the heat of a
radiator set lire to some matches in
the pocket of a coat hung on It to
dry. The fire spread, filling the room
wilh smoke and flames and menacing
the lives of the sleepers. The watchman wits three floors below. Suddenpool balls
ly he was surprised by
coming down the iron stairway. Jennie's chain allowed her to go only as
far as the top of the stairs, but from
that point she threw down the balls
front the pool table and brought the
watchman. As a result of this, after
was extinguished, Chief
the fire
Worth forwarded his report, In which
he stated that "the fire in the headquarters of the Third battalion was
reported to the department by "Jennie
the Monk." And that's the way It
stumls.
Jennie's end had been foreseen for some time on account of her
age, and for six months she has eaten
nothing but Malaga grapes, provided
by her fellow firemen.

NEVVORK LEADS THE

IDLE

HID

III

TELEPHONES
NEARLY

400,000

DAILY

IN

IN

USE

METROPOLIS

Total Exceeds that of Germany's Twenty Largest CitCity's Fire
ies Combined;
Loss $10,000,000 a Yea ,
INpecliil Corre aomloucc Morning Jou n.il. 1
New York, Sept. 20. New York I

unillspuleilly the greatest telephone
ciiy In the world. Knough words ore
spoken over Um telephones every day
to till three freight curs with books
containing them. Should one man attempt to repent the messages of a single day the etui of his life would find
The
him with his tusk, unfinished.
inetropulltnn area contain more hint riiment
than are to be found In all
France, Belgium, Holliind and
combined, or more than there
are In the twenty lending cities of the
Herman empire. These telephones
outnumber the whole population. f
any of the following political divisions
of the country: Arizona, Delaware,
District, of Columbia, Idaho, Montana,
v,.u M..vl. ,i Vnrth - Dakota.
v.,,.,,,1
I'lnti, Vermont and Wyoming There
3S!,(Mio instruments now In use
here, .wiiiitL-h- . for Instance, to inve one
to every man, woman and child In the
slale or Vermont, wnn ine mere irme
of 4H,000 left over. The total number of employes engaged In the operation and manngemet of the New York
telephone system alone aggregates
17,11(10 or several hundred more than
those of the whole Hell system
throughout th entire country nine
years ago. Americans are not only
the greatest users of telephones In the
world, but they demand and get the
in
most. Since every Improvement
telephony Is brought Into use here as
Miort as Its permanent value I proved,
foreign experts look upon this coun- trv, wlth New Yolk as Its nest exam-a- s
setting the standard for them
pie,
Knglneer Stegmann. of
to follow.
Munich, Indeed, reported after Investl-t,.il,.- ii
that the local telephone com
pany's organization should be taken
as a model, a compliment over which
Father Knickerbocker, more used to
crlil( Ism than praise, Is naturally a bit
puffed up.

1

New York's fire losses for the last
twelve months have aggregated about
$10,000,000. or roughly $2, 000 every
day In the year, according to data Just

I

dangerous habit. F.vcry time an alarm
comes In. whether false or not, it costs
the city $50 for wear and tear of the
fire apparatus, and the city also pays
out something like $500,(1(10 each year
nients by children's fires In the street.
The figures show that Tuesday Is the

e,

Itrogdway without a new sensation
would be strange Indeed, añil the
Alley, as It Is dubbed. Is
ulwsys cm the lookout for the latest
bit of excitement. Just now It Is buzzing over one Russell Hopkins, a milwngered that he
lionaire, who ha
will drive a pair of zebras up Hroud-waThis street has already seen
11
go sights of this sort, as only last
winter an. elephant was called In to
draw a sleighing parly along It. Hut
forthcoming
ebra
affair
In the
Hroadwav will see a real sight. In the
been
never
first place zebras have
harnessed In this country. They are
cheap,
be called
not what might
either, and Mr. Hopkins' undertaking
It Is estimated will cost him something
like $20.0110 before It la completed.
Many animal experts here assert that
It cannot be done, but Mr. Hopkins
Intends to trv mid him already opened
negotiations for a mate for bis zebra
"Sing Slog." Just how soon this zebra
team may be seen In public M un
1111

To

.

SOLID AS PIKE'S PEAK
1

IKlfFS

one-fift-

wNVU
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dissatisfied with any property you
own, personal or real, which does not suit your purposes.
It will pay you to be dissatisfied with a situation in
which you are not earning enough.
In fact, you may cultivate a little healthy dissatisfaction with any condition of your business or home life
which can be improved upon. And this will not cause you
to become "the keeper of a grouch," either.
Of course, dissatisfaction, however justified, might be,
on occasion, a little disastrous if it were not for want ad- -'
vertising, which takes the sting out of the little changes
that fill daily life. And so want advertising makes it safe
to be dissatisfied.

?(! (If)

OF DENVER, COLORADO

t

The Guaranteed Convertible Dividend Policy
IbsiipiI by us Is n

derided

step In advance

of thoso

ismiod

by other rómpanles.

It

Banner as the Rcwar
guarantees wlinttlmy estimate, and if y'i aro cotiaidorliig iiimiram-- yor.cauiiot allord
10 uiytwi iKine 11. Kniiuiite agoiita wantivl In trnry counly in tlis
ilaU.
for Casting the Largest Vote Inot
Special Inducement to High Class Traveling Men.
t'uiimirr.1,,1
lull llullillns.
Against Joidt Statehoon in ""in, 1. iti.it 111, mummer.
Alin HlKKtilK, NKIV MKXIt'O.
1906,

fwest.

8lek lleacnilie.
This flteaiwi It rnimed by a derangement
of tlio atomueh.
Tuk a dose of ('linmliei-laln- 'i
correct
fttumat-and 1,1 ver Tuhlels
llila disorder and the "Irk h taclia will
disappear. Fur Bale by all druKUlMti.

1

The Pioneer Old Line Company of Colorado

FLAG

one-thir-

Be Dissatisfied

It will pay you to be

COUNTY LANDS

h
fireman's busiest day, as about
of all the fires .occur then. Tuesday, It may be remembered, Is the conventional ironing day. The busiest
for the fire
hour of the twenty-fou- r
fighters Is that between 6 and 7
o'clock in the evening, and more than
d
of all fires occur between
this time and midnight, since during
this period there are more, lights of
all sorts burning. January is the Silken
month of fires, while August contrib-

complied. The average dally number
Is twenty-threa
of conflagrations
potent figure.
It Is estimated that
fires started by carelessly dropped
Secretary J. A. Kniery, of the Citi- mutches and cigarettes account for at Want something T Turn to the piasHirtml
zen's Industrial association of Amer- least $2.50(1,000 of the total, so that pnliiniiis of the Morning Journal you ratty
showing Father Knickerbocker can not be Hud It In two minute.
ica, has collected statistics
that nearly 6,imi,ihio children entered blamed If he frowns on smoking as a
the schools of the country this fall,
BCD
llnsed on previous experience, It may v,3
he assumed that less than 250, Out) of
these will reach the high schools and
less than 1(10, OHO will enter college.
The vast majority
of moro than
5,000.000
will leave school
from
choice or necessity before they are
sixteen, and' more than half of them
by the time they are eleven or twelve.
of these
Wlille a certain proportion
may receive some sepclal training
IS ONE OF YOUR INALIENABLE RIGHTS.
from business schools, by far the
greater number will begin life with no
such fitting as Is needed to enable
them to become skilled workmen.
With the disappearance of the apprenticeship system there Is practically no
Sensible dissatisfaction is the instinct and habit of the
chance for most of these boys to become anything but unskilled laborers
prosperous.
or operators of some kind of machinery 'requiring no special Intelligence.
The easily satisfied people are kept poor through payThese figures Illustrate the Imperative
demand for a comprehensive system
ing penalties for the blunders, carelessness--, recklessness,
of manual training schools that will
Its
at
turn out trained artisans and
annual convention which Is to be held
lethary, extravagance or "good nature" of others.
In Itattle Creek, Mich., on October 7
It will pay you to be 'dissatisfied with a too well satisand 8, the Citizens' Industrial association will recommend a plan for the
establishment of such schools through
fied clerk, stenographer, bookkeeper, office boy, servant,
of the federal and
the
iroVHrnment. It is nrobnble
aintt
factotum.
that a bill embodying the conclusions
providing
for
of the association and
It will pay you to be dissatisfied with a landlord who
the national encouragement of pracInbe
will
education
tical Industrial
charges for things you do not get.
troduced at the next session of congress. Other subjects that the convenIt will pay you to be dissatisfied with tenants who have
tion will discuss are the growth of the
of
open shop and the Incorporation
the "arrears talent."
trades unions.

I

Swit-atyln-

"Jennie the Monk" Is dead, and the
fire department Is In mourning. Jennie Is the only monkey ever to achieve
membership In the department, and
for twelve yeirs, ever since the time
when she was sponsored by Chief
KS. she hits
Crocker himself In
to the Third battalion
ben attached having
as a bunkle durhcailouarier.
ing all that time Fireman Murphy. In
whose arms she died while all the
members of truck twenty looked sorrowfully on. Jennie's name 4s on tb
official records for service performed
Just like that of any human being, un
bitter winter lilifht lifter the f If ohien1
Who bunked on the fourth floorfvvhere

appearance
may be
postponed until Mr. Hopkins finishes
yacht race from New York to Colon,
I'anamii. The race is to be early In
November und In llroadwuy's parlance
Is the sportiest ever, since the wager
Is nothing more than the best dinner
to be gotten in New York.
To decide
who shall pay for It it Is possible that
Mr. Hopkins and his opponent. Major
a new
Miller, will each purchase
yacht, and If this becomes necessary,
it Is estimated that the settling of this
wager will cost well along toward half
a truly regal mana million dollars
lier of setting a dinner bet which appeals to the sporting Instincts of the
"(lieat White Way."
known, ns Its

a

a

1

(I'rescolt Journal-MinerYesterday J. P. Dillon, chairman of
the territorial democratic central committee, received a handsomo silk
I'nlliid Slates flag from Delegate to
Congress Mark Smith, to bo presented
to Clin county, which proudly claims
the honor of casting the highest percentage of Its vote of any county In
the territory against Joint statehood,
In the election of November 8, 19UB.
The flag la twelve by eight feet in dimensions, and has the regulation number of stars. It will be mounted on
a brasa staff, surmounted by a double
exigle, and will be hung inside of the
main entrañen Into the new court
house at Globe.
Accompanying the
flag Is a handsomely embossed silk
bearing
banner,
the Inscription, "To
Gila, the banner counly against Joint
statehood, by Mark Smith, November
.)

l!io."

fi,

Chairman Dillon stated yesterday
that he would forward the flag and
banner to the chairman of the board
of supervisors of (lia county at an
early date, after it was placed on
here.
Tho territorial election returns of
190(1 show that Olla counly cast Si. 8
per cent of Its tolaj vie against joint
statehood, entitling it to the $100 silk
banner offered by Delegate Smith to
the county casting the highest percentage of Its vote against joint state-

SURVEY

STARTS

ON ROOSEVELT TO IIUIIT

THE SCENIC

Surveyors

IfI

Louisiana Cancbrakcs, Untrodden by Foot of Man, Scene of
President's Proposed Outing,

Begin

Work on
Stretch Across the Pecos New .Orleans, Sept. 20. Although
itinerary of the hunting expediForest Reserve Which Will the
tion of President lloosevolt Is not arIt Is known the president will
Connect Santa Fc With Las ranged,
be offered an opportunity to campaign
in the Idiulslniia
canebrakes, w hero
Vegas,'
so far its known no human being has

SM-cl-

orrruondrni'

Morning

Journal.)

Santa Ke, N. M Sept. Ü0. Corbet
and Smyth, who hold the contract for
the survey for the Scenic Highway
across (he IVcos national forest reserve, today sent out a party of surveyors In charge of Mr. Hmythe to begin the work, which will require about
hood,
Maricopa county came next to Olla thirty days to complete. The survey
by casting 7S.5 per cent of its vote Is to be a thorough one and will open
against the paramount Issue In the tile way to the Immediate beginning of
campaign. Cochise county was en- construction on the road across the
titled to third place, Its returns show- forest reserve, which will complete the
ing 71.6 per cent of Its vote against famous road from Santa Ke to jw
the question. Pinal county cast 7'. II Vegas. The opening of this road will
mean the completion of the first secper cent of Its vote In the same
entitling It to fourth place, with tion of tin. transterrltorlul highway,
Yavapai county, which case 70.3 per which is projected from Itahm to the
Mexican border.
cent, a close fifth.
(if the total vote In (he territory ' Try
a Morning Journal warU lid.
only 'J. 5 per cent was cast lu favor of
Joint statehood for New Mexico and
Arizona, showing the Issue to lie the
most unpopular ever voted upon by
the people of the territory.
,

OF M IIOOI, DISTKK T
III) MIS.
"!! to tlio hUlimt MilnVr for ensli,
t J.f.iiii ml of lion. Ib lumicii hy Si ho.il liUnii l
Nmnln'r 1, (Sim Jose) rtrrnultllu County.
.Nw Mi'Kleo, for (he inrioAn if crrrtlns a
I'.IiIb Hill to rer'-lvf-unit,
ci'hool homo.
Hold bond,
Monday. H'iiml r 9ih. M7.
yearn,
2t
paid
he
In
nnd
In 3Q
mind
doc
iifi.-til yearn,
yrfir.. tint ar
and laoir lnlpril at the ralo of 6 ,Vr rn(.
per annum,
annually. Tin
avutil
fonlrncior for mii h arho.d tioino tuny tak
fan:ild hundM at tlo-lvahiv. or at th
ItiK
hoi non of h sold
hid i.rr.T.-.l- ,
bonds will Iw sold for less titan Ninety twills
on lb" tlolliir.
.tulIN H JIK.WKW
Tren.or.T and K "ITI. i.i '..i. l,,r,
. BotRollllo
Ciointy, Ní
M.in.
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will

NESS

BASE

All

ever .made a permanent hubltadon
and where the sport In some res,eeit
Is ,ulte out of tin, ordinary.
T.: . r- grows to a height of ten to tiiii--feet, and in the autumn Is blown Into
long windrows, leaving some open alleys between. It Is necessaty to cut
trails across these windrows for thu
passage of dogs. The hunting wilt
probably be done on horseback.
In
order to proceed quickly through the
thickets each huntsman will carry n.
double-edge- d
knife with a straight
blade nearly a foot long and heavy
enough to chop a passage through lh
vines and other obstructions. In addition to deer and boar a few panthers nnd occasionally wolves are shot
In the catii'liiskes.
I'sl Plnlo Mineral M'stef rum and
l.
Ililllouaiieu. A.lt your roer for U.
MOItMM) JIM HNAI. WATT AIM
RHINO Kf HI I TS

5
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Stars vs. Barcias
TRACTION PARK,

Winner takes all receipts.
Ball

La La

Gray-

-

SUNDAY, 3 P. M.
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Enterad a aecond clam mutter at tha
poatoffte at Albuquerqua. N. M.. under act
v Congrcaa ot March J. 1171.
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Larger circulation lhaa any other pttpr la
only paper In Maw Míale
Isaurd every day la (be ear.

Kw Mrilcv. Tb

"The Morning Junnuil bu. a higher ilrra
ralla, than la areurded lo any olhrr
paper In Albueiuerqar nr any other daily In
New .Meikw." The Amrrkao Nrwrpnper
Ltttuo

ret-tur-

IfcRMH OF B13M IUPTIOX.
Dally, by tunll, one year. In advance. .$5 0
Liaily, by carrier, ona rnun'.a
I
Ltlly by mull, or.e m. nil
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The Morning Journal recognizes tho
the fuel that It is not only an
paper, but has grown to In- in
the. true sense of the term, u New
Mexico paper, ami for that reason its
many patrón In all parts of the territory may properly expect that It will
Mot llevóte Its energies exclusively to
the work of builillng up the strictly
local Interests of Albuquerque, but will
strive lit the sume time to promote the
interest
of every section of New'
Mexico. An J that is Just what we
when we devote so much of em,
spme to the mutter of getting ready
for the meeting of the national irrigation congress, which is to be held in
this place next September.
This ! not a mere local mutter. Of
course, it primarily concerns the people of this city, but It concerns them
more in the sum of money they must
contribute, and the amount of hard
work they must do to get ready for
the meeting, than in the proportionate
benefit they will receive. The many
hundreds of delegates at Sacramento,
who voted for bringing the congress
here, in response to the eloquent appeal of Colonel Twitehcll, did not
know in the transaction any Albu:
roil', or I.as Vegas, or Ualon, or
Silver City; they knew only New
Mexico, and the impressions they will
rurry home with them to every corner
of the I'nlted States will not lie of any
particular locality, but of the entire
territory, with Its boundless wealth if
climate and soil, and i;s Incomparable
Advantages, and Its Illimitable
They will give us the greatest ii nl best advertising all over the
continent that we ever received, but
they will not talk to their neighbors
und friend about this town or that,
but about "New Mexico." Hvnre It
rli tiy. In the broadept and most
ivmplete sense, a territorial affair,
find it is not Tit a'l improbable that
miiny sections of the territory may derive more ultimate benefit from it
than the immediate vicinity in which
it Is to :e held.
Any one who wll' give ri the matter the attention it deserves will not
It Is an affair in which
fall tn
every section of the territory has a
direct Interest, and therefore ever
section of the territory ought to put
forth some effort In the direction ef
making the meeting as great a suecc-neighborhood
Every
as ; osslblo.
should make an effort to have some of
lis best products on exhibition, some
of its most valuable natural advantages properly advertised, and some of
lis representative citizens present In
person, t i talk to the strangers who
v: be here In numbers from every
put of the continent. It will be one
opportunities New
of Die grandest
.Mexico ever had of putting herself
tnd h"r many attractive features conspicuously in the eye of the public,
iitel if we full to use it to the great
r.dv.iutagn of every part of the territory our Indifference will cause many
persons to believe the alfcgatlons of
oar enemies, to the effect that we fall
to keep step with the progressive
i lilt of the age.
Albu-gu-ri-

MXKSMTV.

All of our great Inventions or
uliitrh have done so much tj
advance the material Interests of the
world and the comforts of life during
the present age. have passed through
three successive stages of develop-

ment: when first brought forth they
have figured for a time ns curiosities,
next found their way Into the class
if laxarle, nnd then the public recognized them as necessities. Even the
Men m engine, the
light, the
tel.giaph and the telephone, hnve
been no exceptions to the rule, and
the Hume might be said of scores of
either less conspicuous devices. The
latest Innovation upon the old way of
doing thing' Is the Introduction ef
centra! heating plants In the big cities,
by me ans of which, the stove or fireplace In the room, and the furnace In
the cellar, are all dispensed with ami
It is
the hmise !
warmed Just a
lighted, from n central plant, which
. erves hundreds or thousands of other
hulliHngs.
This has passed through
the novelty stage, and has about
served Its time a A luxury, and Ii now
beginning to be receiguized, especially
in the great rltlea, as a necessity. A
plant of this sort I now In operation
it Kansas City, and In the course of
on editorial on the subject the Jour-Mi- l,
of that place, says;
"ÍU practicability Is evidenced by
lh fact that the owners of the new
y
National Pank of Commerce building and the lr,hf-turbuilding, at Eleventh and Walnut
street have coitraeted with the? com- fiftit-n-stor-

.

y

Can It Be There Was
Politics In It?

(From the Las Vegas Optic.)
The Las Vegas Optic is show ing entirely the wrong spirit in opposing the
assembling of a constitutional convention fúr the purpose
of drafting a
constitution to submit to the next congress. Probably the reason for the
Optic's opposition to this plan is thai
the Optle doi'S not fully understand
the state of affairs. Governor Curry-Ifor statehood unequivocally, and he
should receive the support of the people and the press of New Mexico. The
governor is in favor of assembling the
convention and the
drafting .of a constitution unless some
bette-plan turns u pin the Interim.
If the (Jptlc Is opposed to the constitutional convention why does 11 not
suggest a better means? Albuquerque Citizen.
The Optic. Is also for statehood unequivocally. Hut is opposi'd to holdTIIK STORM IS OVF.lt.
ing u constitutional conve-ntioat this
time. Its opposition is due to a firm
Owing to exhibition of "the lynchbelief in the utter uselessness of any
ing spirit" In high places, to strin- suerh
gathering. Called together withgency of credits, and also to the fact out authority, Its proceedings based
upon
no provision of law, jts discusthat production in certain lines was
perhaps too rapid, there has been a sions can only be academic and Us
di'Clslons without effect. It may afrecent slowing down of the country's ford its membi'is a pleasant field for
pace, anil merchants have entertained debate uaon subjects that some time
some uneasiness with respect to "fall may become of practical importance,
but nothing it can do can have prestrade," but as affairs are now shaping ent
If statehood is given lis,
value.
themselves the New York Herald finds the entire ground must be gone' over
by
very
a
the outlook
eliffercnt body of men, with
encouraging, nne1
Ideas. If the members of consay? the prospects are excellent. The
gress refuse admission to the territory
country Is recovering from the re- because
of doubts ns to our governcently created 'distrust and the set- mental capacity, that doubt will not
back that occurred in certain quarters be done away with by inspection of
constitution gotten up purely
has probably worked for good by re- afortoysubmission
to them and never inlaxing the strain on credits and bring- tended for actual use. The sentiment
was
on this subject
people
ing business to a more solid basis.
of the
Wall street is disturbed by a sharp clearly shown last January when an
attempt was made to cause the asIn copper,
fall
which affects the sembling of the New Mexico memshares of companies producing nnd bers elected to the convention under
for the state eif Ari- distributing It; but copper had been the cnabllnir
That movement was fathered
carried artificially high, and the lower fxnnn.
by the same politicians and supported
price of the metal must start up bv the same newspapers that are be
anew all the Industries of which it Is hind the present plan, and had the
a plank In the
the base. Lessened demand for steel additional prestige ofadvocating
such
republican platform
has also attracted much attention, action, yet not ten per ce'nt eif the
and the greatest of the steed corpora- member elected rescinded to the call
and absolutely nothing was done.
tions admit a shrinkage of
Is no reason to expect a elitrcr-eIn the orders booked for the litter There
result at present.
luflf of the year; but this is largely
We nre not aware that the Citizen
due to cessation of railwuy purchases has been named us the mouthpiece of
we seen
pending the report of the steel mak- governor Curry. Nor havewith
him
any
Interview
ers and railway officials, now deliber- givingauthorized
his views. Our Information is
ating as to the new type of rail to be that he has not declared himself as in
adopted to sustain the heavier rolling favor of this , nioverni'iit. We are
rather eif the opinion that certain perstock and traffic of today. With this sons
who do favor it are trying to
question decided and the relaxation force him into the same position In
of the strain on credits, so that securi- the hope of gaining the prestige of his
ties can br sold on a favorable basis, support.
In the event that Governor Curry
the accumulated requirements of the announces
afier a cemference with
railways will give n new stimulus to the president he bi'Iieves the holding
of such a convention a good thing,
the steel industry.
will yield Its ronvlctious.
crops
The
promise far better than the Optic
then It will continue to beMe
mill
was expected early In the summer, that the nrguineiu Ciat toadie s will
and we have of late borrowed so lit- be- - Influenced by airy such action on
tle atoad that we shall be able to our part is pay for gudgeon--draw gold In exchange for our agriA Sum mT Wall.
My wife's away, so take a look
cultural products exported, thus pro-- e
scenes;
the
urli g. thus broadening the basis for
every meal at home I cook
For
expansion of banking credits. There
A can of Hoston bmoans.
ie no questioning the fact that labor
what a
Sardines for breakfast,
Is everywhere well employed and that
the muntry Is more populous, strnnrr-- I
Fer supper salmon serves;
er ar. richer than ever before.
Fntil today I really feel
It's getting on my nerves.
sr MAKINel of the magnificent
I've run the canne d goods gamut
g
wori' that Is lining done' In the
through
I.
of San Francisco, the- Call de- From salmon down to ham.
Would she return. If she but knew
It may be said with safety that
How nick of It I nm?
ther never was another example ef
such rapid rebuilding In modern
III
I must keep n cheerful face,
It
A land that was utterly deso-- i
She needs a change eif scenes;
time.
I'll bear it with becoming grace,
late
few months ago Is now thickly
And try to live on
built up. Nor are these- new buildings
To him who se nds u s daily bread
leini irary structure's. Here nnd there
Itut, edi, It's hard to bow my
In si ue- Isolated spots is n small colAmi speak a thankful prayer
t age on a
large lot, whi're the
,
With only canned goods
used
space Is eleveited to the
Freo Press.
cultr e eif garden truck, but the
grea. er number of the- houses have
a boundless wild
Across the
been built for permanency.
With waste's of sea
The Child Is calling, to that child
Who once was mo.
I I KI.IXCÍ THE ITItl.lC I'l LSI..
Far voice on fnr silence break,
Remits of a poll made In the New
Old echoes float
Up long forgotten paths nnd wako
Engl :nd states by the Chicago TriA life remote.
bune are
been una the
I see In visions dim, distinct,
political talent that centers In WashThe past reborn,
ington had foreshadow
A flash of pinions Interlinked
a slmtiur
With rays of morn.
In that region.
Fairbanks
Luxurious clover, thick with dew,
II turns out that Fairbanks Is scarceA fulry spell;
ly mentioned by the New Englanders.
wrestle
And tawny wooili to
' threiugh
while Taft heads the poll, with GovWhere wizards dwell.
ernor Hughes a fairly good
I walk the mountains
fresh nnd
The votes canvassed were those of rewild.
my
snap
I
bonds;
congressmen
publican editors,
and
And wheHi you call. O lltllo Child,
senators to the number of fi2. The
A
responda.
chie f slgnlfleani'i- eif the vote seems to
Ethel Ht-l-t Wheul r In October
llo In the growing strength eif Gover-ro- r Alnslee's.
Hughes. It ii a cuestión whether
The ;hmIs on Him,
Taft's popularity has not touched Its
(From the Round-Up.- )
highest peilnt. In this New England
The Probate Clerk of Dona Ana
ballot Hughes was the secemd choice county, who Is a subscriber to nnd a
staunch Kiipporte-- of the "Round-Up,-- 1
of nearly all the- Taft voters.
Is
the following Joke on him-sel- f.
The San Francisco Call thinks this
Ho
presented his wife
n
piano
lamp, upon receipt of
feeling that Taft'a boom has reached with
said
to
which
she
him: "Dear, this
Its highest point may be the Inspira- Is
theiughtful of you, for every
tion of the remarkable move made by time thai IMook at this lamp 1 will
Congressman Hurton eif Ohio In
think' of you." Tho probate cleric
his better
half why the
to run for mayor of Cleve- then nske-lamp would make
think of him,
land ngalnst the redoubtable Tom and received the her
following reply:
It has a good
Johnson
Johnuon who has "Well,
deal of
it;
bras
Is
about
it
handsome to
hitherto been Invincible In that city.
look at; it Is not remarkably brilliant,
If Hurton should succeed In defeating requlr.-a greBt deal of attention, Is
Johnson he would nt once beceime a sometime unsteady on its legs, liable
explode when half full; flares up
figure of national Importance,
ftis to
eee asloiially,' is always
appearnne-In the
Cleveland fight and Is bound to smoke."out at bedtime,
seems to Indicate Hint ,he Is RooseTo be Happy
velt's second string for lh nomina- you
mint buy. good health. You can't hsv.
tion. Taft has amused antagonisms
o'.d be.llli tf y.Mir llvr la net di.ln
t'
In Ohio.
Hurton has not eVne so to fluty liiw but nur piilinnlng Ii golnc n all
tlm
unilor
th.
iu.h
clrcum.lnniwa.
Ilnl.
any serious extent. He could not pos- Isrd't Mertilne miiku a perfectly bmlttiy
sibly he elected mayor In Cleveland liver kei-the alnmaeh and bowela right
art. aa a Ionic fur Din enure avatein.
without the help of Feiraker's friends. ami
Hi.ld by J. II. I) illelly Ca.
His place In congress is more congenial, hut It has not the advertising
KI'K!' A riECi; OF Ol It K.VXSAH
value of the Cleveland mayoralty, ROCK SVI.T IN' VOI K IIOItsE-25c Pii t i;
should that be won by defeating a Mx;i:it.
Itut MOMhT.lis. K. V. I Ki; 002-- 6 I
man of Johnson's Importance. There R.
I'HOXi: 16.
dif-fere- nt

ae-- t

i

one-four-

nt

(Tucstin fctar.)
news
A piece of political

struck
Tucson yesterday that immediately
started all tongues wagging In the vicinity of the court house and around
the lawyers' offices along Pennington
street.
It was so sudden and unexpected
that it took the "Jointlsts" anil "antis"
completely off their feet for a
and there was a hurried readjustment of political lines.
The
news was contained In a letter which
reached here from Washington, say
ing in brief that Brewster Cameron,
nt Arizona and Pennsylvania, held the
position next to the rail In the race
for the appointment as governor of
Arizona to succeed Governor Kibbey.
In the same letter is conveyed the
Information that President Roosevelt
Is looking around for a compromise
candidate between the Jointlsts and
the present administration clique in
Arizona and his attention has been
directed to Hrewster Cameron by
powerful nnd influential . friends In
Pennsylvania. In' addition to the endorsements from Pennsylvania, Cameron hns already secured the endorsement of closo advisers to the president
In Arizona, and it Is also hinted that
Frank Honey lias added his endorsement in writing and will take the opportunity nt St. Louis, the latter part
of this month, to urge personally tha
appointment of Cameron as governor
of Arizona.
The hunt for a compromise candidate; for governor Is said to have been
en the program at the same time that
the president decided to abandon his
Joint stathood polie y for the territory.
Politicians at Washington do not hesitate to predict that Kibbe'y will net be
t
able to deliver the goods In thej
national convention nnd some one is
needed in the governor's chair who
can unite! all factions in Arizona and
who did not take nn nctlve part in
the recent statehood unpleasantness.
Hrewster Cameron has been picked as
the man for the Job.
Hrewster Cameron Is a well known
figure in Washington, where twenty-fiv- e
years ago he was the chief examining agent for the department eil
Justle-In thn notorious "Star Route"
cases. ' Later.' he was the clerk of the
district court in Pima county under
Judge Sloan. Cameron has heavy interests in this county at present and
i
part owner of the San RafaeJ
years
ranch. For the past twenty-fiv- e
he has vetted In Tucson and always has
been identified in a business way with
the territory.
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Proprietor, of Alvarudo
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TIIK
HUNCH WIXK AM) TOXIC APPK-Tl- .l
SOLE
lt. MEYERS
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DIS-TÜII- U

KOSW Kl.t. ArTOMOIHI.E CO.
Mall and paaacnuur. line between
V. M
and Turrritoce, N. M., dally, Sunday
Included, collecting with all traína on thn
Itork Inland and Hanta Vt Central Itallrimla.
K. well at 1 p. m.
I.rav
Iave Torrance
nn urrlvnl of It- -k
Inland train due al t a.
in.
Itunnlna time lietwecn the two pnlnta
at I'amp Necclmore
ln.ura. Men la fiirnlh-free of (liarse. Kxcnrslnn partlea accommodated by notifying lha company two daya In
advance.
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IIMI IT

I.IVK IX A HMAIX TOWN ANI
1KT WHAT YOU
H AKO TO
WANT IN I AM Y OK HTAI'I.K ;M'KK-IKH- ,
M KITE IN. WK HAVE NKAIW.Y
O.

la your preerni employment getting In be
few MornIntolerable? Head and anewer
ing Journal war ada.

Way

Up

I

WANTED
To supply

i"!
with tho class of work wo do. Aa we employ only experienced plumbers and use the
best material ymi can depend on getting
high class work nt all times.
Kstiinntna
cheerfully furnished.

FURNITURE, CROCKERY,

I AME HACK.
nn ailment for which fTiamber-luln'- a
I'aln llalm has proven especially valuable.
In nlmnat evry Instance It afTnr.li
Mr. buka
pritmpt and permanent relief.
Mich., aay-of II:
nf Uranno,
Laeirancn
"After iiHlnir ft plaater ami either rcmcillca
fur three wi'cka fur a bad lame back, I
a b.illln of I'hunil.crlnln'i puln Halm,
offt-ctca euro." For
ami two niiplle-atlonnale by all dniKKlaia.

it. I'KATT

are having l'ttle acrapa from tlnie to time.
Wo arc pleased to know lhat difficulties do
nut bract us when It comes to retaining lha
Kni.d will and enntjnued patrnnagn of people
who entrust us with their plumbing contracta. Tho reason for this yj easily manifest llself once you have becoino ncqunluled
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And save his crops.
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SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.
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their savings
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land.
Who has hayseed
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Investing
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and vicinity.

MEATS

Por Cattle and Hogs the Biggest
ket Prices is Paid.

herc

than Albuquerque

aro offering

Wholesale and ttetail

DEALER

O. Price

"Some aro born rich, others acquire, riches" by judiciously

HAIR GOODS
Mr.

Journal Rulldlng.

Rooltbliider and Rubber Btnmn maker. Phone 021.

Corner of East Cen-

,

t

your demand for

Fall and Winter Shoes.

We will do anything in our
power to make it pleasant
and profitable to you to deal
with us, We have the biggest assortment of up to
date shoes we ever handled,

Dur prices are as close as It
is possible to make them
and we guarantee every pair
to give satisfaction,

122

I

W.

Stiver

L. Hell Co.

The Promof

A Je.

"PI timbe

LIGHTNING HAY PRESSE S, J. Korber & Co., N. Second
IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

aa to whera to go for your plumbing,
let us enlighten you. If you want
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
gas fixtures, a bathroom put In, or a
furnace repaired, come to us. We flo
new work oom$let er aa? kind el
repair. Our work la ng-t-t and io are
our price.

;rkv

STANDARD

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

THE SQUARE END OF IT
brand,

all

Wa will

flut not with lia.

you the

Mia-.In- n

pound cana of penchea, mírl-

2

your end of It when you deal with m In
lumber, who' her you want beama surfaced
one aide or four; bnnrda plain or board!
planed, tnngued and greioved; lath,
or what not without knols or other defecia.
If a ath k of wood In tlila yard, lan't firat
claaa wa tell you an, and charxa you only
"secunda" price If you want It at all

Men's Shoes, Patent
$3.50 to $1.00
Colt
Men's Shoes, Vli Kid $2.50 to $ 1.01
4cii'a Shoes, Calfskin $2.00 to $3.50

la

1

enla, pluma,

churrli-a-
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H. S. LITHGOW,

DRUGGISTS.

Nor !s It from
One of the Vabb's
And with brills
Por you to throw.

I

books,
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rubber stamps and special ruled blanks are time savers.

B.H.Briggs&Co
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West End of the Viaduct.

That Loose Leaf Devices, special made

An able barVer
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CO.,

We can make them any style or shape to suit your needs
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the-re- .

ve-r-

FURNITURE

"A SURE THING"

laSoys

politician
Casting o'er
The land a spell.

he-a-
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Chase & Sanborn Teas
and Coffees, known
everywhere as the very
best.
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FUTRELLE

WHEN YOU EAT BREAD

Pounding llghtlv
O'er the 'prairies
Like a foi'hoin
Strong "ti'! clear
1 Iocs not come
from
Some errand doc'iir
Out with medicine.

Harking for

--

d.

:ou hear

Voice

-

-

Wllil-Fyc-

(Nashville American.)
No, GIhi Inda,
You're mis'aken.
That 'Insistent

-

,

er the

Cr-- Il

ro-:ti-

.

BELLE
SPRINGS
BUTTER

oil-sto- ol

.

Ttte

9

"Git up!" says I,
"Git un!" says he.
An' both the-horses stood stock still.
"Pallt?" says I.
"Yep." says he.
"Mine, too!" We lnughin', fit to kill.
"Say?" says I.
"He?" says he,
"Guess that's horse apiece," says we.
"Good day,", says I.
"Good day," says he.
rtest Joke h'gosh, 1 ever see!"

1

mli-rla-

No.

ne-x-

Stung.
"Hello!" says I.
"Hello!" says he.
I never see the man before.
"Swap?" .says I.
"Dunno," nays he.
"Midibe. I ain't .shore.'"
"Th' bay," says I.
"The gray." says he. '
"Swap!" savs we, an' both unhitched.
"Fine horse," says I.
"Of course," Fays he.
An' In a minute we had switched.

T

enrtner
Is made
- .
from
-.
r0. l single- cone, jja.jmcu a..-- .
the purpose. It is also
steel spring wire, drawn expressly for
as
e ween
wire foundation,
attached to our patent heavy crossperfectly
noiseless It Is also .finiwell as on the slat, and making it
ovens which are. excelled by none. While
shed and enamel baked in heavy
weights it Is equally good for meit is specially intended for
springs for about ten
dium weights. We have been selling these
We and the
years and have never seen or heard of one sagging.
la
makers themselves guarantee this spring;, for ten years and the price
only $5.00. For sale only by the

Order it the next time you
need flour.

s

LEGGETT-PLAT-

lo. I Sprihg

THE BREAD BAKER.

.

me-al- !

j

Tl4E

CLUB
HOUSE
FLOUR

Governor Kibbey.

kite-he-

'

Successor to

Yet Another

.

M-- e

A MOIHICX

Is' llttle: doubt thai' Burton is acting
under Instructions from Oyster Bay.
with the design of throwing to him
the Taft strength in next year's convention, should there be signs of a
break to Hughes.
Thus the fight seems to line up between Roosevelt's choice and Hughes.
In the last resort and the others falling, Roosevelt's choice may be Roosevelt. It was significant news that
came over the wires the other night
that a continuance of the assaults on
him by financial interests displeased
with his policies might compel Roosevelt to become once more a candidate.

pany to furnish their entire 'supply of
heat, thus dispensing with all heating apparatus In the buildings themselves. If experience demonst rates the
reliability and adequacy of the system, It Is likely that within the next
few year most if not all of the office
buildings and stores will be heated In
this manner. It will work a great
change for the better, not only In the
freedom from the noise and dust of
private furnaces and boilers, but In
the atmospheric conditions, which will
be practically free from smoke and
cinders. With this modern luxury
added to the boon of natural gas, Kansas City may hope In the near future
to be a smokeless, spotless town.
"It is surprising that central heating plants, and cooling plants, also,
have not come into general use long
ago. A refrigerating
plant began
operations here several years ago to
supply cold air, but so far Its patrons
appear to be limited to a few hotels,
commission houses and market stalls.
There seems to be no reason why
rold air can not be supplied, In quantities to suit, to all kinds of buildings. Including residences as well as
office buildings. Just as well as hot
air. The time will undoubtedly come
when Bellamy's dream will be realized
In this respect, and the extreme heat
of summer as well as the rigors of
winter will lose their terrors to the
people of large cities."

22, 1907.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

utory time bucks un u mountain in ing on rabbit and doves, and regretin touch
that section Jast year, in a day's hunt, ting that they had not come
and when- he felt here Monday with with two laigt" bucks, whose tracks
Mr. Amrrick, was sure that they would they saw at a water hole during the

stopping placa a mining camp must be
made in a few hours.
Streets and
sidewalks quickly replace the greensward, and lining them rise hotels,
saloons, residences, dance halls and
gambling dens. To the rear, a towering mountain casts Its fantastic shadTHCM
ows, j The entire
aspect suddenly
changes as the piece progresses.
LLnUU
Where were evidences of
is seen a great stretch of comber, rugged Wyoming country, reand
County Has an Assessed Valu- lieved only by telegraph polessolitary
wires and i the gleam of a
spot
track. It is the
selected
ation on Assessment Returns railroad
by Jim Dalton and his fellow bandit"
hold-u- p
for
of
the
and the
their
train
of More Than $4,000,000, plundering of the express car and
passengers. Here, too, swift retribution
Big Increase in Albuquerquo overtakes them. Sheriff
Devoe and
his posse are at their heels and in the
Values,
running combat which ensues, the extermination of the desperadoes is complete.
Toivm i 11. nnnntv ofllt nnnflnnnn til
In picture and In pantomin1 th
load every other county In the terri- story of "The Great Train liobbery"
tory In assessed valuation of her prop- Is told with such bold and vivid realerty, the assessment rolls for th ism that the entranced spectators is
present year showing an increase of thrilled to the very heart. Each moinore than $130,000 over the previous ment of the delineation of frontier
year, most of which Is In city prop- life Is one of, tremendously exciting
erty values.
Interest.
following Is an abstract of the as"opplty T!n.
sessment return from this county just
Are ynu Juat barely gettinK around by the
made to the territorial auditor:
aid
nf
a cane? Unless you have
crutches
Agricultural lands, 1906, $233,200; lout a limb or orhave
a deformity if your
1907, $221.415; a decrease of $11,845. lard's Pnow
I.lnlment and in no time you
City or town lots, 190p, $2,176,404: Joints, or anything
of
like natura use
1907, $2,408,942; un Increase of $232.-53Is rheumatism, lumbago, sprain, stiff
I

flillLlB

Oil LL

IPIMQ

kill at least three. They traveled two
days nd returned without firing a
shot.
of younger ambitious
A number
hunters have scoured the mountains
around Skull Valley and Copper l'a-si- n
without success, and even such
noted hunters as Frank Mulrein and
Sidney liireh have not been favorably
heard from, although they have been
absent in Hie hills since Sunday.
by the experience of the
early ones, Charlea Coliiuette, the
sturdy S. F., 1
and P. blacksmith,
g
for the
left here Monday night
'
accompanied nv
country,
"Chuck" Burgett and Dave Axley. who
0
have been practicing with the
for the past two months, in anticipation of the opening of the deer season. They were seen In Wlckenburg
fe is?- last night 'after the dav's chase,
--

fill

niLHI nLL

$580;

-

USE ALLEN'S

Mules, 1906, $2,695; 1!0T, $1,405;

decrease of $1,290.
Cattle, 1906, $1,3270 1907, $20,805;
an Increase of $7.535.
Sheep. 1906, $40225; 1907, ÍG7,a7fi;
an increase of $27,751.
Gnats, 1,096. $2,375; 190", $3,rr,8;
an Increase of $1,161.
$61)1
an
Swine, 1906, $900; 190
increase of $242.
un
Huiros, 1906, $415; $1907, $6
increase of $242.
Vehicles of all kinds. 1906, $21,455;
1907, $22,758: an Increase of $1.303.
1906. $2,270;
machines,
Sewing
1907. $1.694; a decrease of $576.
Saddles and harness, 1906, $4,365;
1907. $3.801: a decrease of $564.
Merchandise, 1906. $314.185: 1907,
$322,305; an Increase of $88,120.
Watches and clocks, 1906, $2.525;
$1907, $1,062; a decrease of $1,463.
Farming Implements, 1906, $3,200;
1907, $2.406; a decrease of $794.
1906.
Hiilonn and office fixtures.
$18,530; 1907, $24,046; an Increase of
$5,516.
Money,

1906. $2,700:

1907,

$5,505;

an Increase of $2,805.
Law and medical books, 1906,
1907, $9,985; an Increase of

$8.-47- 5;
$1,-51- 0.

Itiirsbir

crest

triiubl-.a-

bottle.

Price

.

60c.

L'.'.c.

and,$l per

Sold by J. H. O'HIelly Co.
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HOW NMAIIw V. tí. I'KATT & CO.

WHITE
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niKI.KV. NKW CROP. E. W. FEK, 603,
16.
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Representing Manger
(With Raabe

Learnard & Undeniann
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The Square Music Dealers
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e re Tomorrow!

Will Be

Elks' Theater, Friday Sept. 27
ONE NIGHT ONLY

GRANDEST

OLDEST,

THE

COSTLIEST

AND

GANIZATION
EARTH.

OR-

ON

Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.

GRAND

Wm.HWest
"THE

seen."
N.

Y.

shows."

Times

of

"Biggest

new

N. Y. American "Most vivid spectacle outside of fiction."

Chicago American "Best Wild West
show In all the world."
Chicago
Inter Ocean "Received
with loud acclaim."
Chicago Examiner "A great popu
lar success."

GORGEOUS SCENIC
VATI0N.

IIMIMO-

-

TU K. MOST
Till'. CITY.

l

I'K.W PLAN.

i

LIAUS

Y'l

"The Oreat Train Robbery," fontral
feature of the Pitw.ieo 11111 show,
which will be here tomorrow, mark
a new era In the nnnals of tr.ivtliii
It Is a
nt organizations.
Hpeetuculnr drama of western l'fn do-- ;
pletina; the looting of a ir.vmurr liulen
mountain express, and In
In far
character and equipment
n
temed
from the
A locomotive engine anil tv.o
passenger coaches are employed in
the presentation, and thrilling reaiistn
abounds from start to finish.
"J'awneo Hill secured the spectacle In
Its original entirety from a horda of
purveying competitors.
amusement
"The Great Train Kobbery" produc-of
tion has been the ambitious hope lt.
when
showmen since last summer, Coney
presentation nt Luna park.
New York City, became instantly
sensation of theathe one supremeconception
of Arthur
tric. H Is the
Voegtlin, famous as the orlgln.uo" of
trhimnh of the Kreit New
York Hippodrome. He resistedt all
'his,
overtures for tho "road" rights
piece, until Pawnee Hill began porfearing nn Inadequate
trayal of tho creation In which his
pride wns centered. His faithwith-In
Pawnee Hill was firm, but he
assured thai
held his consent until staged
the spectacle would he personal under
suphis own discriminating
ervision, with nil the elaborate dcla.l
of th tlrst New York presentation.
Mr Voegtlin spent months with PawOrcut
nee Hill In preparing "The career
Train liobbery" for Its ennvashave
reand their combined efforts
somewhat
sulted, Mr. Voegtlin
admits, in surpassing his original
performance. Kvery other moving euto
..rt.rlse Is forbidden by copyrigiu
counterfeit the plere In name, move-- :
mi nt or paraphernalia.
Pawnee Hill produces "The Oreat.
stage
Train Hobbery on the largest
and,
ever constructed under canvas, slug-j
would
with "properties" which
ger a showman less experienced In the
exigencies of the tented profess on.
rapidly
The engine, which steams
upon the scene on renl steel rails and
lheil. welichM thirty tons.
In
It Is built especially for Its purpose
fn "
carefully designed sections.
dally demol t on
a y man Us almost
and reconstruction Is a mystery of the
showman's art. Never attempted WJ
such a herculean task
Two roaches whkr
ccompllshed.
........i.. i,. It. nre of the typo nnd sl.o
ar
inillur In railroad travel. They
In nrh
rinncd iiimtt after doing dutyHÍty-fi't
In
town, loaded piece-mehurried away to Hip rom-InC thnm
to
..,,,.,11 e tievt destined
correct whole.
mrnv of rolling
n.i.i- - r...,i,ll,l
lomnrlses only n stnill partpro f
the
,h. iiiine.llnient required In In
cncn
iiuetlon of tho spectacle
olil-tim-

íoti-tln-

e.

,

i:ii:o- -

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY

DENTIST
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Wholesale Merchants

Denver and

Wool, II Idea anil IVIls
n SiM't'lulty.

u nrorj'itoi'K

Colo,

ia w,fns

Return.... $23.70

Springs and return$20.75

Pueblo and return ....$18.95
Arthur E. Walker
Chicago and return... $53.30
ItOOMS
HAItNin'T BVIMHXO.
Rcorrtary Mntnn' St,
Fire Jnsuranre.
Louis and return.. $52.90
AhsocIiiIIoii.
l'lionn 5IÍ5
Ruililiii!:
enne.
West i'entrnl
t,Vi
City and return $44.55
Kansas
Consolidated Liquor Co,
Norfolk and return, (60
Successors ta Mellnl A Ealeln
nioml
and Barhpchl
day limit,)
North Third Hlreet
W HOIKS AI.K DKAI.KKS IN
21-2- 5.

Toti&Gradi
Ki'ilcr. In
ISIONl. (ilt Al,

Kltll H, I ltO
WINKS, LIQUORS & CIGARS (lt((
and I'ui'l. Klne line

(Prescott Journal-Miner- .)
Although almost five days have
elapsed since the opening of the deer
seaso nS u inlay, no venison has been
brought to Prescott, as yet, by the
many experienced hunters who have
scoured the mountains where the festive buck is reported plentiful. Xim-roiliv ho were always successful in
past years, are daily returning to the
city empty handed, and while many,
at this date last year, had the statutory three bucks slaughtered, very few
d
are known to have even sighted
game this season.
William tinmmili,. Max Walhart,
1 Jerry
Logan and
John McKenzie,
Shirley Haldeison were among the
first to return from the chase, late
Sunday night. They left here nfier
midnight Sunday morning for a spring
mountains, to
In the Groom creek
waylay a band of deer in which there
are known to ho three bucks. The deer
watered at this spring for the past
three months, but Sunday morning
the band failed to appear for their
usual sunrise cocktails, and the hunters returned disappointed.
Charles Sanders and William And- rlck. two experienced hunters, arc
home from the Hell's Canyon country,
where they saw a few deer tracks, but
no deer. Mr. Sanders bagged the stat- ant-lero-

Piihiii'c Hill Production
How liutl .Moil of the
IK) It.

IIOTF.l.
t).N

S. BARRETT, Prop.

A.

DR. B. Al. WI1

Mar-

s,

.lust
to

lll'N

East--

ern points. On sale
daily until September
30. Return limit October 31. Rates to principal points.

SEATS AT MATSON'S.

.

$5.250.

Miowm

To Colorado and

Central Ave., and Second St.

$1.00, 75c, 50c.

PRICES

,

GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY
IS THE REAL THING

Excursions

MINSTREL STARS.

ITS LIKE NOT KNOWN.
Minneapolis Tribune "So man
strong features it Is hard to single,
out the most meritorious."
Minneapolis Journal "The show IS
the real article. The Great Train Rob
bery caused the audience to hold their)
breath and gasp."
Minneapolis News "Great crowds
delighted. An Immense show."
St. Louis World "Best of its kino)
ever given In 6t. Louis."
"Pawnee
6t. Louis
Bill has a great show."
St. Louis Mirror "Never anything)
to equal a."
St. Louis Republic "Young and old
delighted."

'

HOTEL,

40 OF AMERICA'S GREATEST

SHOW"

ITS EQUAL NOWHERE.
N. Y. Tribune "Sensation of the
.season."
N. Y. Sun "A thriller from tart to
finish."
N. Y. Globe "Eclipses anything ever

CENTRAL

Minstrels

RE

ONGE-I- N

BEER

Southwestern Brewery
arid Ice Co.

37TH ANNUAL TOUR.

nos

PILSENER BOTTLED

DRÜ1X

siitTi-re-

Season lias Ilrcn en n Week mid
ket In Still Without Venison.

.....

,

FOOT-KAS-

Jewelry. 1906. $7.470; 1907, $2,045;
a decrease of $5.425.
Cold and silver plate, 1906. $1,101;
1907, none; a decrease of $1,140.
Musical Instruments, 1906. $4,335;
Hart Tetter for Thirty Tears.
1907. $4,290; a decrease of $45.
I have
with tetter for thirty
Household Roods, 1900. $84.930;
years and have tried almost countless rem1907, $80,175; a decrease of $3,952.
any,
relief. Three boxes
If
little,
with
'
Snares of stocks in banks, 1906, ediesChamberliiln's Salve cured
me. It wns a
$321.000; 1907, $212,595; a decrease of
torture. It breaks out a little sometimes,
of $118,405.
to do. O. II.
to
used
It
what
but within
iarv, ,,- - Bench, Midland City, Ala. Chamberlain's
l.Uinuer, numniT in
of
increase
400; 1907, 41,400; an
Salvo Is for salo by all driiKKlsts.
'
Mechanics' tools, 1906. $1,275; 1907 DEER ARE SCARCE THIS
$923; a decrease of $352.
Scouring mills, 1906, $5.250; 1907
YEAR IN ARIZONA
Street railways, 1906, $21.000; 1907,
$22.800; an Increase of $2.678.
Gas plants, 1900, $13.800; 1907,
$12.000; an increase of $1.000.
1'rlntlng plants, $1906. $13,800;
1907. $15.050; an Increase of $1,250.
Other property, 1906, $10,202; 1907,
$12.880; an Increase of $2.078.
Total valuation, 1906, $4,010,639;
$1907, $4,157,648. Kxemptlons, 1906.
$309,990; 1907, $320,765. Subject to
1906. $3.700.649; 1907,
Net gain, $130,234.

:

Taken By

HoLs Beehi

J

E. A. Gertig,

(Yuma Examiner.)
With n handful of feathers worth
more than their weight in fine gold,
Sipronnn Pominiruez came to Yuma
yesterday from the ranch of his father
at the Colony in Sonora, twenty-tw- o
miles south of Yuma. He brought
twelve and one-ha- lf
ounces of egret
feathers, which in the New York market are worth $35 an ounce.
Mr. Domínguez paid
fifteen per
cent nd valorem to P. J. Sullivan,
deputy customs collector, the dutv
amounting to $37. no. Uncle Sam's
valuation of the egret plume is $0 per
o'.'ice.
The egret Is n white hcon from
South America which flies thus far
north to mate, nesting In the willows
and arrow weeds along the Colorado
during the flood waters.
it Is both
cautious and desperate In its plans for
protecting- ta hiding place and once
frightened from its hiding place by the
explosion of firearms, it never re
turns. To kill it, therefore, the hunters must be exceedingly wary. They
glide among the reeds silently, never
startling the waters with the splash of
careless oars. Smokeless and as near
ly noiseless as possible is the powder
used and they have a care to use a
charge which will not scatter shot
through the valuable bird's graceful
body. The precious white plumes are
in the birds' hacks.
The American
egret Is thirty-seve- n
Inches in length.
Its tail carries twelve weak feathers.
A few years ago a Yuma, man by the
name of Smith spent one season shooting egrets down the Colorado and
cleared $.".000 for his sport. He died
shortly after this piece of odd

0;

In Town

A powder
to be shaken Into the shoes. If you
A Maugur.)
have tired acblns foet, try Allen's Foot-K- ti
Vtr- -t S
Atbnnuernu. N. M"
or
new
It rests the foet and makes
feet.
swollen
easy.
Cures
acnni;,
shoes
tlKht
Itelieves corns and bunions of all pain and
Try It today. Sold
ftlves rest and comfort.
2fe.
by all TtruKglsts and Shoe Stores.
Don't accept any substitutes. For FItEK
Sample
nf
the CONTRACTOR
package,
also
Free
trial
and BUILDER
a new
Sanitary CORN-PAInvention,
address Allen 8. Olmsted. I.e
Shop 410 V. Copper Aye.
Roy. N. T.
Phone SI 7.

FEATHERS WORTH THEIR
WEIGHT IN GOLD

Kleclrlc light plants, 1906, $23,000;
1907. $27,000, an increase of $4,000.
1907,
Water plants, 1906, $38,000:
$341,754; a decrease of $4,K0.
Railroads, 1906, $342.330; $1907,
$341.754; a decrease of $576.
Saw mills. 1906, $11.100; 1907, $11,-50an increase of $400.
FlourinB mills,, 1906. $6,400; 1907,
$2,250; a decrease of $4,1T,0.
Horses, 1906. $27.320; 1907, $1,405;
a decrease or fi.zau.
a

This SpsSbé

.

.

his name Is "bail eoueh.". He doesn't fare
tor told or Bllver but he will steal your
health away.. If he appears In your house
arrest him at once with Ballard's Hore-houn- d
syrup.
It may mean consumption If
you don't. A cure for ail coughs colds and

30-3-

can throw nway your crutches and be as
well as anyone.
Prices 25c, 50c and f 1.00.
Sold by J. II. O Rlelly Co.

1907, $850.

via;--

Wlck-en'our-

8.

Timber lands, 1906. none; 1907,
$260; an increase of $260.
Mineral lands, other than coal, 1906,

22, 1907.

unit riKiirs.
this line with na.

quen

handle everything In our line
Write for Illustrated Catalopuo nnc
Price 1.1st, lulled to dealers only

We

of

Hold-u- p

Great Train

the

Express

Rocky-Mounta- in

Direct from 747 Performances In New York City. Employing
an Engine and a Train of Cart and In Two Scene Reproducing
of Early Days. A Malnlng Camp,
the most Famous Hold-uwith Street, Hotels and Dance Halls. Passengers and Treasure-Latte- n
Express Cars Plundered by Desperadoes. Chase by Sher
Iff and Posse. Deadly Running Combat.
Cowboys and cowgirls reproducing the pastimes, hardships,
chivalries and equestrian feats of the ranch. Indians exhibiting
their war dances, combats, savageries, sports, encampments,
horsemanship, and methods of hunting and trapping. Surpassing artillery and cavalry tournaments by detachments from tho
armies of the world. .Lassoing by champions. South American
Cauchos and Australian boomerang throwers.
enchanting Nautch
Hindoo Jugglers and
dancing girls, venerable high priests, wandering tribes of
Bedouins, skilled warriors, daring Sheiks, fearless horsemen,
witch doctors, howling and dancing dervlshlres,
cannibals, Arabs, Moors, Persians, Dahomlans, Abysslnlans, Zulus, Hottentots, Boers, Kaftirs, South Sea Islanders, Singhalese,
Chinese, Japanese, Filipinos, Austrian Bushmen, Esquimaux,
Cossacks.

roRNKB

, Telephone
nwMT t.

IV1

Robbery

the Mining Camps of Colo
to
rado, Utah and Nevada:
Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo, is by way of Santa Fe
New Mexico, and the

WILD

WEST

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.
"1

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

Snake-charmer-

FAK
EAST

sooth-sayer-

Grand

Spectacular

2 P.

M.

STREET-

TWO

DAILY

-

PARADE

the Morning

in

PERFORMANCES

8 P.

:

la

Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's Boók Store, Central
Avenue, on Day of Exhibition, at Regular Prices.
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juut urdert u Dm
UMITtO MEDICAL CO., WO T4,

bT then

HOOPER,

r.ttcr and Tlrke

K F,

Lui

A

S.K.

id urn SI. 10.
to 20. Itrtiiru

DRS. COPP & PETTITr

For Information oi to ratea, train
Wflcr, dcwrliitivn literature, awldrca

On end PttF

SF.I'-TF-

UMIT.

llulil ( rowan
(iold I'llllnc. upwiirilk from
Pulnlm
Kulrmtion
All Work AtMolntrly Ouarantrad.
Ko-.-

Through the fertile San
Valley: also to the San
country of Colorado,

FAIIt.

2H-:1- 0,

to Socorro anil

Tl k'(H on Salt- - St
limit Oi lolicr 1st.

RAILROAD

(Effective Jun llith.)

Arrive. Pepan
From the F.ut
7:45 p 1:10
No. 1. Southern Col. Exp
Limited ....lS.JOp 1:00 r
No. I, California
Nf.T. North. Oil. Fast Mnll. . .10:r,S p 13:45 p
Mcx. (Jltjf Exp . 11:46 P 111:10 s
Ne. , El P.
From the Went
1:00 a 1:25 s
No. x. rhlcairo Fant Mall
:50p s:20p
No. 4. Chlcaro Limited
Kan. City Exp.. :40p 7:20
No. . Chi.
From the South
K. C. Ex l:J0a 7:00 r
No. 10, Chi.. Den.
No. 10 connects at I.amrwlt branch train
for Bsnta Fe and stops at all local points r
T. B. PURDT Arant
New Mexico.

COIXTY
ISF.lt

To

p

SOCOItltO

"SHORT LINE'

THE

1.18

'n corrFB

of Inipnrti'il Wlnt'S. Li1'lnce your or.lcrs fo"

awtwt

Sold in Albuquerque

Unoutcm.

I'm

s

by (ne I. H. O'Rclllj Co.

Jl-jin- d.

fit

J
IShe

ncRo-tlatlon-

rue-ful-

r

I

I

Future Pailroad Center of

i

,.

aaxA

E .......

JVebu

I

Iti

Mexico
wiEMUE.

í
N . M.. IS AT
OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF
OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN LIKES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

TheHelen

XSoiun

and Improvement Company
OXCfiKTOftAnCl

ly

streets and avenues, right In the business
ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting cL
Company
D.iilu
is now grading (ts extensive depot grounds
,i Mr
Tho Atrhisnn. Tnneka . Santa Fe Rai wav
k i r, a i L conM
iirrtunfic.
. . i - k it.
immense passenger affreight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
limits TO
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etcP
It Is the
THE CITY Ur otLtN nas
west, to all
largest shipping point for flocr.
Bclen to
points in the United States an
l"
S
r
, .
Dl
Mm has a S1 6.0Ó0 public school house, two churches, a commercial
h
un ana me raci
good
hotel. The lots ottered afe low In prices and terms easy. Oni third of pur- . v
itf. It. nppfi; .
- ; r npr .nd ac uu, unco .mico, icoiauiu. o,!. wv.
b u uy
warranty deeds given.
as
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at 8 p er cent per annum. Title perfect and
chase money casn;
person or wlte to
.
Come early if you wish to secure the choice lots. For further particulars and prices ot lots call lin
70-fo- ot
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We are showing the most
line of footwear ever shown in the
c ity, at popular prices. Values in every
pair. Children's uchool shoes a specialty. Kit and wear guaranteed.

iTIie Largest EJuiiiLero

1

ADVANCED STYLES
IN FALL FOOTWEAR

Just Received

LEON HERTZOG. Mgr.

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet.
Car Richelieu Flour.

1

West Central Avenue.

Car Oats.

1

LOCAL

ITEM

BRYAN SAYS CROWD

Weather Forecast.
Washington. Sept. 21. New
JeinTiilly fair Sunday and
Front In northern portion
night or Sunday morning.

III

xc

1

Car Corn Chops.

1

Car Oat Hay.
Car Alfalfa.

1

--

ELKS' TERRITORIAL DEPUTY

Richelieu

BACK FROM SILVER CITY

I

i

sr

f

M

K. Wylik-in Th
lr.on M.professional
business.

Gives Glowing Report of Advancement of Grant County
Town Which He says Is On

ri?nu, K.

.

.1.

T. Itrown, of Socorro, was
in A Hnuiieriue yesterday.
II. Matehin.
Cuam, liad

a

if
Albii(ueriiie

vix-It-

liusl-ih--

the Boom.

s

yemerday.
in
Mis. Oscar Cocliel, of Helen, was In

t.

the city yesterday for the day.
Maynnril liunsul hn returned from
a imsiiiess trip to Cnilup.
Simon Neusladl, of Lou Lunas,
transacted business here yesterday.
W. M. Hahn
was u passenger to
Madrid yesterday.
Hey. Mr. HuKKett, of nnllup.
d
in A lbu(iierciie yesterday for a
slay.
F. A.
of Itamnh. In western
McKlnicy county, wan a visitor In
ue ue yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. I'. A. Sampson, of Las
Venas, are spending a few days in

Al-l)- io

I'aptain Fred Frnoff,
of the
iiiiiuiued police, Is In the city on business in Die district court.
I!ev. J. II. Ilea Id left yesterday for
(ialiiip, where he will deliver a sermon today.
May A. Hancock, of Kelly, N. M ,
arrived in the city yesterday afternoon
mi delayed No. in.
Ir. It. L. Must is out of th- clly or.
a hrltri vacation. He is expected hack
by I irlolier úlh.
Ir. J. K. Haines is expected to .(-- t
ii in from his ranch at Tierra Amarilla
ii ) ni t
ictolier 1.
L. W. (ialles has returned from a
business trip through northern New

.Mexico.
Mr. Cobb, a rancher IívIiir south of
Hie i ity, left last ninht on the t'liicafcn
limited for Hoston, Mass.

I'eputy I'nited suites Marshal Harry
Cooper returned yesterday
from a
trip lo Silver Clly.
'.'
. Cushnian and family have returned from a visit lo friends In Kansas.

The ladies of the Lutheran church
are requested to meet tills afternoon at
:i': Hazeldine avenue.
i
cunte A. Hi ink, who has been
representing; the Occidental Life Insurance company In ltalon for some
months. Is In the city.
West Cold avenue, west of First
street. Is liclnir raised. Street
'i'lerney started the work
yesierilay.
o. a. Mat son, manager of th F.'ks
opera house, Is still confine! to nis
home with the injured ankle rec-ivI w o weeks ago.
J. K. Maher and sister, of this city,
leave this inornlnif for a six weeks'
visit wkn relatives ami friends In tin'

er

and
Archuleta, a merchant,
fori It. Sandoval, a sheep man of
city
Cabezón, were visitors in the
1".

leading comedbi'i of
of I'osmi Ideal Comic Opera
o. 'o santa Fe last nlijht to enj
days' vacation.
a
The usual concert will be (riven by
band
the American Lumber company
In Itoblnson park tonight at H o'clock,
weather condition permitting.
been appointed a
A. II. Smith ha
carrier in the local postofflce. succeeding K. ii. Conroy, who has been advanced to the railway mall service.
Albiniuer(ue friends have been advised of the death In Denver of Curl
Zimmerman, until three months tifco
a resident of this Ity.
x
aired
Castillo,
years, died at Los Padillas yes -- id iy
'moininx of pneumonia, belli huro'd
5
place a
In the cemetery at that
o'clock last niKht. The dec.itseii wa"
well known In this city.
J. It. Carpenter, superintendent
the A met lean Lumber companv Ht
Ketlner. arrived In the city yes, ird iv
Miss Kelna tirunsfeld leav.n tomorrow ninht for Chlcauo. where s'e hUI
nter the Iirlng school.
ii. it. Vim Ijinlnithan, westerniiueiit for ttie flreat Western Life Islnin
suraiice company, of Kansas City.
Albiniieriue. considering the openlnK
comf a .New Mexico office for his
pany. He Is accompanied by H. A.
Hin kley, for some time a resident of
A lbiiiiieriiie.
Two lively (tames of Juvenile base
ball were pulled off yesterday afternoon on the Woolen Mills rounds In
which the boys from the Immaculate
Conception school proved too much
for the boy, from the Third ward
school. Th score: First (tame Immaculate Conception, 1(1; Third ward
school. lf. Second game Immaeuliile
Conception, S: Third ward school, 5.
the same
Next Saturday afternoon
teams will play Rain to decide the
scholastic championship of the clly.
A. C. HiirircHH,

I

!'l.'l-sl-

fr

immces. khowfll
hfouu,e
cf.na kimmkit kit dio, 31s
-

'I K AL AVE.

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

'

T. N. LINVILLE.
nrxri.r. and tañí V roc kriks

rlfe.

Tea and Meee
grade ef llonr,
Kperktltr.
Kierylhlng Is the market alwara a hand.
ALWAV.
thk
Weal Cenlrsl Avenue
1'hene tn.
IO--.1

wan

"i

in sleeping

í

rooms can show no higher con-

of hygienic

ception

I'

perfection than

In

tha

elaborate and handsome brass beds that ara

K.'vWaiD-- ,

being manufactured.

trow

" Fresh

1

air, comfort and cleanliness

are

time when you choose
at
your brass enameled bed from the many dethe same

signs and sizes either single, double or twin
beds, from our magnificent stock of bedroom

furniture.

-

Decorative Art
hibit.

Grocery Co.

Hart Schaffher tif Marx

FRANK TROTTER, Mgr.

FOR BUSINESS

absorbed the very cream of the business and professional men and can
therefore accomplish about what they
desire."

Mr. R. W.
Bryan, of this city,
who was recently appointed district
deputy for the Elks of New Mexico,
111
hus
returned
from
Silver City,
where he visited the Silver City lodge
Wednesday evening. Mr.i Bryan re
ports that he had an exceptionally
pleasant trip and met many persons
on the train and at the stations he
passed throuKh who expressed them
selves as IntendlnK to come to Albuquerque during the fair. He say.i
that the fair hns been very thoroughly
advertised and Its manifold attractions are appealing favorably to the
people. A number also spoke of th:
Socorro fair and generally thert
Still they come to enroll from out
seemed that absence of locul prejudice
which has sometimes heretofore been of town. The boys dormitory is overmet by fair boosters.
have been turned away,
"This Improved condition of affairs run, but r.otie
originally
is attributable to the great financial n a few suites of rooms
prosperity which has visited south- Intended for two, there are threu
ern New Mexico," said Mr. Bryan, boys. The large porch of the dining
and to the further fact that the citi
of the dining
zens of the territory are beginning to two. The large porch
into rooms
converted
been
has
hall
realize that the Albuquerque people
have been yearly putting up their for boys. The last man In was Burl
money for a territorial enterprise and Vincent from Winslow, Ariz.
not merely for a local concern. With
Mis Kate Cunningham, a gradúale
the prospect of statehood in the near from both the normal and college defuture, there Is In the air a feeling of partments, writes from her school at
oneness, and It presuges well for the Heaton, N. M., that she likes her work
future of the new state. Strong men and is kept busy by the half a hunand men capable of managing the at-- 1 dred pupils In her room.
fairs of state are scattered all over) Miss Anna Bowie, a former Unlver-slt- v
the broad expanse of this territory,!
of New Mexico girl from Gallup,
and they need but to know each other was married Wednesday Septembt
which 11th, to Mr. James Smcddnn at Bowie,
better to form relationships
will Insure the best results In state Col. Best wishes for Mr. and Mrs.
government."
Sneddon.
or silver City, Mr. Bryan said:
Professor Watson, who has been
Silver City is forging ahead Irre- appointed by the city council to sucspective of the price of copper. It ceed Professor AVelnzirl as city chemwould seem that fifteen cents was ist, has rented a house in the Highgood enough for them. There is lands, where he will move in a few
hurry and bustle all day and well Into days on the arrival of his wife and
the night. The merchants unprepared little daughter.
for such a volume of trade, and un
Mr. Celso Espinosa, father of Proused lo it, ilnd it difficult to get goods fessor Ksplnosa, was a University visi(hipped In fast enough.
Mechanics tor this week. He was accompanied
are Imsy tind sulwtantlal blocks and by Mr. Vigil and son of Las Animas,
residences ur going up In all parts Col.
of tiie clly except on what was the
Faculty class advisers for this year
Main street, and tills is now to be are as follows: College, senior, C. R.
used to carry off the surface water. Hodgln, college Junior, M. F. Angel,
Silver City Is about the only city In college sophomore, Miss Slsler; freshNew Mexico which seems to have too man; U. F. Asplund; preparatory sen,
much water. Some of the old Inhabi- lor, A. M. Ksplnosa; junior, J. H.
tants, it Is said, got so disgusted with Crum; sophomore, D. M. Richards;
water a few years ngo that they made freshman. Miss Parsons.
a vow that they would not have anyPresident Tight at assembly gave nc
thing to do with It, and there are Interesting account of the Indian vilplenty of accommodations where they lage of Taos, north of Santa Fe, which
have the opportunity
of wreaking he visited last week. The special
their vengeance. Silver City Is lik; music at Monday's assembly was a voAlbuquerque in one respect, It needs cal duet well renered by Misses Le
effective sewerage system for surface tarte and Ue a'ullio, and a mixed
water. If this meets the eye of any quartette.
hydraulic engineer let him take note
Professor Hodgln Is spending a day
anil If he ran meet adequately the sit- or two at Santa Fe to attend a meetnow
Is
uation, his fortune
made. Just
ing of the executive committee of the
court Is in session and a murder trlai Territorial Kducatlonal
association,
Is on In which over sixty
witnesses and In the Interests of the New Mex
have been subpoenaed.
Other cases Ico Journal of Kducatlon. The educahave brought many people Into flui- tors hold their annual meeting at
dity which added to those coming Santa Fe In the Christmas vacation.
there on mining business, have filled
The Interscholastlc oratorical conthe hotels so that lodgings are tit a test will be held this year at Santa Fe
premium.
some time In the holidays. Professor
"Tiie widespread reputation of Fort Itupert F. Asplund, who Is secretary
Rnyanl Is attracting attention to the and treasurer Is sending out the condelightful climate of Silver City and stitution of the New Mexico Oratorical
the number of health seekers (locking association preparatory to this annual
here is a dally source of surprise to meeting. There are two divisions one
the old residents. There Is not a va- composed of high schools and the
cant house In the city and the neigh- other of colleges and Universities of
boring hillsides are sprinkled with the the territory.
On
white tents of the healthseekers.
the same train with me entering the
Cough Remedy One of the
city were the healthseekers and they Chamberlain's
Heat on the Market.
wandered about nearly all day before
many
years I'hamlierlaln's Cough
Fur
finding even a temporary resting Remedy hu constantly gullied In fnviir and
place. A large commodious hotel Is tmpulurlty unlll It la now one ef the mnat
just nt present a crying need.
itaple meiltclni-- In uae and haa an ennrmotis
Intended especially fur acule
"The celebrated trial In Denver of ale. It la lung
diseñáis, auih as cousin,
and
the directors of the Lost Hulllon mine, thrat and
rmup. and ran alwaya tie dehas served to draw the attention of pended upon.
It la pleasant and aafa to
the people of the country to the vast lake and la undoubtedly
the best In the
In
concealed
the
of
wealth
hordes
market for the purposea for which It Is Inmountains, and new ventures and new tended. Hold by all druggists.
enterprises, added to the large number of producing mines tributary ti
Want Ad Happenings.
Almost every want advertisement that la
Silver City has given an Impetus to
printed
causes "something to taapnun" la
the business of the city which Is most
marked.
"The Normal school Is well located
on a commanding eminence nwir the
NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
clly and has some very creditable
buildings and a corps of capable
teachers. A big crowd of hoys loiterOF AGRICULTURE AND
ing near the main building during a
brief Interval between classes, seemed
to offer good material for a. footbail
MECHANIC ARTS.
team. When
this was suggested,
however, the answer came, "too much
Light.-A subsequent Interview
the fact that President Light
was hurtlly In favor of football and if
A NIIOKT f'OI'RHK IN PRACTICAL
the boys resembled him more physically they would give the "Farmers"
IIOl Sr KKM'INd.
or even the Varsity boys a game worth
playing. The boys perliap
meant
that they were too light In weight to
put up a good gxme.
The Klks havo Just completed
CnurM begins Orlolter 1, and ennllnnes
very commodious lodge room. It will
unlll Marra 5, 1MW.
be used as an opera house and as soon
as the Hanta Fe Arranges to take peo
Classes In rooking, sewing nnd other
pie out the city by daylight the house
subjects pertaining la the home.
will be liberally patronized by traveling shows os the city will prove a The only erhool of domesUe aelenee
prolltnble stand. In this city, as In
within mdliis of five hundred miles.
others In the territory, the Klks have

het

first.
If you're in Hart, Pchaffner &
Marx clothes, you look like success;
that's-abig. step toward it.
, Made of
fabrics; made to
fit all sizes of men.'
Our new fall stock is ready for your
inspection.

LKMMXG JKWM.Kn, CKNTItAL
AVENUE.
f all ordort filled.
Sriitl na your re- - pair work.
0

rom-mo-

lor

s

further Information address

,

,

O.

AI.KICI I.TI'RAf,

"'

MCW

CUI.I KI.K,

MK'XIfa.
I.

I

Li

THE RELIANCE ELECTRIC CO.
Prepared to do any and all kinds of electric decora- tion. Give us a chance to figure on your work. We can
save you money.
Are

:

Madam

Steward-Lam-

EXCLUSIVE

STREET,

MILLINERY.

Clarkville
Coal Yard

i

'

J. W. BENNETT
ST.,

JOHN S. BEAVEN.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR
NAVA.R) BI.ANKK.T8 AMI
INDIAN AM) MEXICAN UOODS.

PHONE

non hhax. native ruoDi rr,
IlKMOVED: STKAKillT,

Ni) SHOUTS
t'líKAN AIMH'IiK. E. W. EKE,
S. MUST ST. PHONE IB.

02-I- II

K1NDLINU.

& Co.

Groceries and Provisions
EW CRYSTAL THEATER

D. II. OOKIHEK, Malinger.
120 West Hold Ave.

FOR

COLLINS'
Pint

HAND

Pure Drugs.
A

Cold Soda

Full Lin of Toilet Article
SECOND AND GOLD

Harneo,

2L

Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

Dealers

Fourth and Central Avenue.
In

end Ranges

We Carry a Full Une

Granito

nip oil a ot

WoLro---Crockcry---GlejLSSvv-

aro

ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC

We Haveln Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop.
ALL WORK

No old pmhIh on our
We more

ENTRUSTED

TO

US WILL

RECEIVE

OUR

BEST

ATTENTION.

.

WHITNEY

our entire
every nKiiHi

Htll

therchy limtirlnff you
rreh good all 1

'
IS

CONVINCING.

SPOT CASIÍ STORE

a

STEVENS, EICHAR and CO.
Watch Us
Dur, Business
'U

Grow--

1

OMPANY

113, 115, 117 South First Street.

lliiifl.

Witch

01.

WAGNER. HARDWARE CO.

Shoemaker ami Repairer.
llrst-cliis- s
OREEN FRONT. 105 NORTH FIRST.

ATRIAL

II, HAHN & GO
TELEPHONE

Rnddlcry, Leather,
Findings, I'ainU.
rtcfore buying examine our goods anil
Drices and rave mo- - y.
408 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE

Proprietor.

PRONE
IRON AVKM'K.
Olve me n trlitl.

BLOCK,
1. 1 MP,
ANTHRACITE,
1TKNACK,
MIXED,
NUT,
CLEAN UAH COKE,
KM IT II I Ml COAL,
MOOD,
NATIVE KINDLINO.

Snddlea,

P.Matteucci Hrdwecre, Stoves

Hloek

V,

THOS. F. KELEHER

LAUNDRY,

,

than

AMERICAN

CEKRll.LOtf

VANMNUGO.

Uniform
Wurk Ouumnleed.
Prices and Quirk Herviré.

J. H. COLLINS,

MERCHANT
Suits CleanLadies and Oentlemen'sRepaired.
ed, Pressed and
105 Vorili I'lrst Street.

FOR CASH ONLY

..

Class

03 KAMT

J. MORELLI
T.1I)H.

COAL

TRY

;

SOrVEMK MATINEE

KhclvcH.

Albuquerque, New Mexico $

llt-18-20--

F. PAGEL, Proprietor.

Every Tuesday and Friday Afternoons.
PRICES: 'Matinees, 10 and 20 cenU;
evenings, 10. 20 and 30 cents.

A.

Marquette Avenue,

Silver Avenue.
Half Block from Santa Fe Depot
GEORGE E. ELLIS. Prop.

.

THE FOl'R EHANKS,
The Famous Comedy Quartette.
AV AWFI'Ij SKATE,"
And Other Features.
Doors Open nt 2:00 and 7:30.
TjAPIKS'

Z

AlbuQuerque's Finest
European Hotel.

I have some hUth grade and registered
Burks for sale, ranclnc In ase from eighteen
months to four years. Also some hlh
grnd and registered does. I'rleea given on
M. K. McCHAlti,
application.
Ban Marelul, New Mexico.

iixi'stuati'd songs.
'

First Street

The HOTEL CRA1GE

FEED AND I.lt líBY BTABLE8
I st Class Turnouts at '
BeasonaUt Kates.
Telephone a.
North Second Ptren-t- .
LIVERY,

Monday
Opening week commence
STRICTLY SANITARY
hlght, .September 16, with two nhnwn
every night at 8 and 9:15 o'clock and
DATE BARBER SHOP,
to
TO
2:30,
UP
at
every
afternoon
matinee
This week's bill Includes:
105 North First Street.
follow.
I AND MEIA'IIXE
MVI-O- l
Everything carefully sterilized. I
Double Harp Singing and Dancing sell the Liquid Head Rest.
Artlst-B-

Ai.RunvRnauRMíMRFRrn

W. L. TRIMBLE & COMPANY

Fine Registered Angora Bucks
323 S. Second St. Phone 791
S A li E
N

i

-

UseMorningJournalWantAds

MOUNTAIN WOOD.

DEAI.KKtí IN

THE

at fhe

BUM K.

Olive Oil.

Lommori

1

Í

all alies.

ANTHRACITE
AMERICAN

.

Just Received

New Stock

I

'MILLWOOD.'

Recieved Today 4 A Consignment of Imported Lucca

A.

131.

TELEPHONE

Wall Paper!

I

All kinds of nial and wood.

100 N. 11 KMT

502 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE,

b,

BKCOND

HOtTTII

110

THE PRESIDENT,
V.

THE BIG FAIR IS COMING AND

The Central Avenue Clothier.

OPPOSITE rOSTOFFICE.

sebiml branches.

K.

.

DM

hate romulefed the

STRONG

all-wo-

Simon Stern

who'

F. H. STRONG
BUS

Oood style in clothes pays In business; people Judge you by your clothes

$22 to $28

years

THE DIAMOND PALACE.

$17.50

MEN

UNIVERSITY

Open to all young women over eighteen

fafC

,

Coats you nothing to see this artistic display; but we say frankly that looking generally ende In buying. Real ahina beauties
are our dinner sets of 100 pieces. The price
will amaze you when you see a fine Austrian pattern for

Phone 235.

118 W. fiólo" Ave.

DORMITORIES

i

J.

l

t--

1.

Copyright 1907 by
Alejandro Sandoval, of Sandoval,
yesterday In the city.
.

T7

Modern Furnishings

on chine, finds full exemplification 'tn the
many .ornate designs It's our pride to ex-

SB.

1

lis-

V

FAIR

the Postal Telegraph Company, givlnt
name anil adilreaa and the paper will
by
special meaaenfar.
lie delivered

r

fe&S

í

,

ml
hmV-

,

muí

In the event that you sheuld not re- reive your morning paper telephone

Telephone

'

Car Corn.

1

INTEREST

y

Stock in the Southwest

In

Mi

at our warehouse

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE

21

22, 1907.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER

MORNING. JOURNAL,

'

I

401,403

WHOLESALE

HARDWARE
I

RETAIL

.

Methods. Wis.

North First Sired.

Arms and Ammunition; Mail orders Solicited.

T

